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The Comprehensive S LI . - am

CSMP Is a grades K-6 mathematics program inten d for regular classroom k

use with students of all ability levels; The program was eveloped by CEMREL,

Inc., an educational laboratory forded by the National Institute of Education.

Distinctive Program Features

Three representational languages - the MinicorrpUter, string pictures, and

arrow diagrams - are used frequently throughout the curriculum, both to convey

mathematical ideas and to pose problems; The curriculdm is highly structured in

a spiral organization with each lesson described In detail in the Teacher's Manual,

including a "script" complete with sample question-and-answer dialogue. The

lengthy lesson development extends the time the teacher normally spends in whole

'group instruction. CSMP emphasizes "mathematically rich" situations and builds

entire lessons around such situations. There are no behavioral objectives nor are

tests built into the curriculum, althb-tigli student workbooks - 16-page booklets

Which are assigned once a week - give the teacher one method of evaluating

student progress. The CSMP curriculum provides much less time for practicing

computational skillS and much more time on new content In probability and
44A.

geornetry. It Introduces clecn* als, fractiOnt, riegathie numbers- and the concept

of multiplication earlier than, usual, but does not stress computational mastery in

these areas.

Special Requirements

From 1 to'S days of training need to be provided for prospective CSMP

teachers. This training can be done by a consultant from the CSMP network of

turnkey trainers, or by strict personnel, presumably the local CSMP Cobrdinator,

who would also be responsible for monitoring the program, ordering materials,

planning implementation, and general trouble shooting. The program costs about
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as much to t gin using as a regular textbook program, but costs more than a

textbook to maintain because of its consumable student materials. Because CSMP

ti is rut a textbook, it is not likely to be approved in formal textbook adoption

procedures.
A

Program _Implementation

CSMP is being used in at least some classes in over 10P school districts.

by about 55,000 students. It is used in both urban and rural settings; and as

a gifted and a Chapter I program. Mott districts began using CSMP In a

few kindergarten and first grade classes and gradually expanded to other schoolS

and other grade% though this expansion seldom reached district wide we through

grades K-6, except In small dittrictt.

The most ImpOrtant factor In a successful CSMP implementation Is the

existence of a skilled and committed CSMP coordinator with district-wide

responsibilftreS. Cbordinators report that the two biggest obstacles In Implementing

CSMP are the training of teachers, especially the change in 'teaching philosophy

required by many. teachers, and the lack of computation practice In the program.

CSMP teachers report spending more time in math class than comparable

Non-CSMP teachers, and they spend a higher proportion of the time in teacher-

led instruction. Teachers supplement the program with computation practice,

using about asomuch time as Non-CSMP teachers do in supplementing their

program (usually with "enrichment" activities). This supplementation is most

commonly done a few minutes at a time or as homework. Many teachers,

particularly in.' the upper grades, drop lessons from the Geometry and Probability

strandt in order to complete the schedule.

Program Evaluation

CSMP was evaluated by a special group within CEMREL which operated

and was funded independently of the development team. This group produced 50
I

evaluation reports over the 10 years of the Extended Pilot Tests of CSMP

materials. These pilot tests involVed 23 districts; subsequent Joint Research'
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Studies, initiated and supportgd by local districts; Involved 11 other districts. The

evaluation effort was monitored by an- Independent 5-Member Evaluation Panel

chaired by Dr. Ernest House..

Student Achievement on__StanriRrril7ed Tests

Based on over fifty comparative studies, in over 600 classes, It IS clear

that CSMP students perform very much the same as Non=CSMP student of

comparable ability on a variety of standatdized tests in computation, conceptti

and applications (or "problem solving"); In computation, there Is a slight tendency

for CSMP sttidents to do better than Non-CSMP students in grades K=3 and worse

In grades 4-6. CSMP Students do not dd as well In the multi=digit algorithms,

like long division, thOUgh teacher supplementation in these skills seems to Improve

performance. (T

Student Achievement on the MANS Tests

The MANS tests (Mathernatits Applied to Novel Situations) are a set of

short-tests, different in each of gradeS 2-6i designed by the CEMREL.evaluation

unit to assess CSMP students' perfbrmance in problem solving. The tests were
, .needed because there were no good Standardized problem solving tests available;

Many the MANS tests present MatheMatibal situations unfamiliar to both CSMP

and N =CSMP students and none of the tests contain any of the specific CSMP

terminology or representational languages. MOSt items are open-ended and problem

oriented; The tests have been used by over 20,000 students during this evalua-

tion.

CSMP classes did better than Non=CSMP classes at every grade level and

every ability level. The results were statistically significant, throughout, based on

Analysis of Covariance of class means, adjusted for reading scores. They were

also-educationally significant because of the importance of problem solving, the

usual difficulty in improving students' problem SOlving abilities; and the size of



the CSMP advantage (typical average percentage correct: 57% versus 50%, or

alternatiVely, effect sizes of 1/3 to 1/2 of a standard deviation in favor of

CSMP).

CSMP students were particularly good in process oriented tests, especially

solving and using number patterns and relationships, doing mental arithmetic

problems (such as / = 250 = 140), and producing multiple answers to problems.
1,

They were also very good in the special topic areas of Algebra and Probability.
. _

CSMP students had a more modest advantage in the MANS processes of Estima=
.

tion,_Number Representations, and Word Problems and there-was no different

between CSMP and Non-CSMP students In the special areas of Geometryo Logic,

and Organization of Data;

Other Findings

Students, who completed CSMP K-6, were rated slightly higher by their

seventh grade mathematics teachers than former NonCSMP students, and

received significantly higher mathematics grades, though this advantage

decreased with time.

o Students who transferred into the program, provided there were only a -

few per class, scored slightly below- their veteran classmates on the

MANS tests but above comparable Non-CSMP students;

o At every grade leVel, boys outscored girls on all MANS categories

except Computation and Elucidation of Multiple Answers; In Estimation

and Mental Arithmetic the advantage for boys averaged more than a

quarter of a standard deviation (a little less for CSMP), a

surprisingly strong result considering the ages of the students.

o In schools where CSMP was started K=4 in the same year, rather than K-1

followed by a new grade each year, second grade classes appeared t

gain the full benefit of CSMP after one year while third and fourth

grade clattet made about half of the nprmal gain over Non CSMP

p4rformance.
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Teacher Reactions

Over half the teachers queried (over 500 In alp gave unqualified approal

to CSMP, often describing it In glowing terms. About 10%-15% thoroughly"

disapproved of the program. The remainder liked the prcigram overall, but had

minor or major reservations about some aspect of the program. CSMP was

slightly more popular with teachers of gradesK-2 than =In ble upper gracfes.,
. .

Teachers considered CSMP's challenging thinking skills and hill student motivation

as 'the best aspects of the program. They rated CSMP far better than their

previous math program In overall quality, student Interest, reasoning ability, and

+appropriateness for high ability students. On these last two Items, their ratings

were over a full point higher, on a 15-point scale, than Non-CSMP teachers'

ratings.

Many teachers (about half) thought the program was poorer' than their

previous math program in student achlev9ment in computation and In :ppropri=

ateness for low ability students; These two common complaints surfaced In many

ways, but were not well corroborated by test data which showed only small;

easily remediable, computational deficits and very few instances of poor per-.

formance by low ability students.

Conclusion.

CSMP is a difficult program to implement; it requires more money, a strong

coordinator, training and additional preparation by teachers, and a change in

teaching philosophy on the part of many teachers. The program does not seem to

have much effect on standardized test scores. The program elicits a strong
-----

reaction from teachers, mostly favorable. The most important evaluation result

is the improvement that CSMP makes in students' ability to deal with various

kinds ettovel, problem oriented, situations. Most mathematic educators consider

this ability to be very importanti very hard to bring about and very often

ignored in favor of easy-to-measure computational skilit7

8
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Comprehensive School Mathematics Program' began In 1966. Lyndon Johnson
0was president; the Great Society had peaked; and curriculum development in
mathematics education was in its glory days with the recent work of _projects like
SMSG, UICSM; The Madison Project; and SSMCIS. Gradually; CSMP became the
last great dinosaur of federal mathematics curriculum delopment,' an anachronism
Whose momentum (investment) and promise carried it through one challenge after
another; A

In 1969,- orrerqf CSMP's senior advisors remarked to the author; in effect, 'Oh, it
(CSMP) will never be widely used. This is an experiment to see how good A
program we can develop (without regard to implementation considerations)." That
remark turned out to be an overstatement.

Amazingly; CSMP did get finished; after many years and millions of dollars;
threats to cut off Tu-nding and changes in the national setting; such as the
financial squeeze in local districts, the return to "basics"; and the testing/
pc eauntability movement, all of which hindered the program's dissemination
effort. Its completion and quality are a tribute to the determination and talent
of Burt Kaufman; CSMP director for most if its existence;

But the remark illustrates one of the central problems in CSMP's development;
which was finding a balance between; on the on hand, the philosophy and spirit
of what the developers thought mathematics ed ca n should be (with "good ,

mathematics" guiding all) and, on the other hand, considerations of practicality
and implementation. Neither CEMREL, the educational laboratory that housed
and managed CSMP, nor the National Institute of Education, which funded
CEMREL and CSMP, understood this problem clearly or formulated a policy to
deal with it.

The developers, however, had a clear vision of what they4wanted and maintained
this vision as they developed materials often at the cost of reducing the size of
the potential market for their materials. The curriculum is also viewed by many
mathematics educators as "extreme" - repetitious, idiosyncratic, inefficient, and
lacking key elements and varieties of approaches. Thus the program offends some
educators right,- away and for those who like its approach, it presents problems in
implementation. Given the resources inv-eaed, the amount of time provided for

'development, and the brilliance of many of the ideas in the curriculum, it's hard
not to come to the conclusion that a golden opportunity was Missed.

Nevertheless, the program has been used in about 150 school distrio.ts and is now
being'mused by about 55,000 students. It is one of the very few viable alter-
natives to the "national" curriculum exemplified in virtually all available text-
books in elementary school mathematics. The formal evaluation of CSMP is now,
complete and shows generally positive results, including some hard to achieve
student learning gains in certain areas of problem solving. The curriculum has
been approved by the Joint Dissemination Review Panel and is eligible for NDN
support. Camera ready copies of, the final, revised curriculum materials have
been completed. A set of extenSive training materials is available and a national
group of turnkey trainers, the CSMP Network, is in place. Estimates for future
sales revenues are slightly higher than for costs of future printing, so that, with.
the creation of an inventory for the revised grades 4-6 materials, the program
can be self 5ufficient.

(".
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The supreme irony of the CSMP_ experience Is that, after all this, after putting
millions of dollars and over twelve years into CSMP, the National Institute of
Education is now apparently unwilling-4o spend an additional 2% of that money to
create thiS Inventory, a one-time eicp_thse which would ensure the future avail-
ability of CSMP at precisely the tirnt that a .mathernatics/problem solving
currIculum like CSMP Is most needed and likely to be in most deMand. Within a
year the CSMP curriculum may no. longer be wadable.

This report suinmaties CSMP evaluation ,results. The evaluation effort, like the
development effort; has been long running and of wide scope. Testing has been
conducted in over 30 districts and 0 _classes; Questionnaires have been received
from 500 teachers; 250 teachershave been interviewed. ,The most notable
accomplishment has been the developrpebt of the .MANS Tests (Mathematics
Applied to Novel Situations), a series of innovative tests that have been used to
compare CSMP and Non-CSMP students In grades 2-6;

Two circumstances helped the evaluation effort immeasurably. First, the
evaluation operated and was funded independently of the development group for
most of its existence. Without this arrangement,' the Integrity and qUallty of
evaluation work would have disappeared as would the program itself long before
development was completed. Second, the evaluators were lucky to have an
extraordinary group of advisors to work with; expecially the five-member
Evaluation Panel frOm 19741983 consisting of Len Cahen; Bob 'Dilworth, Peter
Hilton; Ernie mouse and; Stan Smith; They were helpful; talented, diverse in
experience, and always prodding, in the nicest way, for the Work _to be done
utter. The author" wishes to acknowledge the work of Knowles Dougherty, who
was part of the evaluation, team during most of the Ektended Pilot Test and was
co-developer of the MANS Tests, and Gail Marshall, another team member who
Wrote some sections of -this report. It was a good group.

..
The author has been the senior evaluator since 1968. He has fought the usual
battles with the developers and the sponsort and had somehow managed to survive
to the end. Victors in _war get to write the hittory books; evaluators who survive
get to write the final report; In the case of!CSMP, both the history and the.
data are complex and interesting; the author is grateful to -NIE and McREL for
the chtince .to finish the job.



II CSMP: DEVELOPMENT AND DESCRIPTION

Philosophy and_ Goa Is

Like SMSG, UICSM, the Madison Project and other mathematics reform projects
that preceded it, CSMP was designed to teach -students mathematics and not
merely arithmetic. One 'of the key aspects of CSMP has been its dtial emphasis
on both mathematical content and pedagogy designed to support mathematical
reasoning. As the program was developed; piloted and revised, both content and
pedagogy were modified to reflect classroom experiences; .

.One of the basic tenets which CSMP developers have often stated is that
elementarY school mathematics should not unduly stress drill and practice in
arithmetic :computation but .shbUld- introduce children to what the developers term
"mathematically important Ideas".

To present thOse "mathematically important ideas" to students; three basic
,principles guided the developers. These principles, which differ from those on
which "traditional" text book mathematics programs are based; are the following:

Mathematic! is a unified body of knowledge and should be organized and
taught as such,-,so that, for example, the artificial separation of
arithmetic, algebra and geometry' should not be maintained;

Mathematics as a body of knoWledge requires certain ways of thinking and
cannot be done by the exclusive use of memory.

Mathematics is best learned by,. students when applications are presented
which are appropriate to studerikts Is of understanding and to their
natural interests.

CSMF's point of view is also illustrated in the following description of the cur-
riculum, excerpted from materials prepared by the developer for promotional
purposes:

"An underlying assumption of the CSMP curriculum is that children
can learn and can enjoy learning much more math than they do now.
Unlike most modern programs, the content is presentebi not as an
artificial structure external to the experience of children; but rather
as an extension of experiences children have encountered in their
development, both at the real-life and fantasy levels. Using a
"pedagogy of situations", children are led through sequences of
problem-solving experiences presented in game-like and story
settings. It is CSMP's strong conviction that mathematics Is a unified
whole and should be ,learned as such. Consequently, the content is
completely sequenced in spiral form so that each student is brought
into contact with each area of content continuously throughout the
program while building interlocking experiences of Increasing
sophistication as the situations become more challenging.
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"A feature unique to CSMP is the use of three nonverbal languageS
' that give children immediate_ access to mathematital ideas and
methods necessary not only for 1Solving problems; but also for"
continually expanding their undtrttanding of the mathematical
concepts themselves. ThroUgh these lanNages the curriculum arts as
a vehicle that engages children immediately and naturally with the
content of mathematic§ and its applications without cumbersome
linguistic prerequisite§. mete languages include: the Language of
Strings (brightly colored strings gpid dots that deal with the
fundarpentally useful and Important mathematical notion of sets); the
Language of Arrows (colored arrows between pairs of dots that
stimulate thinking about relations between objects); and the Language
of the Papy Minicomputer. The Minicomputer; a simple abacuS that
models the positional structure of the numeration system; Is used
both as a computing device and as motivation for mental arithmetic.
Its language can be_ uted to represent the nature and propertieS of
numbers. CSMP is flexible enough to facilitate whole - group;
small - group; and personalized instruction; and is apprOpdate for all
children from the "gifted" to the "slow learners"; It recognizes the.
importance of affedtfve as well as cognitive concerns arid has been
developed and extensively tested in classrooms nationally. ThOt;

unlike many approaches to mathematics which belleVe that Students
need to have mastered their own language before they can handle
logical mathematical tasks; CSMP uses these preciSe; pictorial modes
rather than relying exclusively on verbal instruction to express the
abstract concepts embodied in CSMP content."



The 9evelnpment glf _CSMP

Brief History -of -CSMP

Comprehensive School Mathematics Program stands for beth the name of a cur-
riculum, CSMP, whose evaluation is the subject of this report; and the name T7 a
project which was responsible for developing curriculum materials; Two major
curricula were developed under CSMP project auspices: CSMP, a K-6 mathematics
program for regular classroom instruction; and the Elements of Mathematics (EM)
program, a grades 7-12 mathematics program for gifted students. EM treats
traditional topics rigorously and in depth; It includeS much of the content
gefIerally required for an indergraduate mathematics major. These two curricula
are unrelted to one another but certain members o the CSMP staff contributed
to the development of both projects.

The CSMP Project was established in 1966, under the direction of Burt Kaufman;
who remained 'director until 1979. It was originally affiliated with Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois. It was originally affiliated with Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale, Illinois. After a year of planning, CSMP was
incorporated into the Central Midwest Regional Educational Laboratory (later
CEMREL, Inc.), one of the national educational laboratorjes funded at that time
by the U.S. Office of Education.

By 1968, CSMP had a staff of about teacher-writers, artists, and evaluators, as
well as a large and active group of consultants. Also Involved with CSMP's
development was a program advisory committee, chaired originally by Robert
Davis and later by Peter Hilton and Gerald Rising, and a CEMREL-wide advisory
committee for evaluation, chaired by Dr. Michael Scriven.

During the initial development work, third grade lessons were written. In this
early development phase, the emphasis was on "activity packages" in which
several class-length activities on a single topic were grouped together to form a
single "package". Most of the students' work was an an individual basis, and a
management system was devised which included pre- and post-testing and
rernediation strategies. Under this system, students occasionally worked in pairs,
and many activities were cornpanied by audio-tapes which helped students work
through the exercises. Most of the teacher's time 'was--spent working individually
with students while a teacher aide handled the manaernent details;

In 197:0 -71; an experimental comparison was made using third grade classes in the
Carbondale, Illinois public schools. This program; as it was developed to that
time, was used in one group of classes, and a "stripped down", less expensive
version of the same content was taught in a traditional way in another group of
classrooms. The comparison showed there were virtuallr no differences in
achievement between the two groups of classes.

At about the same time, CSMP staff also became aware of the work of
Frecierique Papy in Belgium. The staff began to develop kindergarten and first
grade activities based on her work, which used arrow diagrams, string pictures
and the Papy minicomputer to convey rnatherbatical ideas. These circumstances
E.ventually led to the decision by the development staff to abandon the indi-
vidualized approach used in the third grade materials in favor of the pedagogical
and substantive innovations of Dr. Papy thus placing the teacher in the more
traditional role in group instruction. Meanwhile, development continued from
,ecarid grade, a year at a time.
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In 1971, the Office of Education conducted a review of all lab and center
developcne6t programs in anticipation-of- their transfer-to the newly_created
National Institute of Education. The review recommended a phasing put of /
CSMP. Howbver; a subsequent sjte visit by a three-person review team led to a
recommendation that the almost-completed K-2 materials be given a pilot trial.
They also recommended that development work be restricted to planning
activities,Apending the results of the pilot alai. Early In 1973, a contract- through
1975 was signed with NIE to conduct pilot trials and to complete curriculum
development through third grade. Then, according to that contract, a decision
about funding for further development work would be made. Thus began` the
extended pilot studies (1973-74), conducted by the evaluation staff directed by
Martin Herbert, and monitored by an evaluation panel chaired by Dr. Ernest
House, university of Illinois. Subsequently, an external review by a three-person
team, chaired by Dr. Gail Young, recommended in 1975 that NIE continue funding(for development of lessons for grades 4-6, 1

In the meantime, the devel ment activities came more and more under the
direction of Dr. Papy, who had joined the staff as Director of Development, _a-id
the curriculum gradually took on its present form and philosophy; In 1975, after
the voluntary departure of most of the development staff, and faced with a
strained relationship with the Carbondale schools, the project moved to St. Louis
and was housed in a single facility with other CEMREL programs.

In the fall of 1975, the development staff was rebuilt and developmental wor
began in two fou;th grade' classes -In the Universi> City Public Schools, ^a ra ially
integrated school district of inner-suburban St. Louis. In 1977 pilot testing of the
fourth grade curriculum in regular classes was undertaken by the evaluation sVaff
as part of the sequence of Extended Pilot Tests.

In 1979, Clare Heidema became director of CSMP and supervised the completion
of development as well as the final revision of materials. This final revision
occurred at each grade level in the year following the Extended Pilot Tests. The

testing of sixth graders was completed in fall, 1982, and the final revised versions
of all materials will be completed in early 1984.

Development Cycle

By 1973 a four=stage process ofi_materials development had been established and
this procedure was followed in subsequent years.

1. writing and Teaching Lessons (1 year). The CSMP staff, led try Dr. Papy,
generated short sequences of lessons around a topic and then tau t the lessons
tu two or three classes. The overriding criterion for selection/development of
lessons was always whether the lesson themes or "situations" were mathematically
Lich, i.e. could easily lead in several ways to important mathematical ideas or
ways of thinking. Also guiding development was the need to maintain a grade-
by=grade correspondence with the arithmetic skill development that Is so well
established in American schools. Several observers watched the lesson being
taught, "occasionally workAed with individual students, and contributed to decisions
on lesson revisions. These observations also affected future decisions about what
to teach and how to do it. Overall, the classes were of average ability though
they contained a higher proportion of both high and low ability students than
most classes do.
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This first stage of development distinguished CSMP's development process for two
related reasons. First, there was no overall master plan describing what content
would be taught at-which-gra-de levels. The content was gradually filled in as
time progressed: Second, the daily teaching of lessons allowed for rapid, even,
overnight, charges ased on student reactions- to the lessons. Thus, development
was at the same ti fluid and empirically based.

2. Local Pilot Test (1 year). This stage was carried out by the developmer
group and. was more a further stage of development than a pilot trial. The
previous year's lessons were revised and organiZed into a year long sequence and
taught in 6=8 classes in the St. Louis area. 'Regular classroom teachers taught
the lessons ald were observed and assisted by CSMP staff at least twice a week.

The process was still informal and fluid during the local pilot test. Occasionally
CSMP staff would write lessons after observing a class period and thee bring
those lessons with them on their next visit. CSMP staff often conducted lessons
themselves. There was no provision for end-of-year testing of student achieve-
ment, though--student performance on workbook assignments was systematically
reviewed.

3; Extended Pilot Test (2 years). The first two stages resu ed in a set of
materials, the Final Experimental Version,Ahat Included bot student materials
and detailed Tewher's.Guides for that grade level. IQ. the first year of the
Extended Pilot Test, about 11:212 classes in the St. Louis ea used the curriculum
in a more or less "hands=off" manner. Students in these cl es had used CSMP in
earlier grades, but teachers were usually. inexperienced with CSMP and were
trained in summer workshops lasting one or two weeks, and conducted by CSMP
staff; Classes were observed by both development and evaluation staff, test
instruments were developed, and experimental comparisons were made between
CSMP classes and similar non-CSMP classes in the same district. Evaluation
related activities were the responsibility of a special unit within CEMREL Which
was independent of the development group. All expenses for materials and
training were paid for by CSMP. Thus the first year of the Extended Pilot Test
provided a vehicle for trying out the materials in a small controlled experimental
trial, and for developing training and evaluation procedures for use the following
year;

In the serond year of the Extended Pilot Test, a much wider test of the
rnateriaTsW5 conducted in school districts nationally as well as in the St. LOuis
area. No conditions were placed on the' number or location of pilot claStes and
participating school districts were free tp choose teachers and classes In ways
consistent with their own pilot needs; However, _participating districts -were
required to provide evaluation data as required by the evaluation staff
(questionnaires, access to classes; student testing) and to cooperate in providing
appropriate control classes for the comparison of student achievement. This com-
parison was accomplished mainly through We use of the MANS Tests, a special
series of tests developed by the evaluation staff;

Local districts were also required to pay the cost of instructional materials and
to provide a coordinator responsible for several tasks: overseeing the irnple:
[orientation of the program, acting as a liaison between CSMP and the district,
attending a summer training workshop conducted by CSMP, and subsequently
training teachers as needed in their districts;



.

Approximately_ 30-50 CSN/P classes used the materials in this second year of the
Extended Pilot Test: The comparative studies of student achlever)-.ent involved
abOUt 60 classes altogether; and formed the main source of data - for the
Sumrnative evaluation of the program;

4. Final Revisions. Based on various evaluation data, including classroom
observations, teacher reactions and student achievement, the Final Experimental
version was revised and a Final edition prepared- for nationwide availability.
During thlt Stage, extraneous lessons were eliminated, lessons were Shortened or

4.- lengthened to reflect time limits at typical) sites, and Teacher's Guides were
revised to incorporate teachers' suggestions or to clarify lessons. ,

The years in Which these stages were completed are shown below for each grade
in Table 1.

TABLE 1
Completion of Development stoot; By Geode

Pte 1973 73-74 74-75 75-76 76-77 77-78; 78-79 79-80 80-81 81-82 82-83

Developmenf: R -2 ' 3 4 4,5 5,6 6

Local pilot: K-2 3 4 4 5 6

EAtended Pilot: K,1 ,K-,1,2 2;3 3 4,5 5 6

Final Revision:
3 4 4,5 5

,.---,, Aside from student and teacher materials, CSMP has a I 50 documented its goals
and procedures in reports,.artioles, and program materials such as..00rdinator's
manuals, workshop manuals, alto preview packets. A list of current dOcument-rs is
given in Appendix D.

or
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CSMP Representational Languages

The next section describeS the CSMP representational -langtiages, with-oeveral
examples of their usage. The reader rpay wish to skip ahead to the next section,
CSMP Content page 19.

Three pictorial devices - Arrow Diagrams String Pictures; and the Minicomputer
=are used extensively throughout the curriculum as vehicles for presenting and
working with a wide variety of content and mathematical Orocesses. CSMP cant
these devicet "langdages". The examples used below to Illustrate these languages
are taken from the Teacher's Guides and student workbooks; If' the reader will
take the time to think about these examples; a good deal of the CSMP OhilbSciph
may become accessible.

The Language of Arrowe.

CSMP uses colored arro to represent relations `rAcing numbert or objects repre-
sented by dots. In the ex mpies of arrow _diagrams in this section, it_ has ben,
necessary to use solid and dotted arrows for different relationthipS. CSMP uses
color to distinguish arrows, a mum more effective and striking visual deVice. An
example showing non-numerical relationships is gind below, where each dot
represents a different person;

are my mother
-110

you are my_ brother

Zelda

Labelling all dots to show their relationship to Zelda, gil/es the folloWing:

Zelda

brother or sister

grandmother

Note the ipdetermink y of the lower dot and fact that some arrows are missing;
for example from the uncles to the grandmother.

In a more complicated example, shown below, every Tot-can be labelled "Kip's

you r rt_sy f at tut r you Sr.- Ey motherw131O



Arrows are, mod often used to represe numerical relationships. The picture
below represents 2 + 3 = 5

2 4*

A

Note the "key" in the previous diagram to show what the arrow standt for. The
diagram below represents the equation 3A + 5 = 14,

If an arrow can be drawrkIn either direction between two dots, then the clotS can
be connected by a chord, as Illustrated In the following highlights from a 35=page
Story-Workbook for thiro graders.

The principal of a certain school who was the number and the vice principal,
the number 1, made up the following rule in their school to reduce the amount
of talking: "Two numbers will be allowed to talk to one another only if one of
Ahem Is a multiple of the other." Very gradually some interesting thingt are
developed in the story book:

0 and 1 are the only ones who can talk to

each number can talk to itself.

Two friends, 12 and 18, can't talk to one another but one of them hs the

following idea:

-4

Some numbers - common multiples of 12 and 18 - can be intermediaritt
for these two friendt.

The same thing happens to three good friends; 4i 10 and 15.

Some numbersi for example 24, c'an talk to several friends who are smaller
than they are. OtherS (prime numbers) can't talk to any smaller
friends;

20
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An interesting parade took place:

2 3 7 1 1 13

Find four numberS who- 6ommunicate as follows:

3 5 L1 +3

In the problem, below, third-grade students have to label the arrow diagram with
exactly the dots shown in the string.

A

Common multiples of 2 and 3 appear naturally In the partially labelled diagram
below.

+3

121



eturn -arrow's ?are used frequently. One effective use is in shoOlng the rela2
onship between multiplication and divi5ion of fractions, introduced VI fifth
ade. Multiplying by 2/3 is split into two steps as .shown in the diagram telow.

Return arrows. express multiplication and division as inverse operat ons. Hence,
the dotted return arrow must represent 4. 273_(1SottOm left). Alter tively, return
arrows for the upper arrows could be draWn firtt (bottom rlyit)0 In which case
the \dotted arrow represents the composition of a X 3 arrow and a 2 arrow,
which is X 3/2. So + 2/3 means the same as X 3/2.

4

3

In the diagram below, it Is 'Possible to determine Which doti represent the largest
and smallest numbers and what the dotted arrow stands for, without actualfy
labelling any of the dots.

t 10
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The L ge Of lhe_Minicomputer.

Minicomputer lessons use one or more square boards, each divided into four
squares and colored according to the Cuisenaire values so that checkers placed on
It assume the values 1, 2, 4 or 8. ,

4
Numbers can be shown In several ways. The number 7 is represerted below fn.
three different ways but the standard representation is the one on the Idtver left, :
where there is ro more than one checker per square.

j

Sev.eral boards placed side-by-side correspond to the l's, 10's, 100's, etc. placed of
the normal positional rotation.

57
*

Negative numbers can be glown with special negative checkers used alone or in
combination with regular checkers.

0

0
. 79

Weighted checkers have* numerals written on them to represent that many
checkers.

O
=65

A green bar placed between two boards represents a -decimal point.

11
=-3.8

13 2'
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"Plays" are made by rfplacing two checkers on a square (e.g. two 4's) with a
single checksir on t.be' next highest square (one 8) or vice versa. A special play,
replaces a checker on the eight square and a checker on the two square with a
ch er on the one square of the next board: this special ;lay, and Its, reverse,

ow plays from board-to-board. The actual boards may be' large cmongtration
boards used for teacher-led instruction, smaller paper "boards" for individual -
student use, or pictures of boards in workbooks allowing students td give paper
and pencil responses.

The Minicomputer can be used to calculate with each of the four standard
numerical operations.

37 + 58 =

71 = 23 =

3 ic 46

52.2

0

Oi

0

'elle

0 10

asking plays slapil Hies to

cancelling solid checkers leaves

making plays simplifies

First, 52 =
-14

'Then; making plays

So 52

/

4

0

gel two checkers per 'square: 52

14

= 95

am 48

N

= 138

ma11



While the Minicomputer has an obvious value for representing and calculating with
numbers, it is also used as a device to stimulate mental arithmetic and to pose

'problems, particularly In the upper grades.

The following examples show a ,few of -the kinds of problems that can be posed.

List the numbers that can be shown on the one's board using exactly 3
regular checkers.

put each number on the Minicomputer using a 5 ,checker and exactly one
of these checkers: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

= 33

Use any two weighted checkers to show 26.

Infinite repeating decimals can be illustrated by the following sequende for 1/3.
(Students will already have learned that division by 3 on the Minicomputer
requires regrciuping Into trios of checkers;)

.101

Maid
-: 15

6

0
= 0.3 33



An example of a strategy game starts with the Minicomputer is thOWn below.
The game starts at zero and uses a aincrle board; Teams take turns adding a
single checker to the board. The first team to reach 20 (withoUt cociino over)

wins. Below is a hypothetical sequence of plays in a game won by Tearn A.

4 +2
.4-3--

4-TeamA TarrIB Team A

I+ 10 8 Team B

Teom A wins.

The -Language_ot Strings

0

20
Team A

18

Strings:aie: used to show the classification of ct3jects according to certain
attributeS; YOung students_miglt be asked to put dots,'for themselves in one of
the four regions of the following string_ picture. Note. that a girt without glasses
would be represented by a dot outside bOth strings.

Strings are most often used -in CSMP _to clas numbers. The following string
picture shows that 2 is the only positive prime which is a multiple of 2, duli
noted by the cross 'hatching of the intersection to indicate that all elements of
that region are shown.

26



Starting with the diagram, lower left, the teacher might proceed a follows:

Ask the class' for' numbers, and place and label the numberi In the diagram.
Give numbers to students to place and label;
Ask the class for numbers which belong In a particular region.
ASV< the class to name the Intersecting region of the diagram, which by now

might lode like the one lower right;

'NtJltiples of ? !Ai 'Holes of ?? Ntiltiples of ? Miltiples of ??

Often pieces of Information are given one at a time, allowing inferences to be
criade with each additional piece of information. In the diagram at the bottom of
the page, the problem is to try to figure out the labels for each string. The
labels to be chosen from the following list:

multiples of 4,
odd- number's,
smaller than 10,
positive divisors of 12,
positive divisors of 18 or
positive divisors of 24.

After a few numbers have been testedu the information now available might be as
represented in the diagram; (A crossed out number means that number does not
belong in that region.) As It happens, all but one of these possibilities for each
string can now be eliminated;

27
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hi-iand calculators;

Althougti not really a CSMP language, an calculators are use In many lessons
for Investigating numerical properties and patterns and in various games which
reouirettrategic planning.

An example of the use, of hand calculators in a problem solVing contest to
assume that some of the keys on a hand calculator are broken leaving only the
following keys:

1:1 0 ELD , and

Try to display tht number 54. Two relatively easy sequences of keys that
produce 54 are 6 x.9 t and 5 9 5_
The number 540,_however, is much more difficult to get on the ditplay. There
are many splutions, some requiring many fewer buttons to ye pressed than others.

28
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CSMP Content and Curriculum Organization

The previous examples illustrate the difficulty of separating CSMP content from
pedagogy. Probably the easiest way to describe the content of CSMP is to show
how it differs from what is usually taught In the traditional K-6 program. Listed
below are topics in the CSMP curriculum that are not typically found in most
programs. It is important to note that describing the-se topics as unique content
of CSMP does not mean that, as a result, studentt would ordinarily learn (know) a
body of content in the usual sense. Each of the topics listed below is to be
taught in one, or a few, teacher-led lessons in which a situation is developed
through gradual extensions and problems. There is no body of facts or Theorems
to learn, studentt are not specially tested on the topics, and mastery of concepts
Is not usually required for the next thole. (Pedagogical considerations are
described in more detail later in this chapter.)

Geometry. Construction of figures with translators, angle templates,
compass and straightedge; properties of shapes independent of distance;
parallelism and parallel projections; reflections and symmetry; generalized
distances other than Euclidian (for example, one-digit distance, map
distance, taxi distance); tesselations; the "map" of a cube; the triangle
inequality.

Probability. Predicting and comparing results of probabilistic experiments
simulated by marbles, spinners and dice; probability concepts such as
randomness, equally likely events, fairness, selection with and without
replacement; cornbinatoric analysis of probabilities; the multiplication
principle in multi-stage events; geometric sulutions to multi-stage random
experiments;

Numbers and Number Theory. Prime factoring, modular arithmetic; various
abaci and positional notations (binary, base 3, 4, 8, 2); codes and decoding
In combinatorics; representation of fractions by infinite series; introduction
to approximation and relative magnitudes; relations, functions, operations as
functions, converses and compositions; negative numbers.

i-nnir% Negation of attributes; terminology (every, at least, at most,
F&Ely); strategic thinking in special games.

Conversely there are a number of areas in the traditional curriculum that the
CSMP curriculum does not cover (or emphasizes less).

In the early grades there are virtually no lessons dealing wjth telling time,
calendars, common English measures, and coins/money.. T e Teacher's
Guides inform teachers of this and ask Ahern to teach those topics their
own way at the appropriate times.

Although CSMP students spend considerable time working with string
pictures, the associated set terminology which appears in some fifth and
sixth grade textbooks it not used (e.g. set, intersection, union, brackets,
etc.). There is little usage of certain terminology in geometry, such as

.,Isoscelese, equilateral, circumference, and pi.

The curriculum calls for very little emphasis on cancelling with fractions,
and on multiplying or dividing of mixed numbers.



2 -digit number divided intb 4=diglt
number) is not developed as fully as traditionally- done-in elementary
schools;

There are very few word problems of the kind typically found in text
books and standardized tests;

Several topics_ are Introduced at an earlier level in CSMP, for example fractions,
especially taking one-nth of a number, and partitioning a set of discrete objects
into equally numerous subsets, decimals and the procetS of multiplication. CSMP
students learn about the concept of multiplication in Plitt grade and are exposed
to severarrepreSentations of basic facts and how to caltulate them. There are
also many AriStantet in first grade of multiplying a larger number by 2 or 3, such
as 2 x 37.

At the same time, numerical skill development proceeds more slowly, so that, for
example, the subtraction; multiplication and division algorithms are not practiced
as early or as often as in traditional programs. The subtraction algdrIthm is
developed later and in a _different way then is traditionally done. Rote-
memorization of multiplication facts 'is not emphasized and the multiplication
algorithm of 2=digit by 3-digit numbers does not get introduced, let alone
mattered, Until fifth grade; Very little time it set atide for developing skill in
the division algorithm; Though fractions are Introduced early, the curriculum
devotes less time to adding and subtracting mixed numbers and common fractions,
especially those with unlike denominatOrs.

Grade Level Organization The curriculum it divided into four levels:

Kindergarten;

Grade One, Parts I and II fbr first and second semester respectively.

Upper Primary Grades, Partt I and II (second grade) and III and IV (third
grade);

Intermediate Grades, Parts I to VI for the six semesters in grades 4-6.

Conteht_Organi7ation. In kindergarten and first grade the content It organized
and-presented- as a single sequence of lessons emphasizing elementary arithmetic
concepts and their exemplification In the CSMP languages; In the other grades,
content is organized by four strands:

The World of Numbers

The Languages of Strings a'fd Arrows

Geometry and Measurement

Probability and Statistics

P The Probability and Statistics strand begins in fourth grade. The Strings aid
Arrows Strand Is concerned with logical thinking and reasoning skills though it
also contains a good deal of number work, either directly or as required during

the course of lessons primarily concerned with other objectives, such as strategic

thinking.

30
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Sample Sequence of Lessons.' Within each strand there are blocks of lessons
86069 cvl.h the same TdeiTwhIch Is developed further with each lesson. An
example of an unusually long block of lessons with arithmetic development is
given below (most blocks are 2 or 3 lessons long). The lessons are from the sixth
grade geometry strand.

The sequence begins with two lessons about circles. Students collectively draw
many circles, all passing through a fixed point, but whose center is always on
another given circle. (First the fixed point is outside the given circle, then on
it, then inside it, each time producing striking results.) Various'questions are
asked about smallest circles and about the effect of moving the fixed point
slightly, or even all the way to the center of the given circle. The second lesson
concludes with construction of lattice by successively drawing new circles whose
centers are previous points of intersection and. then joining these points of
intersection.

Then there is a sequence of nine lessons in which the teacher helps students to:

draw perpendicular lines using a paper square as a corner,

draw closed shapes containing only right angles,

construct perpendicular lines with compass and straightedge, first
points on a line, then from points outside the line,

construct equilateral 8-sided polygons with compass and straightedge,

draw all the possible quadrilaterals each of whose sides must equal one
or the other of two given lengths,

do the same thing for triangles,

determine where a stick of fixed length could be broken twice and so A
that a triangle could be 'formed from the pieces.

three lessons on estimating the probability of two random breaks of a
stick producing pieces that could form a triangle.

Included in the strands are sets of lessons, on various probability, reasoning, and
number games; the games have rules which can be changed to make the game
more challenging or to feature some new mathematical idea.

Schedule Organization. The schedule is organized in a spiral fashion by days of
the week. On two days of the week, e.g., every Monday and Thursday, lessons
come from the World of Numbers Strand. One day of the week is devoted to
workbooks which provide practice and problems from recent lessons in all strands.
The other two days of the week are devoted to the other strands: in grades 2
and 3 a day each for the Geometry and Measurement strand and the Strings and
Arrows strand and in grades 4-6 roqghly equally divided among these two strands
plus the Probability and Statistics strand.

A suggested sequence of lessons for the last nine weeks of second semester, third
grade, is shown on the next page as an example of schedule organization. Each
column is for a day of the week.

31
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Fig; 1. Sample 9-W66-< schedule of lessons, third grade

During any given week; studentS will encounter a wide variety of activities. In
reading down any column, it can be teen that many topics appear more than once
("and will reappear many times over the course of the full 36-week sequence for
the whole year); This is especially true of lessons whose names are followed by
"IP. Each lesson reviews the previous one and takes the idea a step further or
into a new direction;

CSMP believes that different children learn at different times and at different
rates and since learning Is not negettarily a linear process,_ this spiral organization
gives each student a' new chance to work with an Idea at each turn of the spiral.
Thus, according to developers, when ttudents return to a topic a week or two
la tar, some who did not understand the concepts the first time around may now
be 'better prepared to work on the ideat.

Each grade level has its own prescribed schedule of lessons which is presented in
the Teacher's Guide. The Kindergarteat schedule has a linear sequence of 108
lessons 'dead over 9 months (i.e. abod* 3 per week). At other_ grade levelsi
lessons are grouped on a days -of- the -week basis, like the_portion of the third
grade schedule shown previously, and range from 150 to 180 lessons depending on
grade level; Included in the schedule are "Adjustment Days" to allow for holidaysi
snow daysi etc;

One other feature of CSMP's curriculum StAtt it apart from most other curricula;
Many other programs have built-in testing programs (for example, tests in the
teacher's edition) which specify behavioral obctives for each unit. CSMP has no
behavioral objectives and no program devised tests. Instead, teachers are .

encouraged to gauge students' progress and assign oracles to students on the basis
of classrciorn responses and performance on the weekly workbook assigat-hents;
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Materials

The Teacher's Guide and individual Lessons.

The Teacher's Guide contains a multi-page description of each lesson. Each
lesson description has several parts: an overview which describes the lesson's
purpose, a capsule summary of each part of the lesson, ft"script" for each lesson
which includes accompanying diagrams and examples, and assignments for
additional student work. A lesson from the third grade Teacher's Guide is shown
below. The lesson can be found In the schedule shown on the previous page.

101

CAPSCtC L.L,SON St1M MARY
Explore the effect of moving.vartous checkers in a configuration
on the Minicom_p_uter after a move, is there larger, a smaller,.
or the same number on the Minicomputer? Introduce a-version
of the game -Minicomputer Golf". in which checkers are moved
from a starting configuration in order to,reach a specific goal.

MATERIALS "
Teacher: Minicomputer set: colored chalk
Student : None

DESCRIPTION Of LESSON

trzl

T: I am going to put a number on the Minicomputer. Sae if you can

figure out which number it is.

Gradually put this configuration on the Minicomputer. starting with the

on the squares of largest value. Pause frequently so your students can do the

mental calculations. 4*.

r
Let the students whisper the number to you before letting one of theth ethswer

aloud.

S

Invite ses era! studenti to explain how they knew this number was .57.

Write these words on the board.

Mere
Same
Less

T:

OIL

I am going to move one of these checkers to another square. Tell me

the new number is more than, less than, or the same as the num-

ber on the Minicomputer now.

Move checker from the 2-square to the 1-equar.

Point to each of the words on Oil 50erd In turn rrA ask the students to hWa up

their harWs when you point to the weird whitii describes the new nuMber. The

students should Indicate that Oil new number is lase than before.

T: How much leas . .

3: 1 less.

Repeat thtsactivity several times as suggested below. Dow! return c:hecknt
to their original positions. Each move will start from new number on the

Minicomputer.

Move checker:

from the 4-square to the 1-square (3 less)
from. the 20-square to the 40-square (20 more)

from the 10-square to the 2-square (8 less)
?rout the 1-square to the 10-square (9 morel

from the 8- square to the 4- square (4 less)

from the 8-square to the 2-square (6 less)

Fig. 2. Sample Lesson; from Teacher's Guicte, Third Grade.

"frY MAILABLEi,
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In t 1.1s t On! Itint, It'll on to Mu4compul.a.

Who can move exactly one checker and make the number 2 more than

ll la now?

A student moves a checker from the 2 -square to the 4-square.

Continue this activity by asking for volunteers to make these thange. Again, ,

do tea return checkers to their originalspositions: otherwise. sOm Changes may

be impossible.

9 more (from thell-thiare to the 10- squire)

19 more (from thi 1-enuare to the 207squerel

10 leas ((rvin the 200quans to Ova 10-quare)

3 les (from the 4-guiri Ote 1- square)

30 lees ( from the t0 -square to the 10- square )

1 6 more (from the 4- square to the 10 -square or from the 2-aguare, to the

8- square )

99 more (from the I-square to the 100-square )

Exercise- 2 Minicomputer Golf

Put thin configuration on the Minicomputer.

What number is this?

57.

Today we use doing to play a dame called "Minicomputer Golf,"

Draw and label a dot ini 57:

Our goal is to reach 200 by moving the checkers.

Draw and label a dot for 200.

-4

_

Do we need to make the number Con the Minicomputer larger or smaller?

t Invite student to move exactly one checker from any quans to tiny °Mir Square

of the Minicomputer. When the checker has been moved, ask the Student how

moth larger or smaller la the new numMr. If the Student is unable to tell you.

replace the checker in its privickts potation and ask the tudent to make another

move. Contintie in thil way Until the goal Is reached. The move which reaches

the goal lo the winning move. We describe sample game.

The first volunteer moves a checker from the 2-square to the 20-iquen

to-

la the new number larger or smaller than Me number before?

S: Larger. 7A

laoget

A In arrow startind al 57 records. th

+18

57

What number i 57 + 197 (75)

200

studnt might look at the Minicomputer to calculate the number (75);

ere might do the addition mentally. If necessary, write the addition problem

the bovd end Solve it collectively. Label the dot with the answer.

The nein volunteer tritnnas checker from the 1-sguare to the 100-sgliall and

pile the class that the number is caw 99 Jargoic The elate calculated and

finds that 75 + 99 174. and so decide' that the new number is 174. .

T:

+18 +9a1

57 75 174

Do we need to make the number on.the MirUcompubar larger or esaaller?

(Larger)
.How much larger . . 7 (26)

A It-dent moves a checker from the 4 -square to the

T:

5:

20-square.

+18 +ill +lb.
>

75
>- -os

37 174 MO

What is the number on this Minicomputer now? (190)
Whet is the distance from 190 to 2007

-
10: we need to make the number 10 more.

44_
ZOO

A student moves a checker from the 10-quare (0 the 20-square end the goal

is reached.

+18 +qq +16 +10
> >

57 75 174 too

Ploy the game second time but start this configuration ..

and set the goal at 200.

30

II yourciess wishes to play other games of Minicomputer Golf, we suggest

ther you sort with any number represented by eight positive chc on till
Minicoinputar and choose any multiple of 100 up to 1.000 es your gAIGI.

. course there are Other Choice; but they stay be too difficult for your strtts

or the, may require calculations which slow the game down to the *Ant cf

becoming boring.
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As this sample shows, CSMP is very teacher-directed. Teachers are encouraged
to follow the Teacher's Guide fairly carefully until they become comfortable with
the kinds of questions and procedures intended. _Because of CSMP's highly
structured schedules and lessons, the Teacher's Guide it the crucial program
vehicle. It provides support and instruction to the teacher from training, through
practice of the lessons, and on to eventual mastery of the content and pedagogy.
The guides, tend to be long; the _Kindergarten Guide it 514 pages, while the guics
in other grades average about 1500 pages and are divided into several volumes by
stratuis and semesters.

The lessons are based on a "pedagogy" of situations which are designed tb feature
both, real world and fantasy situations. Numbers may be imbued with person-
alities and fantasy roles which support their mathematical properties. Two
numbers, zero and one, are shown below as Uley appeared in a storybook (as the
principal and vice-principal In the story about' talking' numbers, described earlier
in this chapter).
4'

Is

In presenting the lessons, teachers can use a variety of materials designed by
CSMP to iIlus rate key concepts; for example, a string game set (strings, colored
geometric, shaples, and score pads) or a large minicomputer with magnetic
checkers (plus smaller sets for students to use);



itPre 'Tewher s Guide prepares teachert fox ways of questioning that do not
frequently, occur in most teacher-student c ssroom interactions. For example,
ways of eliciting multiple answers to Me problem are often modeled, as
shown below from a portion of a seco rade leSton

t

SturlenF Materials

Allow the discussion to continue for while If the suidanu remalninterasted.
Encoureee variety of observations. YOU may alio wish to guide fete discus-

sion by baking questlona of your own.

T: Michael told ma that ha gave the most May baskets. What. la
Michael') How many May baskau did he give?

four.

Have alvdtint point to Michael's dot: label this dot "Michael".

7: Can you MIA child who gay. exactly one May Make, and received

exactly one May basket?

Lnooureks the students to find several- such clUldren.

T: Michael's friend Peggy receive! the most May baskets. White is
Peggy? How many May baskets did she receive?

five.

Call on atident to point to the dot for Peggy; label this dot 'Peggy'.

T find pairs of children who gave May baskets to each Mar.

There ere favors' such pairs; encourage the class to find them all.

What do you think about the child with the loop?

Ha gave May basket to himself.

T: Now many M.y baskets were given all together? (24)
Now many May baskets veers reOeivad all together? (14)

The main student materials are consumable workbooks and worksheets. Workbooks
are typically 16 pages in length, and are intended to complement in a general
way the various teacher=led lessons. There are between 12. and 16 of these
workbooks per grade. They are graded in difficulty, from one star (all stunts
should be capable of doing the problems) to four stars (only the best students
will b able to do them) and are to be assigned individually by the teacher
accordina to the ability and progress of the student. Workbooks are assigned
once a week and are often preceded by a teacher-led lesson to give students a
preview. The schedule specifies when, each workbook should be assigned; normally
two or three consecutive workbook days are alloted for each workbook. Teachers
grade the workbooks according to their own criteria and needs.
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.Another frequently used kind of student material Is the worksheet. Worksheets
are usually assigned for individual student work after each teacher-led lesson,
usually one or two per lesson, according to directions in the Teacher's Guide.
These worksheets appear altogether in a single, bound, consumabl4 book, con-
taining between about 190 and 200 individual worksheets per grade.

The program's emphasis on problem solving Is also fostered by "DetettiVe
Stories", like the one shown below from a fourth grade student workbook, which
encourage students to form hypotheses, consider alternatives, and test conclusions.

Ton Is a seas( number.

Ton Is In this arrow picture and In this string picture.

Who Is Ton?

Cost of_Materials

The approximate cost-per-student of all materials, based on present, moderate-
sized printing runs, Is shown below for kindergarten, grades 1-3 (average) and
grades 4-6 (average);

Table 2
Materials CostsPer Student

Installation (Year 1) Subsequent Wars
K 1=3 4=6 K 1=3 4-6

Teacher Materials $1.50 $2.30 $3.70.
Student Mater la is $3.70. 16.20 $7.10 $3.50 $5.60 $6.70

Entry Modules

Special sequences of lessons have been developed for use with new-to-CSMP
classes who are beginningthird, fourth or fifth grades. (For new second grade
classes there is a review built into the curriculum, which teachers can use in
somewhat expanded form.) These lessons are intended to give students _a rapid,
intense introduction to the CSMP languages so' that classes cane move Into the
regular sequencer With a delay of no s more than 4 or 5 weeks at the upper grades,
less at the lower grades. These modules make it possible for school districts to
begin CSMP in several grades at the time, instead of implementing the usual
yearly grade-by-grade advancement .from K-1.



Training and Coordination

Duting CSMP's development and evaluation, most teachers were trained in their
local district by the CSMP coordinator. Some were trained directly by CSMP
Staff and others by coordinators frorn another district. Recently, a network of
Turnkey Trainers; trained by CSMP staff, has- been established to assist local

districts.

The mechanism for training/implementation was a cooperative agreement, the

Memorandum of Understanding. Once the agreement was signed,_the district was

asked to appoint a local coordinator and to send that person to St. Louis for 3-10
days of training. This training usually occurred during the spring or summer :prior
to the first year of Implementation. In turn, the coordinator assumed respon-
sibility for training all new -to CSMP teachers before the start of sctool. The

smallest permissible adoption unit -was one teacher In one classroom.

A Coordinator's Manual and individual training kits for teachers are available for

use in teacher training. The manual presents formats for two workshops:
Primary and Intermediate. kBoth syllabi contain an Introduction to the program
and to the CSMP languages. Workshop participants are expected to experience
the program in much the same way as students Would, i.e., they study the' same

problems and exercises that appear, in the curriculOm.

The workshop schedules are arranged in five 6-hour blocks. At the primary level
it is recommended that first grade teachers attend for the first three, days of the
workshop, that second grade teachers attend the first four days, and that third
grade teachers be present for all five days. (The number of days can be reduced

by one in each case, if necessary.) It is acceptable for these numbers of days to

be reduced by one each. Gtades 4-6 teachers are expected to attend all five days
of the Intermediate workshop. The schedules allow time for participants to look
through lessons and workbooks, practice making large diagrams on the blackboard,

practice using materials like the minicomputer, solve problems in the lessons, and

share Ideas and problem solutions with one another.

The primary workshop agenda Is shown. In Figure 3, next page;
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OAT 1 DAT 2 OAT 3 OAT 4; OAT S

Minicomputer

Golf
Introductiom end
Opening Discussion

Computation en the Composition Games Minicomputer ,

Tog-of-WarMinicomputer

Introduction to
Strings

Wilding Arrow
Moods

Indlildual introdittion to
Ditliile

i

Decimals
Minicomputer

,- : .Proctice

Introduction to the
Minicomputer

--I

liegitiver Mikes ilitectiem Shrill
aid- -.

Ninal=iiitilatitt

A Sibtroction
, Algorithi

MOttiplei and
Divisors

IntroAuctiom to
Siren

A-Olock Galls The_Str1mg_Gaie
with A-1110011

Probability The_StrIng_Gase
with numbers

Istroduction to
Detective Stories

Permutations

.

A Multiplicities
Relation

.

Division ProbieesComposition -of
Multiplication
Functions

Order Amongimtegers Oliltiplicition by
10 On the
Minicomputer

PrOdillity Graphs Workbooks

Mimicomputir
Dynamics

Ares and Perimeter Arrow Pictures Exercises kw
1 logical thinking

Modular Arithmetic

Taxi Geometry An Oddities
Algorithm

Mansion 1 ,. -Comes_with
.11mA-calculators

Workbooks

Discussion Discussion Finkel Arithiltit Closing Discussion

01stuss100

Fig'. 3. Primary workshop agenda frown 'the CoordlnatOrrs Manual.
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Fxternal Review of CSMP Materials

In 1974, an external review of CSMP was conducted. CSMP materials available
at that time were curriculum materials through second grade plus plans and
samples from third and fourth grades. These materials were sent to the five
reviewers listed below, out of agroup' of seventeen people recommended by the
Mathematical Association of America for this task.

Professor Shirley Hill
University of Missouri at Kansas City

Professor Dan E. Christie
Bowdoin College

Professor Leonard Gillman
University of Texas at Austin

Professor George Springer
Indiana University

Professor Sherman Stein
University of California at Davis

RevieWert Were asked to evaluate the "soundness and appropriateness of the Mater=
ials" and "the relevance of the mathematical content." A summary of the
five reviews, prepared by one of the reviewers Dr. Shirley Hill, is given in
Appendix H. Evaluation Report 1-A-2 gives all the reviews in full. Most
reviewers were favorably impressed, as the following summarizing quotes show:

"It should ;be stated at the outset that the CSMP materials Whith I haVe
examined are impressive."

'On valance, I find the materials very impressive."

"On the whole I am impreised by the CSMP mateiials,"

"The authors have certainly done some good things* but their gains may be
offset by other innovations which, In> my opinion, should be dropped."

"My opinion is that it is indeed "Mare of the same" (though) most of it is
more skillfully written than the -SMSG materials."

Reviewers .genetally liked the early inclusion of probability and the materials on
relations and functions, graphing ,and: arrow diagrams, and combinatorics. On the
other hand all_ were negative-toward the minicomputer, as the folloWing quotes
show:

"a horrible aberration"

"a disaster of the first magnitude"

"it represents a diversion rather than a step forward,"

ff

"seems a bit of a gamble and the investment is great"

"I Wonder Whether the investment in Minicomputer skills really pays off
adequately in understanding"
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Summary

CSMP Is a dramatic curricular innovation. During its development, conscious
decisions were made about elementary school mathematics. The most important
of these were the following:

Mathematically important ideas should be IntrodUced to 'children early and
often., The concepts of set and relation shoUld have a pre-eminent place In
the curriculum.

Mathematically rich problem solving activities should be prominent and
should generate topics, guide content sequencing, and provide computation
practice.

The curriculum should be organized In a spiral with integration of different
topics from day to day.

Training for teaching CSMP should be made available to teachers as should
a set of highly detailed lesson plans;

These beliefs were translated with remarkable Integrity into the eventual cur-
riculum materials and'resulted in a curriculum with very distinctive features.
Each of these features was a response to some aspect of mathematics education
that many mathematics educators believed to be weaknesses in traditional instruc-
tion. These are outlined below in what might be called "the case for CSMP".

1. Authoritative mathematics education groups, then and now, have recommended
that new content such as probability and statistics be introduced into the
curriculum.

ca

CSMP introduces a considerable amount of new content, especially,In the
intermediate grades. Most topics are introduced in an informal way, with
emphasis on developing teacher-led situations, and contain processes found in
new content areas, such as linear programming, combinatorics, probability
and statistics.

2. It it generally agreed that arithmetic skill development should be based on an
understanding the processesi_thus making for better recall later.
CSMP presents numerical skills and concepts in a slightly different seqUence
from traditional programs. The concept_ of multiplication Is Introduced
earlier than usual, as are decima s, ractions and negative numbers; On, the
other hand, many of the skill algorithms, such

asctn9division,
subtraction

With borrowing, adding fractions and multi-digit Itiplication are deveitiPed
more slowly. Mastery of these skills Is not intended to occur until somewhat
later in the curriculum.

3. Higher order thinking skills and problem solving in general are hard to cvelop
and teachers generally are not well prepared to teach them. Hence, they
are seldom taught.

CSMP Is filled with mathematical situations which are rich In possibilities
for good thinking and problem solving;
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4. Recent -sponsored research has inditated that teacher-led Instruction which
actively en ages students may be more effective than assignment of
individual work to students.

The CSMP lessons extend the length of time nor y spent by teachers
working with the whole clatt, and reduce the time students spend on
individual work.

5. Most elementary mathematics teachers have little formal Mathematic
education beyond a year or two in high schopl.

CSMP has extensive training programs and materials for turnkey trainers,
local coordinators and classrdom teachers.

6. Many traditional programt cvote long blocks of time to a single toylcvsuch
as the multiplication algorithm, before proceeding to the next block. thit
bores students, resulting in lest positive attitudes towards mathematics In
the upper elementary _grades when this rote skill development is at its peak.
In addition, mathematics becomes perceived as a set of disjointed, unrelated
topics.

CSMP uses a spiral approach in which a topic is tau t one day but then
left for a we or two and in which the same concept reappears briefly in
several contexts over a long period of time. Consequently, there are few
points in the sequence at which mastery is required, there is less prestUre
on students and the sequence of varied lessons is more interesting to them.

7. Many' students enter school with very limited verbal skillt and_ consequently
have trouble understanding new mathematic concepts.

CSMP uses various representational "languages" which are d:)le to convey
rather complicated mathematical concepts, relationships and patterns in
simple ways. This reduces the verbal load on students; fewer technical words
are needed and ideas that are difficult to, explain verbally can te introduced

earlier.

8. mathematics education groups have celled fOr a reduction in the huge
investment_ of time spent by studentt in learning computation skills, for
example, the months of student time heeded to learn long_ division in an age
Of universally available calculatort. Natibnal assessment data show that
computation skills are being maintained far better than application skills..

In CSMP, this investment of time is deliberately reduced, particularly on the
long algorithms, leaving more time available for other topics.

9. Problem solving skills are notoriously hard to teach. Many teachers, though
willing; have not learned the basic question=-asking_ techniques that should be
used in attacking a matherriatibal problem with a group of students.

CSMP provides very detailed lesson guides containing sample "scripts" Where
good question-asking techniques are highlighted;

10. Traditional student materials are boring; and often filled with repetitive drill
and practice of computation skills. .

CSMP's student workbooks are attractive; colorful and amusing. They

provide an interesting variety of problems that studehtt can solve directly on
the workbook page.
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In any curriculum development of the scope and vision of CSMP, hard decisions
must be made about comprising the Integrity of the program in order to increase
the attractiveness and marketability of the product; The problem was well stated
ten years ago by one of the CSMP. External Reviewers (see previous section):

"...in order to sustain a group of aythorsdver the years of -developing and
testing. such a gigantic endeavor, the leader' of the group must sustain an
esprit de corps; a dedication, a self confidence amOln9, his colleagues that
borders on the ecstatic; Such enthusiasm is necessaryi and it is dangerous;

The group must zealously believe in the uniqueness and value of its
'creation, yet keep an open mind; It must blend religious dedication with
scientific neutrality."

Whether or not CSMP succeeded in maintaining this delicate :balance is open to
question. At least one reviewer thought not "It (CSMP) has its own private
religion, complete. With ritual.% which often become obsessions."' No doubt this Is
an_ extreme and minority viewi but the uncompromising stance of the developers
'did_ result a product which was viewed by some .educators as too radically
different.: No other curriculum has such a detailed and extensive Teacher's
Guic,__Introduces as many topics at as early an age (for example, decimal%
multiplication, negative _numbers), makes _such extensive use of representational
devices, devotes as _much time to probability, and geometry, has as "loose" a
spiral as _CSMPit_spiral ._organization of content, and devotes as little time to rote
computational skint and algorithniS as CSMP.

Each of CSMP's distinctive features, desirable though they were thought to be by
most mathematics educators, created problems in one way or another for districts
wishing to implement CSMP. In addition, although the perceived weaknesses in
traditional mathematics instruction have continued to exist during CSMP's long
development, the context In which the program was implemented changed
continually. At the national level, there is a long list of factors Which have
chaciged the way school districts operate. The list includes:

the move toward mastery learning,

Increased use of computers,

an emerging consideration of teacher accountability,

the recent re-examination of American education,

the growing number of state and locally mandated tests,

the national shOrtage of mathematics teachers,

increased financial pressure on most school districts,

changes in textbook adoption procedures,

the push for better problem solving by professional teacher organizations, and

the emergence of the National Diffusion Network.

Each of them altered somewhat the rules of the (CSMP implementation) game.
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CSMP IMPLEMENTATION

Averview

This chapter will describe CSMP's implementation and how the characteristics of
the program and decisions by the adopting sites affected the success of the
program. The implementation of CSMP will be presented chronologically from
adoption onwards, concluding with the experiences and reactions of teachers.

Before beginning a chronological description, it will be useful, as an overview, to
consider the relationships_ among three different aspects of the implementation
process, and how these effect what eventually takes place In classrooms.

1. Program Requirements. CSMP has been implementeci in many different ways.
The stailirements were often compromised in practice, but there are four
considerations that any adopting site must attend to:

Costs of materials. Start-up costs for CSMP are slightly
higher than for other programs because of the extensive
teacher materials, but are well within the normal range.
Maintenance costs for CSMP through third grade are roughly
comparable to other programs; both use consumable students
materials. However, beyond third grade CSMP continues to
use consumable materials at a cost of about $7.00 per
student per year. This is considerably more than other
programs using textbooks which last several years.

Teacher training. Although a few teachers were capable of
learning the program at the same time as their students, it
was necessary for the districts to establish training
programs. Coordinators had to be trained at CSMP work-
shops, and teacher training required either direct stipends for
summer training or payment to substitute teachers if training
occurred during the school year. In some districts, pro-
fessional development days were available, thus reducing
training costs. Personnel were needed to conduct the initial
training and to assist teachers when they returned to the
classroom. In succeeding years, training had to be extended
as new teachers pined the district and as new grades or
schools began the program.

Program management. In addition to overseeing or conducting
teacher training, the local coordinator was alSo responsible
for ordering and distributing materials, describing the program
to district staff and parents, troubleshooting in areas such as
testing and funding, and planning further implementation of
the program.

CSMP pedagogical characteristics. The distinctive features of
CSMP, summarized at the end of the last chapter, all had
ramifications for adopting districts. They made CSMP dif-
ferent- from _what districts were used to in a mathematics
program. Of course, it was in the classroom that these
characteristics had their -most dramatic effects, but because
there are so many chataateristics and they are so
distinaive, they also affected events at the disEFIct level.
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2. Local Setting. There were some relatively fiked conditions at each site at
the time of Implementation; Size and location of the dittrict, average class
size, and type of student population had some effect on quality of implementa=
tion. Some less clearly defined factors also affected the program, such as the
role of bull g principals and the district's reasons for adopting CSMP. But In
retrospect, existing local _,-14itions had a relatively small effect on the program,
except for two factors coNch were ery important to the program's success: the
existence of a skilled and influential coordinator ot the program at the district.
level and the availability of continued funding s oft for the program. This
second factor was often a result of the first.

3. Local Decisions and Events. The way a district chose to implement CSMP
and the way it dealt with CSMP's special characteristips, i.e., decisions made
when adop ting and Implementing the program, largely determined how successfully.
the program was implemented in a district. Some of the local decisions con-
cerned how to respond to general district events which could affect the program
such as a change In the testing program.

4. Classroom Effects. There was a surprising consistency in teacher reactions to
CSMP regardleiiliTTrade level, teaching experience, ability of students_, and pre-
service training. For example, a significant minority of teachers thought the
program was less appropriate for low ability students, primarily because of its
de-emphasis on computational skills, but the proportion of teachers holding this
belief seemed relatively unaffected by these fators. However, local decisions
and events, such as high level support for the program, amount of training pro-
vided, accountability constraints, and 'pattern of adoption by grade and school had
a significant bearing on how faithfully CSMP was taught.

Extent oLCSMP Use 'During the 1981-82 'school year, the last year for which
reliable data is availab1e, CSMP was being used by about 50,000 students in over
100 school ciistricts. Of these _school districts, 6 were large urban districts and
17 were rural or small town. The remainder were about evenly divided between
suburban districts and mediumsized cities. Most districts were public school
districts but 23 of the districts were private or parochial.

Most of the districts used CSMP as the regular mathematics program, but 12
districts used it primarily with gifted students. In 14 districts it was a Chapter
I program or remedial program.

From the beginniv of the Extended Pilot Tests in 1973-74 through 1981-82, the
program was used" In 134 sites. Many sites have been either in the midwest,
especially the St. Louis area and Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois and Kentucky, or in
the east, especially New York, Pennsylvania and Maryland. There have been rela=
tively fewer sites in the west, northwest and plains states.

I
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Initial Implementation of CSMP

There were several stages in the initial implementation of CSMP adoption: aware=
ness; follow-up to awareness; decision to adopt; and strategies for first year
implementation.

Awareness.

tistricts learned 'about CSMP in several ways. At some sites the. mathematics
educators' grapevine spread the word about CSMP to local administrators or
teachers, who then brought it to the attention of district decision-makers and
lobbied for its adoption. 'ilternatively, school district persomel read about CSMP
in educational journals or( through presentations sponsored by groups like the
National Conference of Teachers of Mathernatict. Occasionally, someone who had
been a CSMP Coordinator at one site Would move to another school district:
More recently, after approval by the Joint DIStemination ,Review Panel, awareness
was fostered through the National Diffusion Network. Adoption of CSMP by
Chapter 1 sites has been attributable in large measure to NM-sponsored aware-
ness sessions, since CSMP is one of the few Chapter I eligible projects in mathe-matics. Quite often, a local administrator found out about the program from an
administrator in a nearby district (this was particularly true Thr What have been '-
termed "lighthouse" sites described below) or from the same Specialized area (such
as a fellow coordinator of Gifted programs).. In a survey of 55 coordinators
whose district started using the program since 1978, personal contact was listed
as the most popular method of finding out about the program (15% of the'
respondents). But eight other methods were listed by 6% to 11%° of the coord1=-
natorS surveyed: CEMREL contact, Gifted and Talented Conferente, literature,

4Nb NDN conference, university course, Chapter I conference, CSMP used in the area,
and CSMP-sponsored awareness workshop.

Follow-Up.

When a district learned about CSMP, district personnel usually contacted either
the CSMP staff or another district where CSMP was already being used They
arranged to watch CSMP being taught, interviewed teachers and administrators,
reviewed curriculum materials, and learned about the adoption-training-
implementation process. Occgisionally, an interested school district would reQuest
a CSMP staff member to visit the site and conduct an awarene session for
school personnel, board members, and even parents. Alternative district
personnel visited CEMREL in St. Louis and discus.sed the program with CSMP
staff.

The presence of nearby CSMP sites was very helpful for pr ective adopters.
Adoptions in the first few years were sufficiently far=flung t districts in many,

regions of the country could more conveniently`" visit a relatively nearby site and
see the program in action rather than traveling to CEMREL. At certain "light-
house" sites, coordinators were so convinced of CSMP's value as a mathematics,
program that they took the initiative in persuading neighboring school districts to
watch it being taught, to adopt it and to push for its implementation.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of several lighthouse sites, as well as the sites
which adopted the program based on visits to those sites.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of "Lighthouse" sites ( )
and subsequent adopters ( )

Dectsinn to Adopt.

The most common reason given for deciding to use CSMP was dissatisfaction with
the present curriculum on the part of a mathematics supervisor or other district
personnel. A lack of materiels for teaching problem solving or thinking Ski 11S, and
the cpnsequent dreary emphasis tin computational skills, were cited as weaknesses
in the& present program. Hence, the detailed CSMP Teacher's Guides, with their
heavy emphasis on the discovery approach and on question-asking techniques, were
particularly attractive to these eduCattirs. Visits to existing sites, where they
could observe-students' responses tO"the materials, were often persuasive. Many
districts were looking specifically for a math program for either gifted ,students
or Chapter I students. Adoption of CSMP by Chapter 1 schools has increased
recently attributable largely .to_ heightened awareness of the program thro-ugh the
National Diffusion NetWork. Gifted sites chose CSMP because It provides the
type of problem scilving deemed appropriate for higher ability students and it
contains more mathematics and more different topics in mathematict than most
commercially available projects.

But occasionally ulterior motes were prominent:

a detite be innovative and make change for change take When fed=
eral or state dollars were available to support the start of the pro-
grat'n, with nci long range goal of totaliocal financial responsibility.

an OppqxtUnity to provide badly needed general mathematitt training for
teacherS Which 'might Improve instruction regardless Of eventual CSMP
implementation. ;,

a desire to raise test scores in general.
_

the appeal, for kindergarten_ and first. grade eachers, of CSMP's
mah:Oblatiiiesi stories and games;

the availability,_ to programs_ for gifted students, of genuinely challenging
rnat!.-e;rnatitS without the need for acceleration through grade levels.
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To get CSMP adopted, poordinators-to-be first had to persuade the school admini=
stration and/or school board to try out the program. This meant addressing two
primary issues: > how to pay for the \program and how to evaluate it (et least
informally) after some period of trial. At the same time, coordinators had to
persuade school principals and teac er3 to use the program. They used several
methods: active participation by achers and principals in the option decision,
complete voluntarism, gentle ar twisting, and administrative d ree;

In order to begin using CSMP, a school district had to sign a Membrandum_of
Understanding with CEMREL. In this memorandum the district formally named
its coordinator and Sgreed to provide CSMP teachers with the recommended
amount of training.

Initial 'Implemenation_ Strate le&

Selecting CSMP Classes School districts did not usually begin using CSMP at all
grarfes_ at_ the same time, since it was difficult for -students to plunge right into

CSMPhe MP curriculum without previous experience, especially in the upper grades.
The most common starting points were K-1 and K-2, aril occasionally K-3. It
was also unusual for a district to begin using the program at 'all schools at the
same time, unless it was a one-school district; To begin with, suan under-
taking would have required a massive training effort by district personnel with no
previous CSMIO experience; In addition districts felt they needed time to get the
Inevitable bugs out of the program; get it publicized within the district, and find
out how students and teachers reacted to It;

Two strategies were used'most often: either select a judiciously chosen school
and implement CSMP throughout K-1 or K-2, oe ask for volunteers In thoSe
grades at two or three schools.. These strategies were used about equally often.
During that Pilot phase, while everyone scrutinized CSMP, the coordinator encour-
aged other teachers, other grade levels and/or other schools to participate;
Sometimes-XSMP never moved beyond second or third grade and sometimes never
moved beyond one or two schools. But in most cases, the district went from
volunteers at the start to selection of teachers/gr es/schools at a later date;

Whatever the start-up strategy, th4 school 'usually-be ame the eventual unit of
implementation; some schools were CSMP schools - all classes used CSMP through
a certain grade -while other schools didn't'use,any CSMP. Coordinators usually.
found It impossible to continue the program In .a school where, at some grade
levels, some students did have previous CSMP. Instruction while others did not If
only a single school In T large or medium-sized district adopted CSMP, the
program was not likely to be continued, either in that school or in the district as
a whole; CSMP was likely to get lost amidst all the other district-wide policies
and practices;. The only exception to this pattern, and it is a major exception,
was when CSMP was adopted by a single school in a parochial school system.
There is more autonomy for individUal schools in those syStems and so CSMP was
more likely to survive as an adoption;
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Rapid Im lementstion Some school districts decided to start the program in all
K - 3 of one, or more schools, rather' Efig-i beginning K-1 or

K-2 and advancing a year at a time. Altogether, 15% - 20% of CSMP districts
used this rapid implementation model. In most cases, the model used in a
single school, sometimes the only school in the district.

A little more than half of these districts began K-33 the others K-4 or K-5.
;.Altogether 19 of the districtt used CSMP long enough to have a track record.

Of these nineteen:

1-;

nine had a very successful implementation which eventually went K-6:
three in single-school districts, three in multi-school districts and three
in one school of a multi=school district,

six either grew at a slower pace or stayed the same,

four were unsuccessful, two reaching K-6 status and then dropping the
program and two maintaining the program on a much reduced basis.

In using the rapid implementation model, coordinators chose to put a very
concentrated, effort into a single year. There turned o9t to be several advan-
tages and disadvantages to, this decision. The biggest advantage was that after
the first hectic year, the implementation settled down with-Confidence. Many of
the uncertainties associated with start 4) (training, parent awareness, resistance
of teachers to begin,'"a new program, rationalization of CSMP with district guide-
lines) had been overcome. Financially, It was sometimes advantageous to get a
sizeable one-year grant for teacher training rather than smaller amounts for
several years. Psychologically, it was easier to motivate the whole teaching staff
together in one year; upper grade teachers were less likely to feel like outsiders
and common problems could be attacked by all staff.

Op the other hand, the first year was very hectic. The coordinator had to be in
a position to fully support the teaaTis over the course of the year in addition to
providing solid training before school started. Teachers beyond second grade had
to use special entry modules to prepare students in the CSMP languages. There
were no colleagues with hands-on experience who could provide moral and pfac
tical support. Coordinators had 4ibe able to anticipate negative teacher reactions
about some aspects of the prograoi; those which normally grow in importance from
grade-to-grade would be full blown without the usual warning signals from the
lower grades.

The rapid implementation model was a gamble, but turned out to be fairly
successful. This was probably because it was usually undertaken only by
coordinators who did their homework about CSMP, worked very hard, and were
able to marshal "Vorne special resources for a year or two.
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Special Adoptions.. A inique feature of CSMP's implementations history is the
aiTtersity of sites which adopted the program. Several Indian Reservations adopted
CSMP and used it with varying degrees of success. Aides were often called upon
to translate CSMP's special vocabulary into the students' native language with
some degree of apparent success. 'Teachers had mixed reactions to CSMP. How-
ever, their InflueHce in the CSMP decision was limited, since these schools were
administered by the federal government and tended to be centrally operated.

Title I sites were attracted to the CSMP curriculum because of its motivational
characteristics for younger children. Though most Title I teachers were well
satisfied with this aspect of CSMP, many standardized test scores did not
improve. Since these test scores-play a major role in Title I evaluation, adoption
has been lower at the,higher grades where motivational characteristics are less
persuasive.

Where CSMP was used as a gifted program, the situation was quite different.
Standardized test scores were less important as districts searched for more appro-
priate instruments. Teachers were pleased by the challenging nature of parts of
the curriculum and its emphasis on problem solving. Coordinators saw CSMP as
one of the few alternatives to acceleration.

In all three of these special types of,sites, CSMP costs were less crucial than in
regular implementations because special money was available over and above the
usual textbook allotments. Administration of the program was easier because it
was part of a centrally administered division.

Training CSMP Teachers. The original iviemorandum of Understanding called for
CSMP teacherTiobTFovided with a certain amount of training, -roughly a week
for teachers of primary grades and two weeks at the intermediate level. Later
these numbers were reduced to between one and five days, depending on grade
level. Schools tried to accomplish this in one of two ways: a solid block of time
in the preceding summer or one or two days before school plus odd days or
afternoons during the year. In either case it was.,difficult for most districts to
achieve the recommenced amounts of time; well over half of all CSMP teachers
did not receive the mandated levels of training. In may school districts,
especially the larger ones, there were very precisely defined union agreements
about what teachers could and could not be asked to do outside of the regular
teaching hours (i.e. 8:30 - 3:00), and coordinators had to grab an hour here or
there with a few teachers as best they could. At other sites, many teachers
willingly gave up part of their summer vacation for an unpaid week of training.
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Many districts, especially In the metropolitan St. Louis area, were able to take
advantage of CSMP's traInYng program and sent a few of their teachers to a St.
Louis workshop. A helpful factor in some sites was the presence of an exper-
ienced trainer In the area. .Since the CSMP-CEMREL staff could not visit all
potential sites and could not train all potential adopters, unofficial "turnkey"
trainers trained at CEMREL were able to train teachers in their region. The
distribution of turnkey trainers and the sites they visited is shown In.Figure 5.

Fig; 5. DiAributiOn of CSMP turnkey trainers (A)
and adopting sites ( )

',Fundin . Only about one-thIrd of the districts supported the prograni froM the

t ar entirely with regular district fLeidt. Special ft.nding_of one kind or another
state; local or federal -was usually_ used to start _the_program The most

Common 5upport,Nused in about one-third of the was through federal
Title IV assistance.__Other sources of support were state or local grants, usually
for gifted or remedial programs, and federal Bbsic _Skills grants; In any case,
thete special funds were not Intended to be permanent endowments for the
program.

Problems associated with funding wen* related to several other factors. Some

dittrictt did not anticipate the true costs of CSMP ;- costs associated with firSt
time and on -going teacher training and costs associated with replacement of
ttudentiT consumable materials. For some districts, the problem of anticipating-
budgets was compounded by the fact that they, were initially attracted to CSMP
for short term reasons rather than to meet long term goals; Since "soft" money

was available, several school districtS elected, to give CSMP a try knowing that
the teacher training component wpuld provide needed matherriatics Inservice

training. A few districts had fallen into a pattern of adopting one or more
innovations each year in a fairly hit or miss fashion; For those dIstrictsi OSMP
was just one of many curriculum programt tried, all of which couldn't be affbrded
at the same time for very long. For all districts, funding became a more
important consideration with the increasing financial pressure on schools that
began in the late 1970's.
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Continuing Implementation

Decitibn Making__After_Y_ear One

During the first year that CSMP materials were used in a district, the program.
was the object of careful scrutiny and coordinators were on the spot.. For almost
all districts this first year went, quite successfully and was helped by several
factors. Initial implementation was most often. In grades K-2, which turned out to
be the grades in which the program was best, liked by teachers. Teachers andschools either volunteered or were selected because of their probable receptivity
to a prograM like CSMP. Money was often available from special funds for thispilot activity.. Because the pilot was usually in only a few classes, the coordin-ators were able to monitor the program and help teachers on an individual basis.
Participants had a natural enthusiasm for eing part their district's lead group inan exciting, innovative program.

In spite of__its_ early success, by the end of the first year most cOordinators came
to the realization that district-wide Implementation would take more than a yearor two. The logistics of teacher training were formidable. Implementing the
program at more than one grade level at a time was difficult. 'Material costs
were likely to be a problem °without special funds which might not continue to be
available.

At the same time some disturbing features began to appears, each of them
destined to be a bigger nuisance with each successive grade level. The program
required more bookkeeping than anticipated; materials were complicated to order,
shipments had to be checked and distributed, and orders were late In arriving.
At the classroom level, there was a bewildering array of materials. Teacher's
Guides, workbooks, worksheets, demonstration materials, and manipulatives had to'',
be stored and kept track of. As teachers came and went, there was a continual,
need for new teachers to receive teacher training. Most teachers were not able
to complete the schedule of lessons in the required time. Pressures were
developing in some districts for the program to prove itself on the district
standardized tests while, at the same time, some. teachers complained about the
lack of drill and practice and began supplementing the program. A few teachers
complained about the program not being good for lower ability students who
couldn't follow some of the lessons, and didn't seern\to be getting proficient at
the CSMP languages. Some teachers did `not like the spiral approach.

.
Overall the progiam was very well liked In the early grades and most of the
teachers who made these complaints were neverthglesS Strong supporters of
CSMP. But with a "second. wave" of teachers to be. introduced to the program,
the difficulties worsened and sometimes proved insurmountable. Those teachers,
often less venturesome than the first wave of teachers, and often less confident
about their mathematical abilities; were reluctant to volunteer (or be
volunteered).

In a few sites, these problems, and insufficient enthusiasm for the program, were
enough for -trie district to put CSMP expansion on hold or even drop it. But
most often,.coordinators started to plan for an expanded implementation. Given
the warning signals described above, they planned for a rather modest expansion, _

i.e., bringing another school or two into the program, consolidating it in the pilot
school, and starting a few teachers at the next grade level with experienced
CSMP students.

0
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Often, after aborit the second year of implementation, the school district adminis-
tration began to look 6arefully at the program. _Up_ to this point, the adminis-
tration usually had been content to approve a gradually increasing pilot stage. But
as the implementation got larger, more visible,' and Inevitably 'controversial, senior
administrators began to think about long range plans. _There were four crucial,
considerations for the -aditiniStration: test data became available, teachers' reac-
tions were fOrmally sought, total program costs could be fairy Well projected,
and the scope of the rebUired teacher training effort could be. determined.

These factors were jtidged in light of the present district mattlematics, cur-
riculum. Obviously CSMP costs and teacher training demands were higher so that
unless test data or teacher. reaction indicated an improvement over the project
curriculum, the administration was likely to be lukewarm to further expansion.

Typical P_atterns_Jaf__Chartge.

-Once districts had decided to adopt CSMP and had decided on funding, training,
and initial implementation, it became their responsibility to continue it, monitor
It make decisions concerning its implementation and continuation.

CSMP had at least three major patterns. of adOption7continUatIon:

1. CSMP was adopted for a year or two, after a very limited trial, *id.
then dropped. Often the adoption was. on a limited basis such as at
only one grade level or In only two or three clatteS.

2. CSMP was adopted for several- years (3-10+) bUt.there was an "ebb and
flow"_phenomenon "associated with Its Implementation. From year to
year the number of participating schools/grades/clettraoms fluctuated
with no stable pattern of consolidation or dispersion.

3. CSMP was adopted for several years (3-10+) and was successively adop-
ted at each grade leyel and in more classrooms and schools each year;

Table 3 summarizes,_ for each yea, the number of districts which began using the
program and how long -they continued to use It. The lower diagonal represents
ttie numbers of districts continuing' to use the program 'in ,1981=82.

Table 3
Length of Adoption by Adoption Year

Year of Mai ;Wooden

1973- 1974-
74 75

NuTt. of new sites 28 6

NUfb. of these sites
continuing for

1 year 3

2 years 9

3 years 1

years 3

5 years 0
6 years 0
7 years 0
N years 3

years 9

1

1

0
o

1975- 1976 1977- 1978- 1979- 1980- 1981-

76 77 78 79 80 81 82

4.

15 8 3 5 22 22

6 0 1 0 1 23

4 0 4 0 3 21

1 1 , 0 19

b 2 0 4

0 1 2

1 4

4 4
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A total of 29 sites used CSMP for only a year or two before dropping it, 15 sites
dropped it sometime after the second year; and 44 sites were still using CSMP
after at least three years; The table Indicates that most districts who began
using the program since 1976-77 continued to use it in 1981432; more recent data
corroborates this finding.

Table 4 tells only part of the story because each year some districtS were
dropping CSMP, other districts were adopting It; and still others were maintaining
it. Table 4 shows the nikenber of sites dropping and adding each year. The
percentage of sites continuing Is also shown.

Table 4
Changes in the Number of CSMP Sites,; by Year

Year
Fron previous year :

sites it sites
continuing dropping

Fre rcent
cant inuaticn

NiNv Sit es Total

1973-74 28 . 28
1974 -75 25 3 ':-.'''' 86 6 31
1975-76 21 10 68 , 15 36

1976-77 28 8 78 8 36
1977-78 Zi 7 81 3 32
1978-79 30 2 94 5 35

1979-80 34 1 97 " "'22 56
1980-81 53 3 95 . 22 '75
1981-82 65 10 87 23 88

After six years of fairly stable usage (always between 28.and 36 districts)i there
has been a steady increase, beginning in 1979-80, in ,the number of districts using
CSMP.

The fluctuations in adoptions from year to year are attributable_ to several
factors. Shifts in federal priorities and directives for educational laboratories
affected the intensity of CEMREL dissemination- efforts as well as the distribution
of sites. Within CEMREL, the acquisition of Staff with specific. TeSbonsibilitiet for
dissemination of program information increased the intensity of adoption efforts
and the provision for program 'continuation. Outside of CEMREL, the establish-
ment of the National Diffusion Network (NON) facilitated, awareness of CSMP an
proVided funds for adoption.- Special monies, Title IV-C for example, served as an
inducement for many sites to review their programs and seleCt innovative 13ro-
grams designed to meet, special needs.

CEmREL's own mandate from the government also affected adoptions. Over the
years, the government first counseled CEMREL to look for a national audience
for the program, then to focus on attracting large urban school systems to the
program; and then to turn attention to potential adopters Within.- the .teat-ate
region defined for CEMREL by the National Institute of Educatiani,dtMIFIkELIS
funding agency. These shifts in focus affected the dissemination staff's :emphasis
on adoption and implementation.



implementation by

The program was
shows the number

Grade Level

irnplemented more frequently at the primary level; Table 5
of sites which implemented it at each grade level;

Table 5
Numbet of Sites By Grade and By Year

rf 1 2 3 4 5

1973-74 29 31

1974-75 28 29 18

1975-76 31 29 24 18

1976-77 24 29 27 23 16

1977-78 25 31 28 27 22 12.

1978-79 30 34 32. 29 22 15 7

1979-80 36 46 42 36 25 17 12

1980-81 49 51 46 40 27 19 16

1981-82 58 60 58 48 32 25 17

The table shows that CSMP Irrplementation declined aftet third grade. There

may be several reasons fOr this patterni Since sortie sites addpted a gradual_
approach to implementation, and elected to begin using It at kindergarten the
first year, first grade the next year and so on, it would take a few years for

CSMP to work its way up tbraugh the grades; But this can't be the only reason,
since CSMP often was not used beyond third or foutth grade In sites where there

was ample time fbt thiS' to happen.

One factor in this lack of use In the higher grades was money; materials for the

upper elementary'bradet cost more than schools are used spending in those

grades. Another reason was training, which is lengthier for the upper elementary
grades. Also, the mathematics is more difficult and novel at higher grade levels
and so teachers may have been reluctant to tackle the relatively difficult lessons.

The physical materials (student booklets and Teacher's Guides) are also more
voluminous after third grade. In some districts, there is a very real difference
between what is viewed as appropriate, mathematics for K-3 and what is viewed

as appropriate for 4-6. In those districts I many teachers beyond grade 3 didn't
view CSMP as "real" math; activities, games and mathematical _stories were no

longer as acceptable In the business of learning mathematics. Finally, in districts
where there was a grade-by-grade adoption strategy, an "old-boy" network some-

times developed among teachers. Upper level teachers became increasingly

isolated from the interchanges among CSMP teachers at the lower grade levels,

hence, resistant to implementing it when their turn came. By then, many had
adopted a defensive stance vis-a-vis "their" math program and efforts to recruit
them for CSMP may have been less vigorous than they were for teachers at

lower grades.

Adaptations

Adaptations at the district level took several forms. Some adaptations of the
program took place even before the first implementation; districts knew in
advance that it would use CSMP in special ways, for example, with gifted
students or as a supplement to a regular textbook.
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But most adaptations occurred after one or two year's experience with the cur-
riculum and as usage was expanding. Below_ is a list of some of the common
adaptations that. were made on a formal basis by districts, or by a school within
a district. Some of them were only extensions or additions to the programs;
others changed it considerably.

Responsibility for various coordinator tasks were delegated; for example,
someone else rnight be responsible for some of 'the schools, or one
person had responsibility for training and another for ordering
materials.

The length of the,mathematics class was officially extended to bike
into _account the longer CSMP lessons andtor the need to provide
supplemental instruction in comp ation.

Various materials were xeroxed In order to reduce costs.

Lists of instructional obctives that were considered important but not
covered fully_ enough In CSMP were prepared for teachers- who were
then responsible,-.for their students' attainment of those objectives.

Grading standards for CSMP worksheets were established, with remedia-
tion to be provided for students who did not reach the standard;

Students within a school were assigned to CSMP: on the basis of parent
decision or ability; In the latter case, CSMP became the upper track
program;

The schedule of lessons In the Teacher's Guide was changed, either by
deletirva certain blocks of lessons or by collecting together ,groups of
spread-out lessons Into a single block, i.e.; moderating CSMPs spiral
approach.

Teachers were assigned as teams, with team members teaching either
the upper or lower ability students of a pair of classes or, teaching
certain lessons to both classes.

CSMP tests were developed for periodic administration by all teachers,
to be used as progress checks or for grading purposes.

Teacher training programs were adapted in every conceivable way.

Special materials and workshop formats were devfloped for use with
parents.

Many of these adaptations were made in other districts by individual_ teachers,
but never as successfully as When done on an official basis. Most of the changes
described above were made in districts where CSMP went very successfully; they
were sensible decisions made in reaction to concerns of teacher and administra-
tors who liked the program, and they strengthened the program's standing In the
district.

Failing to respond constructively to concerns about the program, or allowing a
laissez-faire attitude toward teachers' individual (and sometimes Icliosyntratic)
adaptations, usually meant trouble later as the program came to be implemented
in a less standardized way. Within limits, it was better to admit the problem and
solve it than to Ignore it.
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The CSMP Coordinator

Kinds_af_Coorcilnators

in districts where CSMP was successful, the coordinators were a major factor
because of their positions in the district, their belief in CSMP's goals and their
degree of active sponsorship. Active sponsorship flowed from a firm belief In
CSMP's goalsi and was most effective when the coordinator was well-placed In
the district's administrative hierarchy.

One of the key factors in the success of CSMP as a national program was Its
InSiStence that adopting school districts appoint a "coordinator" (usually a local
administrator or teacher) Who assumed day-to=day responsibility for the project by
ordering supplies, conducting in-service and monitoring teachers, as they taught
CSMP lettbns.

DIStricts had different strategies: in selecting coordinators, and the choice
affetted the program at some sites. The adoption/Innovation literature is full of
case studies of adoptions which failed because sponsorship of a program was not
Well placed. The CSMP experieree supports this literature; In a few cases a
willing volunteer teacher espoused the program; pushed for its adoptioni and was
given coordinator duties but not administrative authority; In these cases, CSMP
lynped along, and was eventually dropped; The same was usually true When the
principal of a school was the sponsor._ It was difficult for the principal to get
out of his or her own school into other schools; much less to effect a Systern-
wide advocacy for the program; _In contrast; a well-placed sponsor with district=
wide responsibilitieswas a distinct advantage and in many cases protected the

'program when district leadership or goals changedi when standardized testing or
accountability pressures mounted; or When new funding sources had to be fouhd.

There were four different types of coordinators: outsiders, teachers, administrator
custodians and administrator sponsbrs. Outsiders were typically math professors
at local universities who volunteered to Introduce CSMP to the district and
support as implementation by conducting in-service and monitoring classrooms.
They were generally able to galvanize teachers to adopt and Implement the
program but they lacked the "clout" - the entree to ccision=rnakers and
sustained access to teachers - which was necessary to create a long=term CSMP
commitment by the district. If a school superintendent changed, or policy shifts
occurred, the "outsider" was usually not able to protect the program. When a
deciSion regarding CSMP's future in the district was being made, the outside
coordinator was not in a position to affect the decision.

At some sites, a teacher was the catalyst for adoption. Aroused by a CSMP
awareness session or a report from a colleague in a neighboring district, a
teacher would adopt CSMP in his or her own classroom or try to spearhead a
building/district-wide adoption effort. These efforts, while successful in the short
run, were unsuccessful in the long run. Teachers were not in a position to affect
policy and couldn't secure A.J riding needed to, sustain the program. They lacked
sufficient mobilltsylwithin their own building, and from their building to other
buildings, to create enough momentum for CSMP to take hold on a large scale.
On the face of it, while they might seem to be a natural source of diffusion,
teachers were not able to promote the program effectively. They were as
impotent as outsiders when it came to advocating the program or protecting it in
a diStrict's budget.
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Central office coordinators were more, beneficial to CSMP's long6ity. They were
around when funding and staffing decisions were made; they had the visibility and
the mobility to advertise the project within the district, and they had the
authbrity to monitor and critique Its implementation. At one Site where the
program was used with gifted students, the CSMP Coordinator was also the gifted
coordinator. According to him, CSMP survived because the implementation effort
kept a low profile, with little publicity and few demands on teachers or
resources. The arrival of a new superintendent created a desire to reduce the
visibility of the program further and to wait for the proper time to dramatize
the program and its effects; So, even though the teachers In regular classes and
the local math coordinator wanted to use CSMP district-wide, the coordinator's
reading of the situation was to take a wait and see attitude. An outsider Isn't
as good at reading Internal district politics and responding effectively to them.

There were two kinds of administrative coordinators; "Custodians" treated the
program like any other project and merely carried out their duties as specified by
the Memorandum of Understanding. 'Sponsors", on the other hand, were firm
advocates of the program. They were usually the ones who brought the program
Into the district, went to bat for its adoption, and acted as trouble shooters.
When funds, were low, they tried to find other ways to finance it; when teachers
seemed to need More In-service they arranged for it, and when there were
questions about the program's impact on students they went out and contracted
for evaluations so the program could be considered on Its merits; When CSMP
was "in trouble" in a district, a sponsoring coordinator would often regard the
difficulties as minimal while a custodial coordinator viewed the difficulties as yet
one more obstacle to continuation.

Some of these district-level coordinators were math educators first and admini-
strators second; for others the reverse was true. Being mathematically trained
helped some to understand the goals of the program (which were not always
Spelled out). They were better prepared than their less mathematically sophisti-
cated colleagues to present the mathematical content and processes during in-
service. But others who, did not have a strotag math background but who did
understand the general conceptual development that CSMP aimed for, weregso
effective sponsors. Either a strong math background, or an understariding of the
aims aid the pedagogy to support those aims, was necessary for successful
coordination. Otherwise, the program was a flash in the pan at some sites.

In 1981, eighteen coordinators were, interviewed as part of a series of site visits.
Seven of them were In central office staff poslions, six had mathematics super-
visory roles, three were school principals and t were classroom teachers. Not
one had CSMP coordinating as the sole role. Thus, it is not surprising that three
quarters of the coordinators reported that they attended to CSMP responsibilities
"infrequently". For some coordinators, their CSMP functions constituted a second,
almost full-time job. Acting on the specifics of the Memoranipm of Under-
standing, they ordered materials for the district, attended, CEPPEL's.in-service,
conducted district in-service, monitored classes, critiqued and demonstrated
lessons, met with parents, and arranged for CSMP's impact on students to be
evaluated; all these were in addition to their other duties such as coordinating
the district's gifted program or administering the curriculum division.

Other coordinators treated CSMP as a part time responsibility and delegated most
work. They had teachers order the materials, let the math coondinator supervise
the classroom teaching, recruited district research staff to gather evaluatioq
data, etc. In many cases this was not from lack of interest in the program, but
from lack of time to fill multiple roles.

t.
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Classrogm visits were the most common activity undertaken by these coordinators
(about 35% reported this activity) and evaluation activities were undertaken by
half the coordinators. Only four of the eighteen condUCted training; the test
turned that responsibility over to a turnkey trainer or_ others in their_school
district. While many of the coordinators interviewed -In 1981 had direct personal
involvement with CSMP and were responsible for initiating its adoption and

participating in training, others inherited the:pb from the previous coordinator or
from an interested adVocate within the system blit had no ownership involvement

themselves.

Three-quarters of the coordinators viewed themtelVes as ultimately responsible for
decisiont specific to CSMP's day-to-day operationt but were not the ones making
decisiont aboUt renewed' funding for CSMP. The majority Of the coordinators
reportd funding the program out of their district'S operating budgeL A school's
textbOok find or the district's operating funcit were generally used for books and

supplies. Thus,_ and unless prices for materials continued to risedramatically,
most of those coordinators thought they would be able to continae the program in

spite of the fiscal problems facing their distrittS. That may be realistic, but data
from previous years show that other sites which had adopted the program and
intended to continue it were not able to because of program costs.

The intrinsic merit of CSMP was often named As the key factor in coordinators'
efforts on behalf of the program. Several coordinators commented that they
were looking for a program With a problem solving orientation and CSMP met
those requirements; ThOse coordinators said CSMP was "the best program
'available", "way ahead of any other available teA", "a thinking program", and

"not a bandwagon approach".

The relationship between the coordinator and the building principals varied
enormously. In most schools, principals were influential rn adoption -decisions,
particularly when they had spending authority for textbooks and materials. Some

principals were instructional leaders in their schools and greatly facilitated
teachers' attempts to implement the program. This kind of active participation
relieved coordinators of some of the day-to-day tasks that required school visits.

In other schools, especiall large st hools in large districts, principals took a
managerial role instead. ThoUgb they cooperated with coordinators in logistic
matters, they did not really learn much about the program. Their evaluation of
the program was bated mostly on their teachers' re-dttctions to it, how smoothly it
went, and how well their students performed on disaict=administered tests. If

this information convinced them of CSMP's merit, they were very supixative.
But such principals liked to run a smooth ship and differences of opinion about
CSMP on the part of their teachers caused them great concern. Many of these
principals were subjected to pressure from the central office to improve standard-
ized test scores. Not really knowing the program, and the unmeasured learning
that might result from it, they equated extra program cost with measurable
achievement gains.

In summary, when the CSMP coordinator had a point of view that was similar to
CSMP's , and held and continued to hold a position of responsibility In the
districts the program was likely to survive in that district if funding continued to

be available. In contrast, opportunistic adoptions, (where the reasons included "It
sounded like a good idea" and "Money was available to do it so vy did it") were
likely to fade quickly.
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Coordinator Concerns

During a Coordinator Roqndtable at CEMREL in 1980, 26 coordinators completed
a questionnaire In which they rated the likely effects of arious potential
problems associated with CSMP, both in their district an hypothetically, in other
districts;

Events that coordinators chose to define as "local" were easily the most critical
factor for coordinators. Such events included changing school population, test re-
quirements, lack of funds or the administration's lack of knowledge about CSMP.

Next in importance were the related issues of teacher training and cha ge in.
teacher philosophy:

too great a change in teacher behavior or philosophy,
not enough time or authority to trairVmonitar teachers,
teacher training can't be done 'adequately,

4

followed by concerns about computation skills:
instruction on computation algorithms inadequate or too delayed,
lack of attention given to ,computation practice.

Least Important were logistic matters of cost and organization of materials and
lessons:

too much time needed for lesson presentation
organization of various materials too complicated in the schedule of
lessons .

Every issue on the list was rated -by coordinators as more of a problem for other
districts In_ general than for their own districts; Teacher training_ Issues followed
by computation concerns also topped that list and about half of the responses to
the five statements listed earlier for these concerns were 4's or 5's, corresponding
tespectively to "High negative effect which is often decisive though sometimes
possible to overcome" and "Decisive effect that causes rejection and Is not
possible to overcome".

Thus, one can assume that these coordinators believed that CSMP's teacher
training requirement and low -emphasis on computation skills would prevent the
program from achieving widespread use ge,_ though they were rated as
having only a "slight" or "moderate" effect in eir own districts.

The main constraints In teacher training were time and money. In-Service
education is costly and the logistics of conducting in-service for special programs
must compete with other school district priorities. Not only do teachers have to
bed paid for their In-service time, but that time has to be squeezed into (and
often competes with) the district's plans for an-going in-service. Most districts
allocate, two or three days per year at most for In- service. During those days,
all the in=service needs of teachers have to be met. Districts are often reluctant
to release teachers from in-service sessions devoted to district needs in order to
concentrate on special programs.

Another constraint in training was CSMP's uniqueness as a mathematics program
as well as the complexity and sophistication of that mathematics. CSMP is
unlike most of the mathematics that teachers learned in elementary school in
pre-service training. For many teachers, the mathematics content and the
distinctive languages were intimidating and contributed to teachers' reluctance to
implement CSMP.
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Several ccurrilnators and teachers commented that a major drawback..:for CSMP
Was .teacherinability to see "what it_ going on". In their view; the workshopt.
focus more Jthai -desired on individual lesson_ activities in the strands:- Since many
teachers have a restrictive definition of problem solving; thinking it to be only
the heuristics involved in solving the usual_ word'Probiernt, merely calling CSMP- a
problem soiving approach to matheniatibt did not help those teachers;

Regarding_ the computation problem,_teachers, centra staff ;arents; and
coordinatort at all sIt'es expected CSMP students to _perform at least adequately
on standardized tests, I.e., no _decline in scores. Scores did decline occasionally
on computation tests, thoUgh for the most part they stay Td about the same or-
occasionally improved. _BUt a result of "no change" generally did more harM than
good, since some schoolboards and tuperintendents then had trouble Justifying the
increased training and Material cost _rot CSMP. This effect was reduced in some
cases where districts cooperated .With CEMREL In .conducting studies 'of student
-achievement using non-ttandard measures more appropriate to CSMP.,:! CSMP,
students' improved learning on those tests .persuaded some administrators to
accept coordinators, claims abbut- the program.

However, other aOrninittratOrt were not in- rested; For them, the raurnbert that
came back to them frcirn their own standardized testing (for example,,aVerage
percentile rank' -for Oat' grade) determined their success or failure as adrninistra-
tort. This cohstritting influence of standardized tests, with its chain of account;;
ability, public - schoblboard superintent - principal - teacher, places in
jeopardy any program that deviates fr6m the national curriculum.

Together,'Iocal and CSMP- related factors were constraints that most CSMP codr=
dinators were able to overcome. They learned that a successful CSMP implemen-
tation was usually possible, but never automatic.
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The CSMP Teacher and Classroom

Data in this section come frorn three sources._ FIrst, each, year during the
Extended Pilot Tests, CSMP teachers at Certain gtede levels were asked to
reSpond tct=questionnairesitogether about 500 questionnaires were returned over
the yeaiVPro,portiooally more questionnaires were returned from ;the lower grades
where the program has been available longer. _The return rate was about 6036 in
the lower _grades, higher in.the upper grades. Second; about half that number of
teachers were interviewed The interviews were either :extensive and wide-ranging
when conducted locally, or briefer and more Intente when conducted during a site
visit to distant site; Third, teacher obserVatiOnt were conducted throughout the
course of the evaluStion. Lbcally they it.iiere much more extensive- the Same
teachers being visited frequently duririg:the course Of _the year; In other sites
they tended to be more frktntic a fear minutesat a time. Teadhers representing
altogetherr-about 40 school districts have been bbterVed arid:interViewed._

BaCkgr--OUnthan Cl;

With two kinds of exceptions, CSMP teachers have been fairly_ typical eltmenearY
sdhool teachers._ Year after year, in comparative StUdiet of student abhievement,
the responses of CSMP and Non-CSMP teachers were very similar in riUMber Of
years of teaching .experience, grade levels taught, and amount of preparation In
mathematies.

One exception often occurred when a district. .first adopted CSMP and the
coordinator had to develop an implementation strategy. A comm 011 way of doing
this was to recruit a few kindergarten and first grade teachers from one or two
schools. The presence in a school of particular teachers known for their
excellence In teaching or for their openness, to a CSMP-like Instructional
approach, was often a decisive factor in the selection of that schopl as a pilot
school. Thus, during. a district's fir4 year or two of the prograrnoOMp teachers
tended to -he more able and open to new ideas. Later, as new tethers and
grade levels started using CSMP, the overall composition of CSMP teachers in the
school became more typical. Teachers at higher grades more or less inherited_
the program and their CSMP students, and the program became institutionalizet

The second exception occurred in some schoolswhere the program was 'not
matnitored closely and was not officially mandated by the district as the
mathematics program in the school. It therefore became fairly easyfa teachers
to avoid teaching CSMP if they wished. Many teachers began- to teach It on a
part-time basis and this le-d to one of two situations: either CSMP became
voluntary, some teachers teac It while others taught from the regular district
textbook, (in -which case the xt grade's_ teachers would be faced with two
groups of students: tradition and CSMP), or else teachers traded and a teacher
who liked CSMP would also teach it to a colleague's class while the colleague
reciprocated in a different subject. In either case, the CSMP teaciters in those
schools were not typical teachers; their teaching style and philoso--evidently
agreed with CSMP. But this laissez=faire attitude usually led to the demise of
the program in these schools.
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Teacher Trii1nin9

The training program developed for CSMP Was designed to give coordinators and
teachers a conceptual overview of the distinctive languages and content of CSMP
as well as practloal demonstrations and practice in teaching the lessons; The
duration of the training was intended tb,.be 8 hours for first.'grade, 16 hours for
second grade, 24 hours for third grade, and 32- hours for fourth, fifth and sixth
grades; CSMP recommended that all training be completed before school opened
In the fall; These recommendations were seldom adhered to because of local
constraints;

Sites had several Optiont.5for training._ Coordinators and teachers could attend
sessions conducted annually at CEMREL; Alternatively CSMP staff members
could sometimes visit a site and conduct training; A third option was the
provision of a "turnkey" trainer who had been trained by CSMP staff, and was
geographically proximate to the adopting site; The availability of a "turnkey"
trainer was often, a decisive factor in the adoption process.

It- was the rare district That followed CSMP's 'specifications. for training. From
teacher survey data, between a quarter and a half of the teacherSJeceived less
than 50% of the recommended number of training hours. Most teachers had no
further training after they began teaching CSMP..

In several districts, teachers assumed a major training role by. encouraging other
teachers to observe their CSMP lessons, by COndUcting or .assisting,at district_
In-service days, and by arranging informal conferences within their buildings or.
across the district. Aeone site, a hitf4)00 was established where teachers
provided after-school hours assistancto their colleagues.

Although in most cases training did not meet CEMREL's specifications for
intensity and duratf , a majority of teachers surveyed thought they were
adequately prepared to teach CSMP. Those teachers also said most other.
teachers in their èhools could do an adequate zb of teaching CSMR. Asked if
they had any suggestions for improving the training, teachers made fw, sugges-
tions for programtnatic change but some recommended (not. surprisingly) that the
length of training be -increased.

Where CSMP was most successful, teachers' involvement with CSMP has been
key factor. Surprisingly, length of training, intensity of training, and CSMP=
conducted versus locally-conducted training played', a relatively small mile in this
success and were not correlater)very-Aighly with. strident achievement. More
important to success was the teachers' belief that they could learn the math,
learn how to teach and that their students would profit from it. Thug, the
skill of the trainer Iri,Imparting this confidence was very In-patent. A willing
group of teachers could'overcome many in-service constraints. In fact, the
program's impact on students made converts of many teachers who were initially
reluctant. But teachers' resistance was not easily overcome and. many adoptions
foundered on that reluctance.



Daily_ Preparation and Materials Management

A common response in teacher interviews was that no amount of formal training:
could prepare someone for being a good CSMP teach F. Many teacherS, said, In
eft:cc "You have to teach it for a year." This was meant in the `dual sense of
le Wing to teach it and learning to appreciate it; Day4o=day CSMP teaching
was a relatively complex endeavor during the first teaching year. CSMP
required daily planning according to a prescribed schedule, and access to two or

ee different volumeS of Teacher's Guides during any single week. The
eacher-led lessons took much longer than rnost-teachers were accustomed to, 4-

often requiring 30 minutes or more and occupying seven or eight pages in the 4i,!
guide; Thus to be successful, the teacher had to devbie both time (for
preparation) and energy (for the long lessons);

. .

In comparing time required for daily CSMP _preparation with time rebbired for thq
previously taught mathematics curriculum, the most csimrnon response was "more
at first but the same after a year's experience"; This response was',giyen
by at each grade level by between 50% and 60% of the teachers; The response
"more at first and cgintinues to be after a _year's experience" was given by
sucCessively more teWc. hers at each grade level going from 9% of first grade
teachers to 33% of sixth grade teachers; Fewer than 10% of the teachers
reported that CSMP required less preparation time;

Logistics
-

The average amount of time repbrte
1

by CSMP teachers for math class was
about 45 minutes per day In grades and 2, about 50 minutes in grades 3 and 4,
and about 55 minutes in grades .5 and 6; MOSt teachers reported this amount of
time to be longer than they previouSly took for math. It was also longer than
reported by Non-CSMP teachers participating In the comparative ,studies of
student achievement, grades 4=6, These Non-CSMP teachers repotted sperkiing an
average of 3 to 8 minutes less per day depending on grade level.

Furthermore, lesson time was dittribUted in a different way. For CSMP teachers,
nearly two-thirds of the time was spent in teacher=led acthitieS; this was 50%
more. -than Non-CSMP teachers reported. ConVerSely, CSMP teachert spent
proportionally less time superVISIAg_and working with individual studentt or small
groups.: A -sizeable proportion of CSMP teachers_ (nearly one=third) thought they
spent ,tooidng in exclusively teacher=led Instruction.

CSMP teachers spent an average of 20% of their math time supplementing the
prpgram with other activities. Most often this supplementation wat In compu=
tation practice: the basic facts, whole number algorithms and in the upper
grades, practice with fraction ands decimal operations. These items were most
often cited (by one-third to one-half) of the teachers, as skills or concepts "that
CSMP assumed students would know at the beginning of the year, which many did
not know" ,or "that are not adequately covered by CSMP";

When similar questions were asked of Non-CSMP teachers, they reported spending
virtually the same percentage of time supplementing, but this supple e ing was
much more diverse; Mental arithmetic, metricsi math labs and game m
calculators, word problems and enrichment activities were most popu r, but no
single topic was,ilisted by even one-third of the Non-CSMP teachers These
topics are often thought of as optional and done. at the teacher's discretion.
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The method of supplementing was also rather different. CSMP teachers tended to
do It In very short stretches. The most common response to the question of
when this supplementation occurred - "for a few minutes at a time" - was
given by about half the teachers. Non-CSMP teachers' most common response
was "for several consecutive math periods". This difference is compatible with
.the difference in what was supplemented, i.e., computation practice (CSMP)
versus chunks of content that make for longer units of Instruction (Non-CSMP).
Teachers usually supplemented with teacher prepared or commercially available
worksheets. Occasionally they assigned wbrk' from commercial textbooks that
were in the school; frequent use of these textbooks was usually a sign of less
than faithful implementation of CSMP.

Where do teachers find the time in the Curriculum to spend an average of a day
a week on these supplementary topics? In the case of Non CSMP teachers, such
topics may be part of the district curriculum but not in their textbooks. Also, it
is not unusual for teachers generally to simply not cover the last one or two
chapters in the text; such texts are written with this real possibility in mind and
these chapters are not prerequisites for next year's work. CSMP teachers, on the
other hand, did

not consider their supplementation to be optional but there is little cushion in
the CSMP schedule to allow for it. Hence, many CSMP teachers either omitted
segments of the schedble or did not get through the schedule. In the upper
grades,'Most CSMP teachers (75% 90%) got pretty well to the end of the
schedule but had to omit lessons to get', that far. At the lower grades teachers
were less likely to skip lessons but More likely Snot to get to the end of the
schedrire: F04- all CSMP teachers,tFFIEssons*most likely to be skipped dealt
with probability and geometry, the content strands which are most different from
the traditional curriculum, and least understood by teachers;.

There were some other 4fferences between CSMP and Non-CSMP classes;
Student questionnaire data\ In fourth and fifth grades Showed that CSMP students
reportQd taking fewer tests and doing Jess homework; 10% - 20% fewer, of them
.responded "a lot" to the questions about how often they did these tasks; CSMP
teacherS saw this as a weakness of the program; at every grade leveli at least
70% of the teachers thought that periodic tests should be built into the curriculum
for grading and general progresS checks;

7.
On the other hand about 2 more CSMP students reported that they played
games a lot. These fi are unsurprising since the words "tests" and
!'homework" are virtue y absent from the Teachers' Guides and many problems
and lessons are presented in a game context. Also, high amounts of supple-
mentation were associated, with low amounts of game playing, i.e., supple-
mentation replaced the game-playing *part of the curriculum. For Non-CSMP, high
supplementation was associated with high game playing, i.e., game-playing was
supplementation;

9 \

CSMP and Non-CSMP teachers in fourth through sixth grade were asked to -

respond to pairs of statements about their math class. A five point scale was
devised to show the relative balance between the two statements. The largest
difference in mean scores between CSMP and Non=CSMP teachers ocalturred for a
statement referring to lesson plans; CSMP teachers responded much allure in the
direction of "lesson plans are follOWed in great detail" versus "lesson plans serve
only as a general guide". On two other pairs of statements out of a total of
eight, there was about a half point difference in responses. CSMP teachers were
more likely to say that math clast had a fun (versus businesslike) atmosphere, and
that math class was oriented towarcit creative activities- (versus solving, specific
problems). 65
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Of particular concern for a curriculum II e-CSMP is the,potential problem of new
students transferring into the program. ese students must become fan-tillai with
the special CSMP pictorial representations before tlley_ cw even follow the
lessons. This problem appe'ared to be most serious at'tilq_%econd and third grade
levelt, particularly with the minicomputer. But regaidlesi of grade level, the
number of new students, the time of year they entered, and their general ability
level determined how big a problem they posed ror Ehe teacher; One or two new
students of low ability or several of high ability could usually be brought into the
program at the beginning of the year In a variety Hof ways. The spiral nature of
the curriculum was undoubtedly helpful in many cases since stuclen 't have
to master the content of one lesson in order to benefit from the ext :lesson
dealing with that content;

However, when there were several- low ability students and/or students entered_
periodically during the schcolTeirr, teachers reported having problems. Test data,
showed that new students In general performed almost as well as veteran CSMP
students of similar ability levels. Nev heless, teachers' perceptions of the
problem may have been =a fwtor in solltrteachers' opinions that CSMP was not
appropriate for low ability students. Also, it was probably _a factor_ in a few
schools where CSMP evolved into a program for upper track students._ As new
students entered those schools, the slower dries were sometimes targeted to the
teachers who used CSMP on a more limited basis, thus accelerating the split.
between CSMP and Non -CSMP classes within a building.

Teacher Opinions about CSMP

For several years teachers at various grade levels, were asked :,to compare CSMP
with the mathematics curriculum they had previously used. The.rate of return of
these '4uestionnaires was about 50%-60% in the lower grades; _higher in grades_
4-6; Mean. scores were calculated at each grade level by assigning a sore of 1
to the lowest rating ("much worse". than previous curriculum) and 5 to the highest
rating ("much better"). Ratings are summarized below In Table 6.

Table 6
Mean Score t; Grade,

Teachers' Comparison of CSMP to P eviously-Used Curriculum.

Grade Level 1 2 3
.

(N) 90 110 '92 118 69 43.

Overall quality 4.4 4.6 4.5 3.9 4.0 3.7

Student interest 4.5 4.8 4.2 3.9 4.0 3.9

Students' logical reasoning ability NA NA 4.3 4.0 4.3 4.4

Appropriateness for high ability students NA NA NA 44 4;4 4.6
Students' facility with word ppblemi NA NA 3.4 3.2 3.4 3.3

Student achievement in mathematical concepts 3.7 3.8 3.8
4.41 4.31 4.01

Student achievement in computation skills 2.7 2.7 2.7

Appropriateness for low ability stiaynts 3;0 2;6 ze 2;6 2:5 2.5

1In grades K-2; there was only a single item; "Students overall achievement".
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The highest ratings were given for items 1 to 4, dealing with overall quality,
student interest, logiCal reasoning, and appropriatenett for high ability students.
Each was rated, on average, between "better" and "much better" than previous
curriculum. The lOwest ratings were given in the last two Items dealing with
computation skillt and appropriateness for low ability stUderitt. Both were
generally rated slightly worse than for their previous Math program.
Achievement in computation_ skills was rated at least a fUll point lower than
achievement In Mathematical concepts in grades 3-6.

The question regarding appropriateneSs of CSMP for low ability students drew the
widest range of scores; there were relatively few "about the same" responses and

many extreme rettiOntet, btithyositive and negative. For example, among fifth
grade teacherS, 55% Of the teachers thought CSMP was lets appropriate, but
nearly 30% thOUght CSMP was more appropriate! It was not the case that low
ratings came primarily from CSMP teachers who had many Tow ability students; if
anything they came more from teachers with few low ability students. Non=CSMP

teachers, howeiier, Were much more likely to- rate their curriculum low on this .

criteria if they had many low ability students.

Teachers In grades K-2 gave more positive responset to CSMP than did teachers

In grades 3-5, each grade level of which produced altnott Identical _responses._

The general increase in scores at sixth grade is probably because that group of
teachers was small and happened to be teaching relatiVely higher ability students.

Fourth through sixth grade results were based on many fewer teachers. This was

partly 'because feWer classes had reached those grades, and partly because

questionnaires in some years were collected only from teachers of classes
participating in a comparison of student achievement. BOth CSMP and Non -CSMP

participating teachers responded and their responses can be compared In _Table 7.

For CSMP, these responses _are a subset of the responset from the previous table;

they are not appreciably different from those of the larger group.

a

Table 7
CSMP and Mon-CSMPTeacher

Ccmparinq Present program to Previously Used Progrie

4

Fourth Grade
CSMP Non-CULP

_Fifth_Grade_
CSMP Non-CSMP

Sixth Grede
CSMP Mon-CSMP

(N)
30 21 30 23 22 26

Overall quality 4.0 3.3 4.0 3.4 4.4 3.7

St9dint interest and involvement 4.1 3.4 4.0 3.4 4;4 3.0

Siudehts' logical reasoning ability 4.4 3;0 4.6 2.9 4.6 2.1

Approprieteness forhighibiliiy students 4.4 3.4 4.6 3;9 4.9 3.4

StUdentW facility_with,word problems 3;4 2.5 3.3. 3.0 3.7 3;2

Student achievement in mathematical concepts 3.6 3.3 3.9 3.0 4.4 3.5

Student achievement in computation akilli 2.9 .3;0 2.9 3.5 .3.1 3.5

Appropriateness for low ability students Lliiii:t 2.4 2.1 2.3 3.1

CSMP teachers ,gave higher ratings than Non-CSMP teachert on seven of the nine

items. The average difference was between 1/2 and 1 point on five Items and

over 1 1/2 points on two items dealing with logical thinking and appropriateness

for high 'ability students.
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Nton-CSMP teachers gave higher rankings on two of the nine items, those dealing
With achievement in computation skills and appropriateness for low ability
students. The average difference was less than 1/2 point. The CSMP' discrepancy
in teachers' perceptions of student achievement in computation versus concepts
did not appear with Non-CSMP teachers, whb rated them equally. Appropriate-
ness for low ability students usually was rated tower by CSMP: teachers, but
Non-CSMP teachers also did not give their curriculum high ratings on this item.

When responding to questions about the most effective way to teach low ability
students, CSMP and Non -CSMP teachers gave vlitUally identical responses to 7
out of 8 questions, The only difference between the twa groups was .that CSMP
teachers were more likely to say that best learning takes place when a teacher
can give individyal help versus working with small groups. ,Special provisions for
low ability students were reported to be available by 85% of both the CSMP and '
Non-CSMP teachers, and were usually pkovided through.a resource teacher on
MOM;

When .teachers were asked to describe ,their over 1l_ evaltiation of CSMP,, responses
could be. fairly easily divided Into three ;groups. About 65% of 'the teachers in
grades K-2, and about 40% of teachers in grades 3-6, gave an unqualified positive
response to the PrograM, often describing It in glowing terms. At the other
extreme, a steady 10=-15% of the teachers' were thoroughly negative towards the
program. The remaining teachers responses can best be. described -as_ positive but
qualified, such as "I like the program overall but..." About half of these
reservations dealt with minor issues or were not considered serious by the
teachers, but two familiar issues wets" raised most frequently year after year and
were of considerable concern to many teachers: the lack of attention in CSMP
to the -basics -basic arithmetic facts and the arithmetic algqgithms - and the
perceived difficulty of the program for low ability students.

' Similarly, when asked to name the worst _aspects of. CSMP, teachers most often
alluded to these two concerns. Non-CSMP teachers, however, thought coverilie,
of the basics to be a positive aspect of their prograrri; In naming best asbectS,
CSMP teachers almost always named thinking skills (problem sdivingi'mental *_

work, creativity, reasoning, challenging, etc.) or motivatior;/intere t
areas were more likely to be named by Non-CSMP teachers' as ts of.
their programs.

Next most frequently named complaints by, CSMP teachers were that lessons were
too abstract, that Coo much of the lesson was teacher-directed, and that students'
did not have the prerequisite skills needed for some lessons.

''One area in which CSMP teachers' opinions changed dramatically by grade level
concerns the spiral approach. In giving free responses to a question about the
spiral curriculum, 74% of first grade teachers were very positive and only 10%
negative: These figures changed monotonically by grade level until at fifth grade
there were 30% very positive and 30% negative; the other 40% expressed
qualified approval.
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Fifth and sixth_ grade teachers were asked to respond to a series of statements
about the spiral approach. Three statements produced Strong-'nearly, unambiguous
approval of CSMP: teachert agreed that the spiral_ approach was more interesting
and students felt less pressured than in a mastery approach, and teachers did flat
agree that students never Matter the content. However, on four other state-
ments, about half the teachert gave reSponses that were negative towards CSMP:
teachers had to repeat a letton because students didn't- remember, the spiral
approach only worked fOr_tbme StUdentS, too much time elapOt1 before the class
returned; to a topic, and 2-4 consecutive days on _a new topic would be preferable
to the current schedule. Thete statements also appear In free response evalua-
tions. of, the spiral approach and In teacher interviews, though less frequently in
the lower grades.

CSMP, The Low Ability Student and Computation

The most common .complaints about CSMP are its perceived inappropriateness for
low ability studentt and: itt lack of -attention to developing ,the basic computa-
tional skills. These two complaints surfaced at all levels - teachers, principals,
coordinators, central office staff, school boards and parents; No school was
without at least one or two teachers who disliked the program for those reasons.
In the upper. grades the program Is being used disaproportionately more often by
districts or classes with higher ability students;

To what extent are these complaints justified? Data presented in the next
chapter will show that; -CSMP students perform about -as well as Non-CSMP
studentt on computation tests and that-I:45MP ability students perform nearly
as well as CSMP students at other ability levels vis-as-vis their Non-CSMP
counterparts. On the other hand, there are occasional, Instances vvenegses in
thete areas. In the large Extended Pilot Tests of fifth arid. ;;Siiith:grade classes,
for example, the lowest ability CSMP distriats hapPened to perform poorly
compared to Non=CSNTID districts of similar ability. When: data were analyzed at
the student level, loW ability _CSMP students as ,a-grciup fared worst In comparison
to Non-CSMP students- In computationally oriented tests. CSMP classes whose
teachers supplemented the program least, and Who most agreed with the CSMP
philosophy, tended to have the lowest computation scores. But the few findings
of this nature are oN;erwhelmed by most other findings. The data do not support
the intensity felt by some teachetS over these issues. It Is worth considering why
teachers felt this way; given the overall data on low ability students' success;

,
The computation issue seems the more straightforward of the two issue -ven a
cursory review of the CSMP materials reveals :. that .there is less computation
practice of the paper and penal, drill and practice varieq7 It Is not likely that
this difference is entirely compensated for in the teacher-led lessons, certainly
not when it comes to the multiple=digit algorithms. Very few teachers rated
CSMP better than their previously used math programs In student achievement of
computational skillttmdst rated it a little lower; Teachers did supplement to the
extent they thought! necessary and this supplementation seemed to help.

Some CSMP users approved and supported this supplementation and did not feel it
to be a particularly black mark against the programs Teachers generally_ know
how to teach computation skills; They were able to fit the supplementation In
with short burstt during class or as homework, had lots of practice materials
around, and could easily check student skills. But many teachers were encourager
not to supplement by coordinators and by the Teacher's- Gdides whose spiral
philosophy downplayS the need for supplementation;
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Regardless of whether this supplementatiOn w4_ done surreptitiously or with
approval, it required additional time in an already crowded schedule. In some
districts this was recognized and taken into account but usually the additional
time burden fell squarely on the teachers' shoulders; .Thus, this perceived
wetness probably does existit, can be ameliorated fairly easily, and at a cost
which seems high to some tteachers and low to others depending on their view,
and their district's viewi about priorities in mathematics education.

The issue of appropriateness for low ability students is more complicated.
Substantial though smaller numbers of teachers felt that CSMP was more
appropriate or low ability students. In 'questionnaire and Interview responses,
many teachrs said the program had positive effects on low ability students:
"...seems like students working at all cognitive levels get something out
"there's something for that Child who isn't quite as fast...can still participate and
be right and (the program) clues me into what they're thinking"; Given these
teachers' views .and the generally positiye test datai_ it is worth considering why
so -many teachers did not like this aspe6t of the program. A few reasons are
offered here.

For many teachers, the issue was tied to the computation issue. They had sei
doubts about whether parts of CSMP; espebially geometry and probability really;'/±t
taught mathematics, and whether; hese areas had any practical value; They Ilea
pese views even more strongly for low ability students. whose primary
educational need was seen to be adequate computational skills; Higher ability -

studentt might or might not learn problem solving skills but one way or another' -
would pick up the necessary computation skills. Low ability students could-.not be
expected to learn many problem solving skills and without the teacher's help:they
also wouldn't develop adequate computation skills.

Teachers of higher ability_classes, with only a.few low 'ability students, were
more likely to think CSMP inappropriate forlovilbility_ students than teachers of
lower ability classes, with many low ability students. The gap in 4chieVement
seemed to widen for someriteaChers of high ability classes. This'rnay be because'
CSMP gives the teachers `Many opportunities to see, their children-. working at
genuine problems and responding in class to difficult questions. Clearly Some
tudents show abilities that were previously masked, in the traditional computa-

tionally oriented provam. the three and four-star workbooks contain some
genuinely challenging material which some students gobble up while others never
even see; There are probably more occasions Man Jaimerly for good students
"get it" and become enthused while the slower students appear lost.

Thus, even though loW- ability students may have benefited from CSMP (as test
data suggest), teachers' day-to-day experiences suggested t:o theM that,these
students were getting farther and farther behind. The CSMP curriculum does not
contain progress tests, but teachers could easily check their students' computa-
tional skills against their own well-developed, experienced-based standards and find
the program lacking. They did not have an easy way to measure students'
thinking skills, nor a standard agalAst which to compare it, so could riot see any
compensating gains.
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Many teachers stated .that- the §piral approach, didn't work for low ability students
and that they had to reteach crucial parts of a previous lesson because students
didn't remember from the last time. This led some teachers, sornetiMes with
district support, to regroup lessons and teach several related lessons in block,
contrary to the recommended schedule of lessont. Observations suggest teachers
may have been right in some instances, but it Was sometimes hard for anyone to
determine which elements of a Previous lesson really were crucial. It was also
difficult at times to predict whether or not students would somehow muddle
through the new lesson in spite of only a hazy remembrance of ti-' revious
lesson.

-
CSMP places heavy emphasis on the "guided discove" apprbactv; This means
asking questions that students haven't heard asked before let alone "know the'
answer to. The ratio of questions that students can readily answer- to the total
number of questions asked in a lesson is probably much lower in CSMP than in
traditional programs. 5o teachers see many more Instances then they are used to
of ,idw ability students not being able to answer a question.

Lower: ability students who transferred into a_CSMP classroom were. faced with .
spee ialcatch-up proble because they had to learn the special CSMP represeh- .

tatiorial languages. Aga , test data indicate they did catch up but this
undoubtedly requires sp !al. efforts by teachers wIEF would not be necessary in
a traditional program. The spiral approach; though helpful In this regard, may
alto stretch out this catch-up process;

In summary, some teachers' day-td-day experiences suggested to them that the
program didn't work 'well with low ability students and this conclusion was not
altered by abstract test data. This opinion was reinforced if they did not share
CSMP views on decreased computation emphasis, the spiral scheduling approach,
and guided discovery lessons. Most adapted the program in sensible ways to
remecliate this problem, and the adaptations may often have been warranted.
Some made such extreme changes that the program became very different and
gradually ceased to be taught.

Teacher Observations v

;I>

Teachers at over 40 sites have been observed teaching CSMP. Most lessons
observed rollowed the intended lesson in the Teacher's Guide at somelevel of
correspondence, but there was wide variation in how faithfully, and how well, the
lessons were taught. This variation did not seem to be related to objective
factors such as size and ability of class, district circumstances, teacher
experience and background, etc. It had more to do with teachers' general teaching
skills and their understanding of CSMP.

c-;enpral Teaching Skills. Most teachers had at least adequate classroom manage-
ment skills; students were reasonably quiet and attended to the lesson; teacher
and students covid be heard, Work was assigned anti the assignment understood,
materials weie 'at hand for use. A minority of_teachers, perhaps 10%, had
management problems that were enough to disrupt the lesson seriously -
sometimes temporarily, sometimes for the duration of the lesson. These proEilerns
had nothing to do with CSMP and- no doubt affected learning in all subject areas.



But CSMP placed an added burcri on poor managers because of the many student
and teacher materials, the complicated schedules, the long lessons and the lack of
closure (o*ctives) inherent in CSMP's spiral approach. It may be that such
teachers could cope better with a very traditional program involving, say, 15
minutes of lecturing followed by 25 minutes of drill and practice in a very
circumscribed, computationally oriented curriculum. either case, the students
would have to take on a larger burden of the learning for themselves; higher
ability students can do so, lower ability ,students cannot.

In addition to having basic management skills, most teachers also had reasonably
good expository skills, usually adequate for explaining the mathematical concepts
and slcills in CSMP, provided they themselves understood them. The teaching
skills that were most important in CSMP had to do with asking questions and
coping with what might be called CSMP's "guided discovery" lessons. Question-
asking techniques needed for student learning include t4eAf owing:

asking for several answers to a question
44;

and' asking "why" :or "why not" questicAs,

basing e next question on an evaluation of the previous response,
.

waiting a few seconds after asking the question b.efore naming, the r6sponcnt,

distributing questions widely,

matching questions with ability Qf the respondent,

following up on the consequerices of an answer,

when necessary, askinig the next easiest question or a related question that
has been previously aisvvered.

art
11%ny good teacher should possess these questioning skills. But their crucial
importance in determining how successfully CSMP is implemented in the classroom
lies in the extent to which the program demands and reliel orf-them. The
"pedagogy of situations" is in ?orne ways a -problem Efying approath, and the'-list
of question-asking techniques given above. contains many that are necessary for
any good problem solver. One reason problem solving- is not taught often or well
is, that these are not easy techniques to learn. For example, in developing
lessons, some teachers shortened the lesson to what was virtually, "Here is the
rule. Now apply it." Althou he lessons in the Teacher's Guides are full of
suggested sequences of que s and pbssible responses, they can never be more
than guides. Following the guide slavishly created as many problems for teachers
as straying too far frbm it did. =

The vast major .ity of teachers haAltd some of these, question-asking techniques
well, others not so well. perhaps the hardest to achieve was responding
effectively to an incorrect' answer when that answer., should have provided a
tip -off. about -an. important misunderstanding of a concept. For many teachers It
was clear that CSMP was their first experience in a curriculum which explicitly
required these techniques and they were making a genuine effort Co use them
according to the Teacher's Guide.
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It is this fact which prompts many coordinators" to think that the real strength of
CSMP is In the teacher training it provides through the Teacher's ;Guide. Visible
improvement could be seen in some teachers after a year's experience; they
became better question-askers. it is unfoptunate that most did not receive the
kind of intensive in-classroom suploort from cooidinators that would build these
skills -faster.

A related issue .of critical importance was the way teachers incorporated CSMP's
guided discovery approach. Decisions had to be made throughout the lesson about
how long to wait for an answer (or try for the correct answer), how much to
explain, how many questions to ask, etc. Though there Is general agreement on
what the good question-asking techniques are (observers know them when they ,see
them), the effectiveness, of the best kind of discovery approach has always been a
source of disagreement `among educators. When observing CSMP lessons it was
most often the pace of the lesson that had the greatest impact on the obServer.

There was wide variation in how quickly the,leSion moved elon'd. For a given
lesson which might have an Intended development time of, say,. 25 minutes, about
20% of the teachers might do it in 15 minutes while about .35% would require at
least 40 minutes. Sortie of the variation In pace was related to the overall
ability level of the classy but most was due to teacher differences. Probably
more teachers erred on the side of too slow a pace than too fast. Some
teachers slowed' down. when computation was required-and then speeded up during
the problem Solving part of the lesson. Certainly the_ most- effective lessons were
those with a crisp pace controlled by clever qUestionIng and supported by
thorough preparation and understanding of thelesson.The Most painful to watch
were the ones which dragged interminably as te4oherVbelabored-unimportant

'points or repeated unnecessary examples.

This difficulty in judging pace is understandablev. VerCihe nature of most CSMP
lessons. Because many different mathematical ideaVare:.tbuched on in most'
lessons, there is often no single, foci point foi the tetibt-ver to- concentrate ,ori bar

skipping parts or adding other parts.- In most cases of'44)stantial deviation from
the lesson .plan_, the resulting. leston was less effective thai'theorigine$'
Compounding the problem was the natural, and perhaps_ justified, reluctance to
zoom on to the next part of the lesson, while students were still having
difficulties. In some cases it. would have done no harm-because of the nature of
the lesson since the developer rnayVave expected some students to get more out
Of it than others, or the concept wat to be developed more fully later. But in
other, cases, that part of the lesson voWtruly a prerequisite for understanding
what wouldcome next. Only a thorough understanding of the lesson, and other
lessons in the sequence, could enable the teacher to make an accurate decision
about when to stop and regroup and wtvn to move on.

Overall, lessons took longer than intended by the developers. A single long, lesson
might be split into two lessons by the -teacher. An additional lesson might be
prepared by the teacher for consolidation or as a worksheet assignment because
the whole previous math period was needed for the teacher-led part of
lesson. This lengthening of lessons; in an already full yearly schedule. with
occasional time taken for supplementation), caused many teachers not to complete
the schedule or to drop segments of the schedule that they consider Co be too
hard or too much off the main track, such as geometry and probabili Again,
this happened. more often in lower ability classes.

-\*
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On the whole, most teachers did a fairly good job of pacing their lessons and
learned to improve with experience. The teachers who had the most difficulty in
maintaining pace were teachers who were naturally inclined towards mastery
approach, but who nevertheless attempted to teach the lessons according to the
guides. At the other extreme were a few teachers who preferred a directed
teaching' approach, changed the spirit of the lesson to fit this preference, and
thereby did most of the thinking for, the students.

Teachers' Understanding of CSMP. There were three ways in which teachers'
understanding of the program played an important role in the quality of the
lessons observed. At the lowest level was simply being prepared-for the lesson:
knowing in advance whpt the sequence of activities was, preparing needed
blackboard dernronstrations, having other student or teacher materials available,
having some idea of the way questions 'would be asked, and knowing how long to

.4kvote to various portions of the lessons. ThIS is a fairly onerous job for _first_
year CSMP teachers since many of the lessoris run eight Pages or more in -IFF
Teacher's Guide. It was not uncommon for 'teachers to have4he Guide firaily in
hand throughout the lesson. Some teachers had obviously done little preparation
and this contributed to sense of floundering, long pauses and eventual loss of
interest by students, a generally vicious circle that made lessons very long. ,

Other teachers were superbly prepared and in full control. Most fell somewhere
in between. Gradually, dependence on the Guide decreased with time but even
for experienced zz-AeLs-it was rare not to see the Guide opened at the right
page and handy Pic'. sccalional reference.

The next level of teacher understanding was the content: how to solve the
problems, know the good strategies for playing the games, know why some
answers, are good and others poor, and know all this well enough to respond
rapidly to classroom situations; Long pauses while the teacher figured out an
answer almost always disrupted the smooth flow of the lesson. It was at this
leVel that the more mathematically able teachers were at an advantage, but even
for less able or interested in mathematics such problems could often be tied to
inadequate preparation, i.e., not actually going through the various problems and
situations and thinking about them as they did so; Wrong answers were given by
teachers on occasion, or they accepted an incorrect answer from the student;
Because of the potential damage of such errors, this possibility became a source
of tension for some teachers and they lame flustered;

In other classes, students were obviously used to this happening occasionally and
corrected the teacher who made a matter-of-fact adbustment and continued with
the lesson. In many ways-this response fOstered a. Ary healthy and cooperative
atmosphere for learning. In defense of the teachers, it must be said that beca6se
the CSMP materials are so rich and layered with many levels of mathematical.
thinking, the curriculum is replete with situations amenable to teacher blunders or
long pauses. Such errors have been observed in classes taught by CSMP develop-
ment staff. Most teachers were somewhat apprehensive about the CSMP content
when they first began teaching the curriculum, and this was especially true of
teachers at the upper grade levels. But with experience and conscientious
separation, 'they Were observed (and reported themselves) to have improved
dramatically.'
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The highest level of CSMP understanding, and the most difficult to attain, was an
tr. understanding of Why things were done the way thi were, I;e;, the purpose -.

behind the' various IeSSOnS and exercises. There are many neral statements in
the Teacher's Guides about the various mathematical aspec s o the lessons, and.
about the problerh solving and higtier order skills being enThasized; But these
are not described- anywhere in detail, or in tehavioral -terms nor are they
categorized or referenced.__ It was often difficult for the teacher to know where a
lesson was going or Whysra-particular sequenceof lessons appeared in the
curriculum. The latk of understanding about, and in some cases disagreement
With, the philbtophy and goals of the program occasionally affected teachers'
attitudes towards the program and their subsequent. performance In the classrobre.

This attitudinal problem was likely to get worse rather than better with
experience. Some teachers came to see the program as haVing an excessive
Commitment to nebulous kinds of unmeasurable thinking skills resulting in a weak

l'development of the familiar skills and concepts that teachers approve of and know
how to teach._ Among the ways in which tills attitude manifetted _itself In the
classroom were the following: an impatience in getting tb,..the point of letson, a
fixation on getting the correct answer, a need to see obSeiyable progress in
students' performance; subtle to drastic changes in lessons and sequences of
lessons, 'an increased emphasis on student written work, liMited expectations of
what students are capable of doing, and sharply defined eXpectation of mastery of
certain skills at certain times.

her Observations. In summary, teachers who had good general-
ized eaching 1 s, w o were w ling to prepare adeduately in order to learn the
content and ,I6Ssons of the program, and who understood and agreed with the
philosophy of the program, were able to do an outstanding pi) in the classroom;
Many memorable lessons were observed which cried for a wider audience to see
the power of CSMP in the right hands. But this combination was hardly_ the
norm; more commonly obServed were lessons presented in a fairJy competent way
by teachers doing the best they could with a difficult curriculum; They usually
got better with experience and the highs generally outnumbered the lows. For a
significant minority Of teachers, several pieces of the combination of factors
listed above were absent and the teaching of CSMP moved inexorably towards the
more traditional approach.



Summary

CSMP has been successfully implemented in many different kinds of school
districts with many diffetent kinds of students. Through 1982, 134 school
districts had used the program and as of 1984, approximately 55,000 students
were using CSMP. The program tends to be used less often in grades 4-6 than in
grades K-3. Thete is also a trend toward usage by higher ability classes in the
upper grades.

In any given year recently, over 90% of the districts using CSMP one year
continued to use it the following year The curriculum is still healthy in spite of
virtually non-existent support for dissemination from NIE since late 1982. 1

The role of the local coordinator has. been vital to the cess of CSMP; without
"a skilled and influential person at the helm, a solid Implementation was not
likely; Coordinators from outside the district (such as a- local University
professor), or with single-school responsibilities (such as a principal or teacher),
were much less successful than coordinators with district wide responsibilities
(such as a mathematics supervisor);

The coordinators' biggest concern, and most difficult job, was training teachers
for CSMP. Teachers and/or financial support were not always available to the
extent necessary to meet the CSMP recommendations for training (from two to
five days depending on grade level). Consequently, at least half the teachers
received much less than the recommended amount of training. This job got
harder as more classes used CSMP, at higher grade levels, and as new teachers
'entered the sj/stem.

Another constraint on the tine of CSMP was the cost of the program; which
tended to be competitive with traditional programs in start-up costs but more
expensive to maintain, particularly In grades 4-6 where consumables needed to be
purchased each year. ,

Teachers who had good general teaching skil , who were willing to spend the
time in training and daily preparation, and who agreed with CSMP's overall
philosophy, were able to do an outstanding' job of teaching the program. The
absence of any one of these three attributes - skills, commitment and philo-
sophical agreement - reduced the program's impact in the claSsroom, and it came
td look more like the traditional mathematics curriculum. But In any case, most
teachers supplemented the program with computation practice and dropped
portions of the curriculum, especially 'lessons in geometry and probability.

Questionnaire dot from a large number of CSMP teachers, showed that leachers
rated CSMP higher han the previous curriculum they had:used, and higher. than
Non-CSMP teacher rated their curriculum, in:

overall quality,

student interest and involvement;

students' logical. reasoning ability,

appropriateness for high ability students, hnd

student achievement in mathematical concepts. 7
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On the other hand,_ teachers rated CSMP: less appropriate for low ability students;
and lesS effeCtiVe in teaching computation skillst tharrthe previous curriculum
they had used.

in summary, althbUgh CSMP IS a difficult program to irnplementi but it can and
haS been implemented successfully for s eral years In many different settings.

The previous =chapter concluded wit list of CSMP featUres that make it a
dittinctiVe curriculum, and suggested why such features should make it a desirable
program. The features will be reviewed her; and it will be shown that each of
therh is a double edged sword with equal potential for making it en undesirable
curriculum.

1. CSMP contains recommended new content;

The content is also new to teachers; most of whom have very little formal
mathematics background and do not understand why such content is needed.
They resist It and it Is the first thing to be dropped in a time crunch.

CSMP resequences certain arithmetic skills and slows their rote deVelopMent
to ensure understanding;

Traditional wisdom holds that students should master certain skills in certain
grades: addition-algorithm fin second grade; subtraction ih third, batic
multiplication and division facts in thirdi etc. There At,pressUre to continue
this timFtable because of test standardsi stridentrnoblittyi parent expecta=
tiOns and some teachers' belief that this Is the way the ViOrld is and should
remain; al

3. CSMP promotes higher Order thinking skills by presenting rich mathematical
situations. Such situations do not usually culminate in a specific target:
mastery; but instead emphasize the probess of getting there. Each lesso
may have several objectives but none has to be achieved for the lesson
be successful.

INS organi2ation contradicts much current educational practice which
ternphatizes an Instructional, process of stating objectivesi providing instruc-
tion to meet those objectives,_ measuring student outcomes; arid basing next
InttrUctiOn on the results of this measurement; Teachers see games of
strategy as frills, rather than as a way to learn thinking skills.

4. *CSMP lessons extend the length of e teachers engage the whole Clatt.'
, ,

This extension requires more preparation by teachers and is physically. de-
manding. Teachers have less time to work individuallY or with groups of
students.

5. CSMP has developed an extensive training prograr and training materialS
help teachers use the curriculum successfully.

Inservice training is difficult for most districts because of the cost and
extent of training; the time required for teachers to participate- and the
need for skilled trainers.,

...,
,
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6. - CSMP's schedule of lessons incorporate, the spiral approach.

The lack of specific behavi al objectives flies in the face of current
mastery teaching which gen rally_prevents st ntt from progressing to a .

new topic until they havO,le ned the olc,,d9re. , Teachers feel uncomfortable
When 4pics are left uncoThpleted_and wfen students don't remember
everything from the last time a topic w'6 covered. .

7. CSMP uses representational languages which are mathematically 6otent and
reduces the verbal load on students.

These languages take time for the teachers tb learn, require catch-up time
for new students and are difficult. to explain to parents and administrators:
Sending work name sometimes creates problems with parents.

8. CSMP reduces the time spent on rote development of computational skills.

Most teachers have, over the years,jeveloped good methods for teaching
these skills. Since the slat are ea ly measured and hold a dominant
position In standardized achievement tests, they have gained acceptance as
the "real" mathematics content for students. There is increasing pressure on
schools to be held accountable for student performance (for eicarriple through
state mandated criterion-referenced teSting programs). Teacheit believe
these skills are the one outcome that afl..students must achieve.

9. CSMP provides extensive Teacher's Guides with detailed lesson plans.

Teachers need to put in more preparation time. Some teachers think that
the guides are overly prescriptivei

10 student materials are attractive, high quality ád easy for students to use.

Because they are consumnapie, new materials need to be baught each year.
This makes the. program more expensive in the upper grades..thei traditional
textbook programs Where the text can be reused for several years.
Moreover, since student materials are not in textbook forrn
sometimes can't use regular tektbkitik funds to buy them and it Is difficult to
get the program on state-approved textbook tests.

The traditional mathematics curriculum, used virtuIJy nationwide, is relatively
robust. It can sirrultanebusly withstand many dIffert kinds of criticism tecause
of its low cost, its easy-to-measure goals, its familiarity to all:teachers and its
established position. CSMP, on .the other hand, is relatively fragile; any single
one of the many problems described above can scuttle an,implementation.

Sweeping changes on so many :frontt_ at the same time, as CSMP attempted, are
bound to be resisted. One need only look at the dikrepandy described in the
NCTM Prism survey between math supervisors, teacher trainers, and researchers
on the one hand' and principals, school board_ members,_ and the public on the .

other, to know that the 'first group - the mathematical experts = has limited
power .-to change the views and practices of the second yOup.
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It may alto be the cate that CSMP is viewed, even by, me.educatbrs who agre
with the reasoning behind its approach, as a somewhat ctent.program. A
single, cotitittent philosophy and way of doing thin s--are omnipresent; one could
not call CSMP eclectic. Perhaps the point of vie that sparked development?
also prevented a, practical accommodation to the agencies of marketing and
implementation. Or perhaps the creative sing1_-_ ndedness necessary to produce
a program of thit scope and consistency is incompatible with such an
accommodation. =
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IV. STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT: TOTAL MANS SCORES

The .., -- - ,p
....-0 in the evaluation of any .curriculum is "How

ar studen I o .7.1-', -4'
., ..V.':

Ifs -dilfferent, as a result oftheir participation?"jr-Answering; t 1 jr-Y ith respect to CSMP presents some interesting problems
for. aSsessmen Goals are given only at the \most general level, suct. as "dynamic

In the spiral approach, content is interwoverp-4 successively..rtiore
complicated levels, but expectations of mastery levels .at arty point in the cur-'''-
riculum-are absent. Topics in which certain mathematiCal. ideas or processes are
used may disappear after brief usage. There is a continua interchange between

_portent:4nd' process. And most difficult of all, the special CSMP languages are
,'''sthe vehicles in which- almost everything takes place: concept , development,

',apPlications and problem solving.
, _.,

The main vehicle _for the evaluation of studentleari(ng was the MANS Tests,
:-

Mathematics Applied to Novel Situations, a series of short tests, different at pap
grade level,2 developed by the evaluation staff. The tests probed. important ;
mathematical processes, such.°_at' relational thinking and estimation, by present ng d-,
students with generally unfamiliar mathernatibal situationsthat did not use any of
the special CSMP-terminology._. trig tests were administered to 'erg-Fnumbers of
CSMP and Non-CSMP classes in grades 2-6. This chapter will describe the MANS
tests and present student data. The next chapter will ,describe student per-
formance on each of the MANS categories.

On the other hand, CSMP is an elementary school c riculum which is intended to
be the mathematics program for schools which adopt it. Th users have an
exp-RTation that the program will provide students with t knowledge and skills
that are generally expeoted et these grade levels, regerdl ss of the intentions of

= the program developers. In order to investigate t. ,,
.-;..,...

cern, a wide variety of
standardized tests was used over the couise, -th n. 'Because ,of the
oncerns eXpresied by many teachers/ about in .4:i._ ;. utaticnO1 skills Dt

',°.4t4SMP stucents, this part of the evaluation ca. ..1 .; the cbrhputatIon a
Sections of standardized tests. The resUlts of 't -.- t st dministrations will be
described in Chapter VI. .

,
Testing was carried .put in twci ways; `The main Source of data for this report
was from tests administered during the Extended Pilot Test for each grade teVel
of the CSMP materials; These Pilot Tests were.inittated by CEMREL, .with,
school districts cooperating as part of their particiPAtion with CSMP. A
secondary source of data for this report was a series of Joint Research Studies,
initiated by local districts and carried out cooperatively between CEMREL and a
local district on an Individual basis. These' Joint ,Research Studies took, place.
after the Extended Pilot Test and involved rev- is 'versions 'of both the curriculum
and the MANS; , ),

. 1

...t. _i" 4
In h kinds of studies, the d. , s were corhparative in nature, with; the per
forma e of CSMP classes comiared with that _of Non -CSMP- classes. The. method
of analysis was an Analysis of Covariance on class- means, with class score- on a
reading or 'vocabulary test used as a covariate.; .



Description

The MANS 'Tests were !_the principal measures of student outcome used-in"tnis
evaluat. They aie.4`.coliection of shirt tests, designed to assess, how, well
Students can use mathematical thinking and tkillt in situations that are new or
Unfaniiiier,.to them. Mists are in plain English and. do not use terminology
that specific to .an,i titular O including CSMP;

The _MANS Tests are ,normally contained in two student booklets at each grade
level, -each of which ;requires a peri-bd of 3060 minutes {depending on grade
level)-for administration. Each booklet contains several test _Every test has its
own directions which!a specially trained tester follows in explaining the task_ and
tiescribirva sample items after which students then complete the items__In that test

on- their own. A flexible time typically about 5 or 6minutesi allOWt almost
all students'to finish. Most tests contain 5 -9 items;

The MANS Tests

Each MANS test takes up one or two pages in a booklet so. that diagra r .end
Illustrations are large, wdrcis are easy to.; read and there It ample space ?or

students to do scratch work. For hiost'ltestSt students produce their own answers
instead of selecting one of several given alternatives. Answers "are_ to be .written;
in the booklet and can be erased or crossed out; no special pencil it required.

At each grade level, one of the tests- is a standardized Vocabulary test, whose
purpose is to deriVe an estimate of the ability level ,of each class which can then
be taken into' account in subsequent .analyses of covariance. --

imple version_ of item sanpling_is used for rtu* tests by having two versions:,
of each test bboklet. Each version looks the same at first glance; pagination,
"sa le items ,and format are identical but the actually test items are different.
The wo sets or test' items are similar in general 'difficulty but are not neces-
'saril statistically paraliti. The classjhean it )he main level of 'analysis' for the

' tylA . TeSks. Therefore, having a random half of the class take each version' of

the *Fel& allowi; class Means for a test to be bated on twice as many items
out extending the testing time.

The MANS tests, are different in each grade level (grades 2-6). Although some
kinds or tests may -be repeated from one grade to the next, with some over-
Iii5T17-i4f items, the tests are always somewhat different at each grade.

The tests are classified ,intb categories based on mathematical 'process or content.

There are seven process categoriesi each of which is represented byat least one

test at each grade level; In additioni there are five special topic categories _.
'Which 'are introduced at the upper grade levels. Appendix G describes each of
the 57 MANS tests, grouped according to Category. Each description includes
abstract of the .test; how It Is adminittered, and some sample items.
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A brief description of each pro Nss category Is given, below, together With ,Items '.;
from some of the MANS secondWtoOrt4_and .sixth_ grade tests. Many of the items
shown have been much abbreviatecr:from the versions seen by studentt, but the
set of Items for each category will give the reader a better operational.uncr-
standing of what the categories mean.

Computation. Straightforward calculation with basic fact and al F s. Stan-,
dardlzed achievement tests of computation_ were sometimes used thit
category. A description of the tests, and the subsequent results, be delayed
until the next chapter.

Estimation. Rapid calculation of approximate answers under short time limits.
Kos Fes were Made up of multiple choice Ifems. A typical test contained
eight items -to be answered In 1 1/2 minutes, with suitable warnings to students
not to calculate exact answers and with frequent announcements of how much
IT-Me was left.

Sample Items

Second Grade Fourth Grade

*.) - 12 is'in which interval
0 - 10 - 60 - 100 - 500?

,r
802 is Ibblit ? as Large. AS 298?

2. 5. oc 10,tisses

Sixth Grade

1/2 - 8 is: (I or or )1?

Which interval contains 1.002.5 1. 21.5!
0 - 1 - 10 - 20 - 50 - 100'e

mental__Arithmetie. Exact computation of problems amenable to non-algorithmic.
solution. The computation aspect of the problems was downplayed; numbers were
either small or easy to work with (such as multiples of 25, 50 or leo). Scratch
work was not usually allowed.

-.Sample Items

300 - ? = 250
Hit = gain 5.
start with
end -with

of tapes
of h i t s :

min = IcM I 12 x 75 = 900
: 3 below zero 13 I 75 = ?

: 5 above zero
2 1/2 x = 40 .not allowed
? 0.75 - 0.5 ?

Number Re resentations; Recognition or production of ways .of repreSenting
num ers. n f1-3-67-26rnary grades, the tests were concerned with whole numbers and

'place value; in the upper grades, fractions and decimals were emphasized.

Semple le items

Wntr to thocisairid, tiveri"

1u0 more than 901 Ls: ?

How many inches?
1102ZIZIZSZEZIN

2 3

Name the 2nd largest' 4-cligit
number u5Tng Only 12. 5 ?. 7; 8

73

which are eciivaleht u5 1/3?
276 11/31 3/16 4/12 59/150!

Which are equivaleni-to 3/4?
. 0.750 -0 075 0.75' 7.5 75.6?

-rut an arrow at I.35 in. Iiiiiii*rTr7T7T

0 I



Relationships and Number Patterns. Solution and application Of pattern S gild"
nTn6eFTilatIOFfiliiiit--reirs ViTied various kinds of relationships including
sequences, ordering, number rules and Interpolation.

Sample Items

2 - 10
8 - 4

10 - 5
6 ?

Will 1-00-1*kri_anyZof-the bgxes? e ,
=9/111\ch larger? 1/2 or 5/4

ta im
0.9 or -0.11111Ilulnisi. __\ -:-

Nsine fract tin that is:
n 1/3 biit sm than 1/8

larger than 0.2 but smaller than 0.3
What are the missing Millibars?

Which is Larger? ?, 50; ?, 200i 400, 800
585 250 or 580+290

.What is the miming number?
28. 25, ? 19, 16, 13

Label the missing number
4

word_Prnblems; Solutions of word problems requIrIn low levels of computation
Wr-ia readiqg comprehension, and classified according to types of Problem; such- as
one-, two-and'three-stage, extraneous data, fractions, decimals, arid approicihia=

tions.

ElucidationotitIple Restsonsek. Fluercy In producing as many answers as

possible that fit-a giveFrgliatIcin. There might be an infinite nun-Iber Of possible
answers (as In the second grade sample) or a finite number of correct solutions
(as In the sixth grade sample).

Sample Items

Write I Sentences about 8
= 9 -

8 3 4 1

8 - 2 x 4

Take out 3 balls together
Acid to get total score
Give all possible scores

Special Topic_Categories. Special topic categories appeared only iii_the ippep
r-a-des-4-1--d-were ven less erriphasis"_than the process categories. The bASIC

premises of the MANS tests were retained; Problem were new to the students
and did not contain any special CSMP terminology; urthermore, tests In these
categories did not require the knowledge of any part' ular content. They Were:

rather general and process oriented. The special topi categories are listed beloW

and -will be described in the next chapter with the category

Pre Algebra (grade 6 only).
Geometry (grades 4-6)
Logic (grade 6 only)
Qrganization and Integration of Data (grades 5-6)
Pobabilitje. (grades 4-6).

.74
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The classification of the MANS tests is somewhat arbitrary in that some tests
could reasonably be placed in One of two categories; The categories themselves
were based partly on the ten basic skill areas recommended by the .National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics and the National Council of SuperviJrp
Mathematics and partly on processes which are,,,thought to be particularly
important for mathematical thinking for elepentary school. students; Each .orthe 7
following categories correspond to one of NCTM's and NCSM's ten basic skill
areas: Word Problems, Estimation; Computation; Geometry; Organizing Qatait and
Probability. In addition Problem Solving; the most important of the. ten teas
occurs throughout the MANS tests.

Development of the MANS Tests

The description of .the MAN. S Tests given above is .really a descriptor) of the
tests after they had evblved into their present form. The first use :Of tests of
this kind occurred in the first year of the Extended Pilot Test of second grade,
when a total of 14 tests, some group and some individually administered; were
given to classes in the local St. Louis area.. In succeeding years;;as Pilot Tests
of higher grades were undertaken th,d test S were gradually refined. Directions
were Simplified so that testers at dit,tant sites could, with some training;
adrnisOter the tests. A reading tesgkvas included in eaok) booklet, thus providing,
a common measure across sites that Could be used as a covariate. Item sampling
by test halves was introduced; thereby increasing the number of items that could
be administered to a class in the knited available testing time Standardized .-
computation tests were included, on a sampling basis, as part 'of the MANS Tests,
eliminating the need for a. separate testing period. A classification scheme for .

the tests was, developed,

During test development for sixth grade, the entire set of MANS
2-5,was revised to ircorporate these changes at all grades,--to in
from grade to grade, and to simplify administration, scoring and
school distrfets might undertake, cqoperation with CEMREL,
tions of CSMP student ,learning;

I 01 ,
For each grade level; the MANS Tests were:deVM1bried using the
bolowL --$.

1. Develoament sof Psrotot y
r-., materiNis- Tbn e one an

the othepi a set of pr

tests for grades
te the tests
ting SO that
wri.eValua=

tlotess
: .

stsl Based on analyses of the çSiP =darricOlat
of irtrailable tet materials ( s6urdes)

totype tests was developed.
o

e cu *ribPlar review was usually r er nforma focusing .on general
rocesses that were repvted in dife SMP contexts. OcCOonally rrvore

fajOrial reviews were du teand fé d in freguenCy counts_ of various
types of items, operatx , language usj etc. eviews of telt Materials
inclUded standardited 1ieverrent tests,, 6sts of:intelligençe or adadernjo,..---
ability; testuseein hematicedu atiOn research, and sts used,..in

. ID revious'c culdtn. al a.i ns.. Th process was 4iiore -inductive than ,
g' .- 1 deductive "ing tcrthe'int ted nat e of the curriculum and its lack

behavioral/ obiectlite§. -,=1 IP ;f '''''.- 6 % , .
%- . -1:7------' The pr totype tests .develaped from this process consis ed of a 'sketch of t

., -... ' di,Le ns, s moles and disc r mt"for. tie student page, a summary of tester' 4_,an,7,-!...- .

.
/

.ve

'direetions
d few test ite

Cf
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i.
lew' ese protk ests were reviewed by the evalua7
itaf 1 e, ex rnal'eSMP Evaination Panel, and the COMP development

staff. 6onietirnes coordinators and ,teachers also reviewed. fhe tests.
Reviewers were asked to d to the Importatic '
testec4 the fairness of the esting situation_ for bo-). CSIve and Non=CSNIP
students, and the likely technical quality of the_proi otype test _as_a test
instrument. Revie/ers'rnade nungtrous suggestions for Imp Y± he task,
the presentation, the dkPections and the items.

,

Based on this revview, a number of tetti pethapt 30% oyerajl, were re acted
out of hand for4arious reasons. The' remainder were revised for lot trials,:
according to reviewer comments and new tests, Were Created as a result of
reviewerty)ggestionS.

4

3. Local Pilot. The revised - tests, each with a full set of items and caiOully
written directionS, were edrnitilStered to classes of average ability in the St--
Louis metropolitan _area. Ustially five or s14 classes were, used in two $tae, es'
because the first- pilot inevitably revealed weakness, necessitating' revisions
and fOrther testing.. At least half of the classes tested were Noh=pSMp.
claSSPS._ThraigticiUt the pilot 'testing,' observers kept notes of what: happened,

conceiving Student questions and 'difficulties and time r'equired*Eat
this stage .studerts were given as'` much time as needed). . .

/ :4

This pilot served two purposes. 'The first was to aetermir whether the-teSt
iiii4-tvor could be made, prictical; The major' question in thiS regard Wes..
whether or mar:directions and samples coqld be prepared_ whIch would enable'
all students to et understand tr* tagi. Mn a prordisingscales held'_tO
be. rejected at 'thite,

It
of till's _difficulty, partictibily ,in the lower

grades. The seconditurooselerved by the tests was to IhviStigate the
statistical properties of) he proposed'tests. At the test leVel theMOSt_',

jrpportant m kcthese cons tions' were ean peert Correcto reliability,.
percent ing the list itemsi and dis IbUtion of_ scores, .e., not large
percentage cif students getting all or e of ,the items c ecti.TTht the
item level- most imporit'43ropexties were percent -correct, r-biserial

1'

correlettEn, distribution of wrong_ answers, and

The afot Ulminated'fn the selectiOn of .a set
Year EPT. vino addition conSiderationS of ma
and stati,

rceht omitted.
(--- '.

k
f- tests. for 'use in the First ,
hematical merit, practicality,_

,was iriiptirtent in this .properties; ofi.A5Cher400nskieretio
selectioot
And di Ole
student\ Qer%,

dicato, by a
"votes" were

he testing sessioh in which these tests were to be used, new
is of problems would,follovy one after another; Thysf,

udes toward the tests, and their motivation for-doing them,
After each' ,t 'testing session, the tester abed students to

w of hen W mucli they liked the test and these student
oneinore conilderatiorribX te t

Firs ed Pilot Tests. lliesi-elected ests were carefully
f 4 laTrna o or:three-student booklets_, e h requiring orie testing

session rang from 30 minutes for second graders. to 60 for sixth
graders. tests'''were'_ then administered i hp Firs Y by one or
two trained testers to; about ten 'Si 4P and Non- SNIP c s in the St.

(Los ffirea.,
' 4

.44

o-
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`u

An extensive StatistlIcai enalysisf'of the results of this 8 ministration Was ...
reported to We Evaluation Panel during the panel meeting. held In St. Louis
each fall. This review served two purposes. First, it Provided a preliminary
evaluation of CSMP students' achievement in comparison to Non-05MP ,

students. Second, it allowed the panel to make recommendations for test- .

revisiont.- Virtually all tests were revised; some were revised svbstantiaiiy
with new directionS and format while others required only a revision 6( a
few -Items. Other tests were eliminated entirely and new ones developed and
pilot _tested to Increase coverage' of certain topics. -

,i-
" !

- .
, ,, . a

Second Year of Exte9ded PilOt Tests: The revised tests were fornatted into t,
16-page strident botSklets ,and-spiTnTEd In quantity on inexpertive nevvspri
paper. Revised tester manuals we- prepared and distrIbOted toAesteps wile
were hired at each site and trained by CMREL staff. Altogeth0e-abbut? 60

r classes were tested in the Sebond Year -EPT, and the results of this testing
' ,, i form the main ,data presented 'Infhls .chapter.

,
.

A N

From the beginning of the development of the IWANS Tests thrbugh, firlal revisions
at sixth grade, th.e evaluation staff remain d- fa1et9 stable (two members of the
usualkbthree-persOn complement 'Were on .staff tbroeighout) and the five-pepson
EvaluatioftPanef,'otonged riot at all. A common understanding of whet the MANS

..,. Iests weterin ..to- accompf sh and show to go-tbout developing them, led to

.---; n efficient, In al, and pro tliip, working relatiOnship. At any time of the
-"Oevelopment pro s'` -yVas, f,,, 0 to sketch out two or three prototype-tests,-

-, ,,,,'send them to t .-E4/01-±, T.% e co rnelilts; revise the tests, locate 'and schedule
pilot sites, ad - , an yze -them and Make revisions, all within a.4- .,.,very short pe .. .. _.,

..j' ,3.:"3. ''.
,----'

At .each 'successive -gractg.,16el, ttie selectiOri4k test tame more difficult
because of the' increased' sophisticatign, et. students- w allowed for more --

,:' complicated ; t ical situations and the Oroader 'range 0* content and. , .

imathematical proc Sses that ne ed to be measured:" ^rthermore; each array of
suitable. tests was larger th prev gcar because it included rot only the c

new tests" especially deve for thAtThrldig'; level,. but also" all _prey! usly.used
tests in earlier grade levels ever'yme 'considered unsuitable 'bee

-.- f their
difficulty for those younger studen s;

-

hrtical Rata ...------,"-', .-__.-

91/
.

"4.-' i ' 1

_c

Content2Coverage The number and reit-It of it In each fYiAl\IS. category° during .

die extended Pilot Testais. shOwn b rade level' IQ' T 8, next pase.'7



4._ Tattle 8
Pordent Of MANS Itema by Cats9

MANS Ca tegor Iea Grad* 2

Coneutat ion ' ,1 24 '

Set treat ion 11

Rental Arithmetic 2.1

Ext:nded.tiOt Tests

Grad* 3 GIS& Gray 5 Grade 6 Aver age

27 17 ,,; 08 (19)
. 18 .? 14 17 09 (14)

-, - 14 14 . 11 (17)
0

,

,Nu ," Representations 08 _ 64 11 09 409)4

111plpt: '1' ._..15 : 11 '. 20 (' 15 (16)
--1-;i:\-%.:,.,.1,-;;

A tiord41 , trY.,.- 04- .-oisr re,.-- 4 05 _(07)-

Eluaffa
.

c41/44 .47c:.- 07 v-'08 NJ '. ( 08r
Pr* AI a- 4 11 i .."

Geometry,' '-: ....
03 01

Logic , _. _ oir..
Organikatiort of Date 03 0216

-Prebabigtx. 08' 49----115

Total N9teller'of itemil 1 '180 249 309 -.424

1 Grades 2, 3. CoapSt%ltkii lies test peparstelx from MANS Tests. with diffident
standardize) taste used in each diattiCt. The numbers in the table armefot the CTBS.

.., Whkh vat _gelid, four of the eevert_sites - .
.., .;..

Gra-ea S. The atit-ion test oi thed§tanforcl Ach. Test and a
C TB S wire, ineocto ii. the if A NE1,..Tastilt :in grider-.4 4.4 s r c-
tivid.v.--

,; Grade 11.7,A spil2,
4 ) '!'

conetructed cliputation teat was, pert Pie NS.

..., .

r.tle total; number of 'Increased f grade to, graide.. ause, of l!Ficreased

use of mein lb d because the older stu : otS 4vork fester; Corri5uta-
zot

tioni Estirr;ationi ntal Arithfnetici and Relati hips . the categories that
generally receive m t emphasisi though they _accounted t e lowr than average

. proportion 4..the sixth , grade MANS, beca461-6-, Of the laskislon of the fives ylilei
toP- cetegdOes. : - l' ... . ""

,
-*. :Stanclardiztdi mathematic% t -usuallyohaVe three 'iections: ; corttut on; .'

cohcerftti word_ problem& here are separate MANS categories',iti compute,-
tion and in word oblems. _,pre is no separate category. fdt gbncepts since_,
these kinds of ft 19- occur thud he remaining categories: . The average
number of ite--s In -.he mathematics s ttbns of The sever1 leading scan d ed
teStt 1 is shown w, .with t correlbonding nun-ter of MANS items f tle!.=

Ektended Pilot '-------.7)--.--,
. ,..

?ABM!
beryg Tliefteaari,,,PIA NS Ie6us Staneardized Tejts

N bar f "imputation Items Nuir of Other Items
Ord HANS

'7itsts Tilts

GtWeA2 _., 31 28

Grad* 3 ft 38 .48,
Grad. 4 .*9.>-'.. 48
Grad*
dIWil 6 41 34

NS _Testt ha
dligt test-

Standard Ni/I13.

Tests Tests
41r.

38 87
34 132..
53 201
54 $255
54 390

lao

74

=

h the', same
ee to

MAT;- SAT, ST SRA
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R.ell The KR 20 reliability was calculated for each scale and. adjusted,
us ng Spearman Brown formula, to get' the KR-20 for an equivalent 20-Item
test. The results are summarized below in Table 10; .

;

k. TABLE 10
Summary of KR 20'a Across Graded 2-6

ialjUSted by Spearman-Browh to 20-item Test

' Category

otation1
imifion

iMental Arithmetic

Total 4
of Testa

6

18
19

NNuMber Representation) 12
Rile t Jonah ips 22

Word "Problems 13
ElocidatiOn ..

gpecild plc,

Combined

-tit 1

108

...Average 11

k.O ItMa

7 .82
,8 .77
.7 .88

7.5 .84

Average i KR -20's-
KR 20- 5;80

4

9

19

9 .81 19
;86 19

6 .86 ' 11
11 .90 6

.83 8

85

nit, tnalbdia Standardized tests incorporated

O_KR 20's
;75-.79

KR 20'14

< .75

2

5 4

1

0-2

1

2

1

0

2

into MANS tests.

.

13 10

ost tests (79%) had a reliability °V at least .80 and only,41 few (9%) had a refl.;
iity of less thkiir:.751 The category with the lowest KR 20's was Estimation,

hich -Included many Choice tests that had short time
4M
-limits to promote

rapid answering. . . .

Correlations with of' Achievement. Table 11 shows correlationl
beFFEn tocar- °rel an ;measures of reading ability. that were used as
cbvariates in the 'Bata anal IS. Because of Item sampling, different students took
different 04 liet'itemsi' herice the median correlation coefficient across differeq.11.
forMs is. raporkl... :in' second and elfrrsTrades, the median -.across t

', or three' achfeW`neht, tests is lePorted o -/'#)

s. ;4fAilit.1411,-
Tt4edian'Corr*.latkins Between Total Mk core ..

and Standardized Telt Score_
49

'-
\ , 5.

tandardized*.
eadiri§ TeSti

.54

.57

.S1
da,5§

1- A mpuyitiQn

T corr
'le of g .. .- zo

,.-Ki-e-AIrran A - .:.
_1 . *,

,,
4/41k/ 1 -L. .BEST-COPY AVAILAbLE \

i
St dardized uhlmann Anderson,

fKatherabics Tests est.

.77

..70

44.

are very atisistento .between
th mathematics scores

a

h teading scar
Coi lations-'

high
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Correlati s_with_ Teacher R_ating1of _Student Abilit . In grades 4 arid 5, teachers
we as e rarrffe _Mather-nab-cal Prailern solving _ability -Of. each of their
studentSi using a' 5 -point scale. The median correlati4n with ;total MANS score was
.66 in '4th grade and .57 in 5th grade.

Teacher Ratings. In fourth and fifth grades teachers were asked to rate he
FrpOinnce of each MAWS Test'on a 1 td 5 scale, where ^ 1 = not irrportant and 5 =

'very important.' Average ratings for each test were calculated, then these aver .. -g
ratings were averaged .f.or each category.

;There was ve little difference btween CSMP and Non-CSMP teachers' n . For
It th groups, ratings NH into four groupings: ,

P
two date ries were 'always rated very highly, 4;4 or better (CO lion iand
Word Problems)0 ..*. . . twfour categories had an average rating of mwind 4.0 (tlIrdanliatjon of Data,
Estimation, Number Representations and Mental Arithrnetla', -` ''.

tl-rXe categories had a ratir the toper 3's, i.e., 3-1`..43 (Relations
s _, ,_.,,

i
Number Patterns, Elucidation ',Georrittry), and

.
one category was ,rated below average in importance (Probability)::

1-':, -1. ' ?4-:. ...:

14'

= /



Extended Pilot Tests

As described eariktSin. Cllepter lt,-.ijart of. xteyelor3rntri?
;grade Was a tWo-kyear Extended _Pilic5t Test ( he materials.
first year.of the APT; about l0 classe f m sehbol districts l th'e
politan Stt'Louis area used the C44MP curriculum.- Teachers were trained
CMREL-conducted summer workshops and *dais were prtivided. PI" C
to participating r lasses. Extensive observati nck.teacher interviews Wer
carried out by hoth evaludion and development staff; and student intervi' weye
conducted; Evaluation instruments were developed and uped at the k'- the
year to- compare the performance of CSMP and Non-GSF classes; with' the
Nqn-CSMP classes elected _jointly by the evaluation staff and the local districts. .

TIniis the first Year resulted In preliminary evidence about CSMP's effects on
udents and potential implementation problems and; in addition; provided the
altkation staff with a chance to bevelop and test a variety of instrurrients. for

dse followliqg year in the second year Extended Pilot Test.

In the secac.ld',-year of the.Extended+silot Tests; the program was available to
distrkts nationally and about 40-60 classes per .grade level participated; Districts

:trained) the# Own teachers usually ttiroagh the local coordinator who had been
train ion.
prelious lfarticipated_lii the first-year EPT) had to purchase qthe mat fah. In

CEMREL workshop. All ,dints (including those whose el es had

order to participate, di4trictS had to agree to name. a local coo0inat who would
a_

Aprovic._ CSMP-recommetided amount of training to_thelfget, ers and would-.
.cokier e itt any data getheriog activities (testing., -site s/ estionnaires;,_,

j-s etc in.,prattice;:once districts adopted the proytam, they came fairly
ai onomciCistead -adapt tke prQgrar-n to fit local needs. They selected- teachers

d ,schoolt 'ffthey :ga fit, trained- teaahers in4ways that were ,different from
hat ,UMREti recom ended (arid usually less' exacting); end cooperated in data

)4htheting 6OtiVities inF proportion to hoW useful the data was thern. This was
...;bothan .advantage and a. disadvantage, for .the evaluation enterprise.

ivictev.variatiOn in treatment meant tl
,Arnen ecl'uri,iforirpfy:),Furthermore, since

tions-, ito wes, diffAeult' to determine the exec
visits could 9nly.15e'made occasionally a
not4 alw .s--leturned: "on the other hand,
the sites greater ow9lerstiir, over the coAgra
atidns which wouldgpe far more infbEmatike
ould .a-Ldetaildertifidly--:adherk-to plan of

curr cul
the
cla
in

no sinzile "program" was b-eing4mple-
were widely dispersed in distant loOF

gore of the actei*ations; site
dher logs and questionnaires were

fteedom from ,restraint 'gave
and ,,_to fairly natural implemen-
in pr tting CSMP's effects than

ertteRtation. The nature of 'the ,__41

fent and the detailed lessong in '-kt""4
ms-to change drastically at the

be rapid mise of the program'
ught,

te
c -safely be

rib

, especially the spiral sequencin
her's Gui ma CS,,,tia y1

level; ges b le
sroom; ograrnebrit Hued

as -,mad a:)as m at it was

The design essing stogie ement a lwayS comparative inre/ad:4e eLt;:-Xtt-a
nature; The of CSMP classes was coMpared with the performance of

1 MP c1 a on 0 on-CSMP classe t servq, as control
la erimental arison was always .a urce otkoncern Since the C

ran assignmerit of teachers a students t curricul m was not possible.
I i Insteail, coordivators we/re-/asked to selectrfr m nearby schools, classes Whose,

;students and teachers Were as similar as po 151e to the CSMP classes.
.. . -



There are several. reasons to belleVe that there were no Systematio _differences
between the CSMP and Non-CSMP groupS. Subsequfnt analysis of student test_
scores In reading usually corroborated_ the coordinators' Judgments *lout student
ability; A study of teachers whose classes _were'selected as control classes one
yeari showed that vihen these teaCher-s_statted_teaching.4MP, the following__yeari
their classes performed well i__cctnparlson to the pre_461.1s.?.year's classes. They
did at least as well_as.; the -earlier CSMP ClaSteS had tiOn_e and better than the'.
own previous Nom-ctMP classes. Intervirs and obseioNitiOns by the evaluation
staff confirmed district tiersehheN jridgment regarding teacher comparability.

As e evaluation reached, the higher gradesy the cone rn for teacher compare-
bilit became less acute. Teachers were not Individually selected nor did_ they
not tglunteer for the program as sometimes happened at lower gracs. If a
teacher was a fourth wade teacher In a school where all the third grader were
studying eSMPi that teacher knew he or she would inherit both the program and
a class of CSMP students next' year as a matter of course. Hence in the later
gradesi the comparability I focused on the school as the unit of adoptioni
rather than the teacher;Ts of the
Extended Pilot Test;

Table 12 .

Participating Districts, Second Year EPT
First Entry i C94P Classes; Second Entry Non-CSMP Classes

District Type of Section of
Number community Country

2

1

10
11

Medium City North Central
Suburb East
Small City Central

Grade
3 4 5 -.6-

6 -6

Large City North Central 6-6

Large_ City East
- Suburb Central' 3 -3

Small
4-

City West . .

Suburb North Central
Suburb EASE

Suburb , East
Small City North Central

12 Suburb - Central
., - A
- z 13, Large City' Centric,

14 Mediug' -Ctty North CerttrAX.

15, Suburb- '. ' Central
j 0

16 '111.14CliY Nast_
17 Large-VEY. South

,
Y 5-33t

18 Suburlaiv44 J Ceritral 6-5 , '; 2 -2 2-2_

f9 rge 'Cii, East ii La .34 ' l , 4, ,

20 mall' City) :. Sotith .15-h.1Z

21 11 City H: ,,,,-;.6-6, '67.12

22 - L4egt Ckty' Central
2-3 Suburb 4, Central

. A

0-3
2-2 .2-2 2-2.

4-5 . 0-2

373

3-2 4- , 6-6 6-6

2 -2

,

o-s ,

6-4

7=o-

-670 6-0

0

0-5

*-0 6-0- - 6-0

. .

Total Number of Class

Mean Percentrle Rank on- Reading-
,

_



The CSMP and Non-CSMP classes were very similar In ability each year;
cOyariate adjustments in MANS scores due to differences In ability between the
two groups was always small, averaging less than 1%. There Is an y5ward trend
Ire overall- ability levels so that by sixth grade, the median percentile ranks on the
reading score were above 75. In sixth grade, there are several districts with no
CSMP classes but some Non-CSMP classes; This Is because at same other
'disiricts;,CSMPz was Implemented district-wide requiring the use of comparison
classesqtom other districts; In every case In which this was done, the other
district was similar to E e CSMP district, and was using CSMP at lower 'grades
(i.e. started later) with e Intention of continuing it on a year-by-year basis.

Joint Researd-AStudies

Several districts who had begun the program a number of years after the pilot.
study began, and whd were thus; unable to participate in the Extended P
Tests, expresSed an interest in Conducting .an evaluation of esmp in the
districts. CEMREL cooperated in these efforts by supplying and scoring,
tests. Local districts sglected 'CSMP and. Non-CSMP Classes, trained tes
did the testing.

The MANS Tests used In these' Joint ReSearch St4Jdies werek;the resiiised MANS,
i.e., they Incorporated the revisions that were Mide in afte the 6ompletiort Of
the Extended Pilot Tests In grades-2-. The main changes. re thefollowingt-

At each grade level only two' test booklets, i.e., two testing sessions, -Were
required.

- t
..-..- , .\.-..

The Gates PvicGinitie Vocabulary Test was incotporated at each grade revel:
.

Whole n pi computation_ tests were deveibped for' each gfade based on
analysis of Ole major standardized achievemeht ,tests;; . ot.

sit
'Through item samplingo.the total number of

..t

items was increased at dll ,k i
..:grades... Excluding the Vocabulary tests, the number of' items ranged_ from

'k_ 160 (TeconcOgradef) td 266 Ififth Wye), though 'an individual ltutient :Mould.'
...s ,bnly do about half of these item ...,

.

9 , e' , ., ./.= . "." .

<I. .

4 ' .., 4 - . ;

cLargernurnoer'S of common items ere in luded.pon tsta, which tppeared InYr-reconSecutive grades: 3r -.' ' ...

adrninis'er test A Coordinatoi.Trainirig Manual was develoPed and ,thlis
The directions were sirriplified, causing the elimination of -some hard ,tpcausing

format for the Test9; Manuals was standardized so that local district, bo6ld i
* ' carry out all phases:of7the teSti

i--- . 7 .-
._ c

-The proportian of items in each category -was Jvnged somewhat; Each, of
Ue .'e've ro categories was tested Meech gride Relationshipsand
' Nurr aer tetwas 'the most heavily repiesenteb process' category,

ain -i'n_. average across grades of 22% o thiPitems. WOrd Problems,
which require the most tUni pe 1 m to .adm inter, was the least
represeerftel categckyr and avera e .aT 7%; The r five process tegories:4.h accounted for between 12 and 15% of th =m s. r , l i

) )_



i. e.

Compared to the MANS Tests used in the Extende ot Tests this was
decrease _n emphasis in Computation ananIncrease kelaticihships and
Number Patterns End in Eludigation of Multiple Answers (the latter inct

. due to the fact that this category wasn't testeeLin fourths graciepre7
viously). There was one test In Geometry in fo rth"grade, End one test
each in Geometry, Organization of Data, and 'P bility in fifth grad,

for more,than 5% of the ems.none of which Eccounted

tO the changes In
'Joint. Research Studies

version of the curriculum,' w
Extended Pilot Testt.

' T

MANS Tests, CSMP clakses participating in
econd or third grades were usling the final .

ncorporated the revisions made after the

Table 13 lists the school districts who participated in one or more grades of
JOirit Reiearch Studies. Those With ID's less than 24 also participating' in the
Extended Pilot Tests, usually providing comparison classes h fifth or. sixth grade
since their own implementation had not reached those grade levels; */)

4,

, .

t

xt,

Table 13
Participating Districts, Joint Assearch Studies

First Entry CAMP Classes, Second Entry? Non-CamP Classes

District Type of Section Of,
Number- -Community -Country

7

9

11
.13

4

Medium cipy
Large City
Stall -City
Suburb

Small City-
;Large City
Large

Med4UA'Ciiy

"C3XY

tr
Suburb .7

4' SE411 City

2 3-

North Central
North_dCentral 10-10
West 5-5-

North Slat

43- 21 -2f6

12-1

North Central 7-2 4-5
antral
South 5-4;

East
North Central 2-2

Meet 2-2

Neste _
North Central
NOtth Central

1

J-3

5-4

-4-3

2-2

5-5

6-6

t- Altogether, then, 29 districts participated in either ti- Extender:411c* Test or
A'At 4e Sub

. .

urge cities' and ,.14'67/ererneetti.im cities. There Were el t Vi goer 6_
1.N,,,.;.the Central, North t entralit90-'.fa parts of thecduntry -re w thr e,-

).,frornthe Wett:atid two Tram. the = A-
-C;41;

Resear,ch-, Studies. .1eVen of -thesg" wer ur,s4 Sevir, sma4 c t es six were

t.



'AnalyIrtof Clalt Mean Scores on TOtal MANS

.# -Summary -

-..--This chapter destiThes results of 'Total MANS scores. Except for the Extended Pilot
Test at seconcli:and third grades, this Total score Includes Computation. In the next
.chapter a category 7-by-category arialysis will be prerented (except for computation,
which swill be deferred to the following chapter). .

The priMary method of analysis ttilby0o , the Extended "'It Tests was an analysis
of covariance on class means. For abi lass,. agean score wa, calculated for both
the. MANS and a Reading br Vocabulary est. In cases of item sampling, averages
were -

omputed by adding togeth4 the .leverage scOre on eaal ;half of the test; Then
a one-way ANCOVA was carried out to compare CSMP and Non-CSMP classes, using
Reading or Vocatitilary score, as a covarlate. . \

,
In second and third grades, differnt 'Covariate measures were used in different sites
(Kuhlmann Anderson Test of mentl_Aylity, CTBS Reading Comprehension, VS
Cooperative Reading Testi and Stap.ford Aehlevement Total Reading); Thus, eparate
analyses were 'carried out for each di,s6ict., and will be reported in the grade-by-grade
analysis in the following' pages. In order tb summarize further for each grade, second
and third grade classes_ were converted to a common metric using equipercentile
methods, and a single Analysis_ of covariance pe rmed.

/ (In fourth throuh., sixth grades,,a covarlate test was'bunt into the M S Tests so
'-ithat_ all districts used the same Reading or Vocabulary Test. The test used were the

Stanford Achievement Reading Cortitirehension, the CTBS Readinc pomp ehension an
the Gates McGinitie Vocabulary, retpqctiveli; for grades 4,16*

t

Following the brief summary,.of, Exte"'
by-grkde analysis of bbth Exttefed
presehte?, together with graphs of ck

Table' 14 summarizes Vital MANS
level.. The adjusted *an _abores,, were
.CSMP. Classes and across all Non-
for differences In 42eading or Voca*
becaute the groups were well matched In

. . . -ilot, Test data given below, ,& grade- ° a%
est and Joint Research Study data will be.X
ears on "the Total MfNS, score.

'pilot Tests at -ifach grade
outing me an 'score across' aIL
adjustng -se two meads

The adjustments re always small
Reading or Vocabulary see e.

Tgb,le 14
ill mary Data df Total MANS Scores>

Eiterided Tests

ber of Clas
MPy -CS

-6Ib
/

Mean MANS -13iff/terr
Non=CSMP

22.5
o; 1 Es3; 2

14-n
193.

290;0

127.5
177.2
263,7

4

Dinffererite

2 Cova elince
ed

F7teat with
de ion of fteana.

1 and 8,30 f. feecond grade) and
1 and 85, 48, 530 qttii=10,d.C. I9rades

85Act ,

-

if-61

.41

.51'i

.60\

.77

.47

/ ;60

P-Valuel2

;04 ,
;02-
;0/1

?r ;01
01
01

3 -6 'iespe,t .
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Table 15 thOWs the average percent.7-Ccri:ealacros§ all Item% lobtained- sirnply by
*tiding the 'adjusted means from the previous table, by the total number of
items. Alsb thOWn IS the percentile rank clitcesponding to Jnean Reading .or
Vocabulary score. ; -

.

Tabli 15
'Average Percent Correct on Iteme

By Grade in ,Extended Pilot eta

Grade Covariate Percefi.e Rank Average Peront Correct 0n MANS

4
5
6

CM4P Non-C

56 . 54
55 I' 55
64 t2
61 ;.,.;;i 60
77 78

CSM bbh-CSMP

52 46
52 46 ,
58 51-4

63 57,
68 62

The difference is Yemarkabli, constant across _years-, always betWeen 6 Din

favor. of CSMP ClatSet. More Items were answered clorrectly In the
this Is consistent. with the higher ability level of partacipating stude
grades;

Second Crane Tots) MANS.

Table 16 summarizes the second grade results on a district-by-diStritt bpsis from both'
the E)itended Pilot TeSt and the Joint Research Studies. The se-di-et frOM the Jpint
Resew Studies are higher becaute there were more items, ihtheSe revised MiNS .
Test

)

District
sialption

titendec1 Pilot Testse.
3 OStall City; Central

;2i Small City, ESSE

6 Suburb, Central'
12 . Suburb, Central
18 '.$1,burb, CaptraI
22 Large City4 Central .,,

9F

4 Large City; 'North Central 6

-.-*1' Joint Research Studies : t et

l?
27 -Mediu* City, West
11 25144'11 City, North C trfkl 2 .

1 Nediuss City,

Small City. Nett _

tAilik L 21', 6 - ...'!'71`.1k8:2 85:4

5 ; 5

-' -111.4-4. 1'4.4
. 112.0 A_
-

,i

:::;?11?::4 .

0-- 4,',: ,/--.---7);

C.

. Y

Y

41

'''
Small City, North Central 4,7' 4

...4_ -----15 SVhdrb;.North Cen'tral 3 4.88..6e- '- le-0!

Medium City, Weft _2 2 ")3.7 '', '707
) i .v.i........_c!...i-----,____,

Ilt.. 26
.. , -

.4 LargeAity, North Central 10 10 62.2 57..6_

i 7 Large city; South ' 5 4 52.7._e_ 44.

t 'e
1 Y Significant. N .Not significant, N? too tele lassed for plications-

Sn4yais of Covariance on ciass-e-
2 Upper track students,

Table 1.6
y of Second Grade MANS Rbs,plie.,

Total MANS Sore

Number of Ciao-sea _Adjusted Means Signif
camp Noon-cst4p,--. iCSNP Non-CE04P at .051

.

6

6 6-
54.2
46.0

-48.5
33.6

41.6 35.3)4'

41.5

BEST.COPY AtittgLE
86
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Altogqher, there ate 13 comparit'ops In the table, 10 of which had enough classe,s
(n>5) to reAonably-carry out an Analysis 'of covariarce., Seven ,prodUced sig-.:1_
nificant differendesor of -CSMP: --1-hB:016flertr* :Oferippritbris. Wire from
large urban distr c istet-?of below' avera0:-,--aWit0Ostritts 4 and 17) The
Joint Research S dit-from these twoldittildts prdaked CSMP advantages of 8%
and 17%, but wer t significant because of:J.-he Wide variation in scc5res This
will* be illustrated after the presentation of third grade results.

Another, statistic_ that can be used to compere performance Is percentage of
'terns anSwered,cctly. If each study is weighted equalls%, the mean percent
correct in the tended Pilot Tests was 53 for CSMP classes versus 46 for
Non-GIMP; In Research Studies the percentages were almost the sarne,
52 versus 46.

The graphs below show the performance of each participating class. Each class
is represented by an entry on the graph, "x" for a CSMP class and "a" for a
NrI-CSMP class. Horizontal position on the graph Is determined by Reading
score; the 'farther to the, right =. the higher the average reading score of the
class. 4.The vertical position Is determined by Total MANS. scare; the farther up -
the higher the average MANS score far the class. The regression line _which Jas
been drawn on the graph it th best-linear prediction of MANS score for a given
Readlhg score.

. . _
Figure 6 shows q.lasPrneans from- second grade Extended Pilot Test, TWo

raphs are needed because half the classes took One,set of test% Booklet A, and
the other h9.lf took -'`' dIfferect set of tests, Booklet B. .

Fig 6. Second class Cla;
Extenged gifot T
Bookie ,A' (left)
(x = tEr,ip Class,

tvtans,

and, Booklet Bight
=.N3n.XiEM")..



-Figure 7 shows mean scores for all classes which have participated in Joint
P-<esearch Studies.

x_
A\

Total MANS

.

-
X
0x.

xx

..

1Wor

x x

a
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X Ala

.

x_

__

K X .

-.-

, i 1

,

_ A
i !

,

X

_ X-

. ,

114

Voc a bi.,
Fig; 7; Second Grade Class Nt anso

Joint Research Studies
(X = alvP Class, = NIDnatif:' Class)

Third 'Grade Total MANS.

Table 17 summarizes the third grade results of the Extended Pilot Test.

Table 17
Summary of Third Grade MANS ReaUIti_.

Total,Mans Score_

District

Extended

Description

Pilot Tests

Number Of cIavies
CSMP Non-CSMP

Adjuited mea4
CSMP 14.101-CSMP

Signif
at .051

21 Small City, East 6 12 77.1 67.4

6 Suburb; Central 4 '5
.

- -- -

12 Suburb, Central 4 4 -72;7 65.0 Y

22 Large City, Central 3 3

20 Small City, South ,' 15 12 58;2 54.5 , N

Joint Research Studies

24 2 Medium City, East 4 3 151.6 125.8,

11 2 Small City, North Central 4 5 145.2 116.9
1(82) Medium City, North Central 20. 26 122.8 106.2

1(83). Medium City, North Central 33 13 119.7 110.3 y

28 Suburb, North Central 2 2 114.7 93.1 NA
_4 Large City; North Central 13 6 90.3 82.5 N

17 Large City, South 5 4 71.5 . 68.0 N

2 Upper track;?r gifted students.

Y _Significant. N Not Significant-, NA -too few classes for application of
Anidysis of Covariance on CUiTs means

bb
BEST COPY AVAILACLE
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Altogether there are 10 epari5ons In the table. SIx produced significant dif=
ferences all In favor of. ivitotanOone had too few.classes to test for
stgnIfIcance. -

4,°;4
The average percentage of itenis veered correctly (obtained by average across
tudies) was 52 for CSMP ve/r,s1V for Non-CSMP In the Extended PIRA Tests

and 60 versus 52 in the Joint 'Fiepiarch Studies. The higher percentages correct
In the Joint Research Studies rat doubt reflect the fact that in two of the eight
districts, upper track or gIftd sturi6nta were tested.

Figures 8 shows third class rnea* front the Extended Pilot Test. Most classes
took both test booklets, but In 'one district, half the classes took Booklet A and
the other half took !Booklet B. Henke. all classes cannot be represented on a
single graph.

a

X

Fig. 8. Thi rd Grade Clas rvtans
Extended Pilot Test

<Booklet A (left) and Booklet _B )
(x = CEMD Class, = Nion=CEIN/P)

9$i
89



Figure 9 snows the mean scoes for all third grade classes which pa:ticipated In
Stu 11;es.

Fig. 9, Third Grade Class Means
Joint Research Studies
(x = ESP Class, = Non-C9W)

For all of the data reported thus far for either second or third grade; including
both Extended Pilot Tests and Joint Research Studies, there were only three
districts in which significant differences in favor of CSMP were not found
(excluding districts with too few classes to properly perform the analysis). Two
of these districts were Districts 4 and 17, both large city school districts. it is
instructive to look at graphs of class means for these districts; two such graphs
are shown below.

ic

Vocabulary

Tot al MANS

Fig: 10. Second Grade Class Ntans,
District 4
(X = CEP Class, e. t Non-C.9NR Class)

X

x

VocabUlary

tor

Fig. 11. Third Grade Class K/ear
District 17

90 9



Tht,y, fi(lt,ws hoth shnw that CSMP classes performed better than Non-CSMP classes
L vLrall. But both figures also shOw One or two extremely high scoring CSMP classes
ruch higher than all other CSMP classes) and one orwo low scoring CSMP classes
lower than ail Non-CSMP classes). For theon=CSMP classes, MANS scores are

predicted quite well from Vocabulary scores. ,None of the Non-CSMP classes,
however, did particularly well or particularly poorly in relationship to reading score.'
If a regression line were drawn through Non=CSMP_classes4which actually_is the case
in the first figure), -most Non-CSMP classes would fall close to that line:

This inconsistency of C4-4P performance, with wide diSpersion from e regression
line (i.e., unpredictability), Is very different from What IS usually obs ed. Ordi-
narily, there are occasional outliers, but most CSMP classes fall fairly close to their
regression line. Not enough IS known about the implementation of CSMP in the
aberrant classes of these two diStrIctS. HoWever, In both districts, coordinators were
able to name the teachers a very high and loW scoring classes before seeing the
data; The reasons given had to do with teacher attitude and extent and quality of

. inplementation, though how much theS0 were related to general teaching ability
remains unknown;

Fourth Grade Total MANS

Table 18 summarizes the fourth grade results. The Extended Pilot Test results aregiven inven n a single row. There were several districts with only a few participating
classeS,thus a single Analysis -of Covariance wascomputed for the entire grip of 51
classes. Classes from nine diStricts altogether were represented and these districts
were listed earlier in Tiable 12.

District

Table 18
arnrnary of Fourth Grade MANS Results,

Total MANS Score

Description Number of Clastes
CSMP NOn-CSMP

Extended Pilot Test

JointResearch Studies

13 Large City; Central

1 Mediu ityi North Central
9 Subur 'North East

30 21

6 6

23 23

5

91

Adjusted Means Signif
CSMP Non-CSMP at .05'

145.3 127.5

168.1 145.3
158.4 _ 141.2
158.2 137.7

10d



Figur.es '12 and 13 show fourth grade class means from the Extended Pilot Test
and Joint Research Studies respectively;

t al MANS

Tot a 1 MANS X

X

50---
le

X N
A

)41(

X

,11

o

X

Pzadin
t 14,

Figure 12. Fourth Grade Class Weans
(Extended Pilot Test)

9

x

' _

w

;

Fourth Grade Class Moans
(Joint Research Stu-dies)

92 1QI
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. Fifth and Sixth Grade Total MANS

Only a very few classes In fifth or__sixth grades have participated in Joint
Research Studies. (the Ektended Pi lbt TeSt of sixth grade was only completed in
1982, and these isolated classes are not reported here.) Table 19 gives summary
data from the Extdhded Pilbt Tettt at these grade levels

Table 19 AL

Summary of Fifth and SiXth Grade MANS Results
Total MANS Score

Grade_, Number of Classes AdjUsted loans Signif
r CSMP Non-CSMP CSMP Non-CSMP at .05

5 193;9 177;2 31 25 Y.
6 290.0 263;7 26 37 Y

Figures 14 and 1 5 show grapht of Class means on the fifth and sixth grade Total
MANS.

.1 I

A Total MANS

Fig. 14. Fifth Grade Class Weans
Extended Pi lot Test;.
Ex = C:ENP Class, = Non-aiNP)

-1
Vocabulary

Fig. 15. Sixth Grade Class N'earis
Extended Pilot Test
Ex esvP Class, = riDn-C4\-P)
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Other LeVels of Analysis

AnalySiS at the School and District Level

At fifth and sixth grades, analyses were carried out using school and district as
units of analysis instead of class. There was very little difference in these
results compared to the class level analyses reported earlier. In fifth grade; for
example, the t-statistics for differences in means were 4.5, 4.8 and 4.1 for class,
school and district level analyses. Lespectlyely, all significant at .01. The school
data were based on 12 CSMP and 12 Non -CSMP schools and the district data on
6 CSMP arLd 6 Non-CSMP districts. (Most of the districts contained both CSMP
and Non-CSMP schools but none of the schools contained both CSMP and
Non-CSMP classes.)

The SiXth grade data are shown in Figures 16 and 17 below; Figure 16 shows
means;eans; each entry on the graph represents a school; In Figure 17, each

entry represents a diStrict.

Total MANS 1

,
I

. !

Vocabula
-t---t--..

,'Y

Fib. 16. 6th Grade Schodl Means .Fig; 17. 6th oracle District N/tans
= CS\F school, S = NoriC.5M") CENP district, s = Non-G9s.c

These higher levels _of accumulation tend to stabilize MANS scores relative to
Vocab6laty- score.- In Figyre 17 for eXar'nple,__a regression line through only the
rtin-CSMP districts would predict MANS scores very accurately; all districts
would be very close to the line. The CSMP districts were also fairly predictable
except that one CSMP district did very poorly, and was farther :below the regres-
sian line than any other district.; In that district, one schOoli containing two
CSMP classesi participated in the testing. Not enough is known about the
,,circur-nst=aces of the implementatiorT-in that district to explain this finding, The
cooroinator vv,ss not greatly surprised by the -results and:thought that CSMP
classes tken :h the lower grades'.would do much- better when they get to sixth

tLe. present group.
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District leyel graphs from the fourth and fifth grade Extended Pilot Tests are
shown below in Figures 18 and 19. Once again, the data are more stable when
district means are uses. Also, In fourth grade, it was again true that one CSMP
district (a" different_ one than) In sixth grade, but also one with relatively lower'
ability students) did not perform as well as other CSMP districts;

Fig. 18. Fourth Grade District Is"tans
(x CSAD District , = 10\1-a9vP)

Student Level Analysis 1

Fig. 19. Fifth sOradeAistrict NtanS
( x w CSMP Di strict, i = Non=C4.3c43)

At each grade leveli, students were Divided into four' or five groups according to
their reading or vocabulary score. National norms were used to determine these
groupingt. For each such group, an average total MANS score was calculated.
These means scores are plotted, separately for CSMP and Non=CSMP students, In
Figures 20 to 21 below. The first two figuresare slightly less accurate because
a separate reading, score was not calculated for each group; Also, In Figure 20,
the graph_points were determined by adding together the separate totals from
Booklets A and B, each containing different tests, with classes randoi-nly assIgied
either A or B.

Total MANS
Percent Correct

Reading

Tbtal MANS

70 Percent Correct

6

Reading

Flg..20. Second Grade Student Mews Fig. 21. Third Gra-Oe Student Nuns
Students grouped by reading score Students jrouped by reading score
(x = CSvP Students, = Non-CSvP) (x = CEIcf'Studentt, a = Isbn-C9s,P)
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CO

Total MANS
Percent Corcect

ReAdiOg

Fig. 22. Fourth Grade Student Mans Fig. 23. Fifth Grade Student rveanS
Students grouped by reading score Students grouped by reading scor

= e Students, .= Dion -aM3) (x = C9vP StudentSi6 = Non=alcP

Total MANS
Percent Correct

Reading

0

Total MANS
Percent Correct

24.. SiXtb Grade Student tans
Students grouped_by reading score

. = alvf3 4tudentsi t = Noh-CilcP)

The results are very consistent; CSMP students outperformed Non-CSMP student
at every ability level in all grades. The -lafgest differemces, occurred in fourth
grade. It was shoWn previously that from analysis of class meansi the largest
difference in standard deviation wits was also at fourth grade. In fifth and sixth
grades; the difference in performance at the lowest ability level is smaller than
at other ability leVelt. .

"",*



Silmmary

The MANS Tests were an attempt to assess some of the underlying thinking_ skills
of CSMP without overtly using CSMP representation& languages or terminology.
The usual emphasis on computation and word problems was drastically reduced so
that tuderits could be presented with a wide variety of often. unfamiliar situa-
tions requiring some mathematical application. The tests contained many
"problems"; though most of the MANS items. were not "problem solving" in the
strictest sense, nor could any pap0 and pencil; group-administered test qualify in
that sense. But the MANS tests were ,closer to true problem solving than most
standardized achievement tests in mathematics; and they turned out to be a
rather valuable; frequently used, product with potential use independent of CSMP.

The original MANS tests were administered to at least five districts and 50
classes in each of grades -2 -5 _during the formal CSMP Extended Pilot Tests;The_
revised MANS were administered In-13 districts to over 300 classes in subsequent
Joint Research Studies; which were cooperative ventures between CEMREL and
the local district. CSMP and Non=CSMP classes were comparable in ability; as
measured by standardizeipi reading and vocabulary tests. Similarly; schools were
comparable; usually froni the same area with similar teaching Staffs. Class mean
scores were analyzed using i4nalysis of Covariance on the class means, with
reading or vocabulary scores as covariate. ), rThe results leave no room for doubt. CSMP students, classes, schools and
diStricts performed better than their Rion -CSMP counterparts. Thit happened 4.
all grade levels; for all ability levels; and in every kind of school. Looking at
graphs of class means becomes .a repetitive exercise._ It is this consistency of
results which leaves no doubt that soniething happened and that CSMP caused it.

)

The lirportance of this overall finding; the educational significance, depends on
how big the difference is and how important the abilities being tested are.

Consider the Student level effect size; i.e.; difference in scores divided by
standard deviation. At sixth grde; this was .3"T raw score standard deviationS.
On the five leading standardized tests for whic this data was available, an
increase of 1/3 of a raw score standard deviatio corresponds to an improvement
from the 50th percentile to an average of the 1st percentile; and from the 75th
percentile to about the 85th percentile.

If one translates all results into simple percentage terms; the gain is from the
50th to about the 63rd percentile.

The size of the CSMP advantage on tht MANS Tests s also roughly comparable
to two findings of national significance. First, the 40-point-decline in the
Mathematics section of the Scholastic Aptituge Test_ from .1963 is equivaint td
about 5 items on a 60-item test, or.leSS than 1/2 of a raw score standard
deviation;

Second; the "most salient finding" of the recent National Atsetsment of
Educational Progress; in mathematics, was that "1-year-olds have improved
dramatically between 1978 and 1982" (the improvement was about 3 pdrcentage
points) and that "of particular significance is the 8 percentage point gain fOr
1 3- y e ar-o 1 ds in heavily minority schools."
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!Ws ivantage on Ihe MANt. Tests is an educationally significant
result in Itself bu -nore so because or the nature of the MANS Tests which are
based on applications of mathematics to novel situations. Also described in the
1983 National Assessment Report is the difficulty of making Improvements in this
area:

"With one exception; there was very little change in problern solving
performance between 1979 and 1982. The one exception. IS that 13 -year; olds
showed significant growth In solving routine problems - i:e., word problems
of the type usually found in textbooks and practiced In sdhool...Most of
the routine verbal problems can be solved by mechanically applying a
comPutational algorithm...Even the 13-year-olds, who made significant gains
can routine problem solving, showed no change in their performance on
non-routine problems."

The CSMP curriculum is a demonstration that such gains are possible;

107
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ut_ALNI ACHIEVEMENT: INDIVIDUAL MANS CATEGOR

Summary

Results from each categeny will be presented separately; The tests r
category will be iviewel with sample results; The results will be bq
fr.om the Extended Pilot Tests, except for a few graphs of class meal
Joint Research Studies which be used to Illustrate certain finding
addition, results from individually administered tests in third and four
will pe described briefly at appropriate places; Between 100' and 150
the St. Louis area were tested un an individual basis, during the EXte
Test, using more extensive and open ended formats than were possiblE
setting; results are deStifbed more fully In Appendix G.

Before presenting category-by-category results, a brief overview of th
all categories will be given. Table 20 shows 'adjusted class means for
Non-CSMP elasges at each grade; The means were derived in the usu
computing a mean category more and a mean reading or vocabulary s
each class and then performing a one -way Analysis of CoVariance of
means.

Table 20
Adjusted Means, MANS Process Categories

(First entry CSMP mean. Second entry Non-CSMP)

Grade 2 Grade 3 Grade
, .

4 Grade 5

EstimatiOn 4.4 4.1 16-6 15:4 22.9 21.2 28.5 27.4

14ental Arithmetic 13.9 11.0 11.di 9 9.4 22.2 19.5 26.1 21.8

NuMb. Reps. 5:6 4.5 3:3 3;0 13;3 12.9 30.0 27.7

-Relate. 4 Numb. Patty. 9.9 9.2 24.2 21.2 32.2 23.7 15.6 13.4

word Problems 4.3 4.0N 5.3 4.8 15.2 13.1 14.1 12.2

Elucidation 7.4 6.8N 5.9 5.8N 16.3 13.3

Total 45.5 39.6 6,7.2 58.6 105.8 90.4 .130.6 115.8

Not significant: all otherm significant in favor of CSMP at ;95 on

A total of 29 out of the 35 comparisons in the above table produced
differences in favor of CSMP. In the other six comparisons, CSMP cl,
higher mean scores, but the differences were not significant.

In Table 21, below, the numbers from ,the previous table are tr.anslatec
percent correct to allow a comrron basis for comparison.

'Table 21
Adjusted Mean PercentCorrect.

MANS Process Categories.
(First entry CSMP.

Cr. 2

Second

Gr. 3

entry

Gr. 4

Non-CSMP)

Gr. 5 Gr. 6 Average

Estimation 34-32 50-47 55-52 62-60 61-56 52-49
Mental Arithmetic 58-46' 48-38 62-54 62-52 68-62 60-50
Numb. Reps. 62-50 41-38 49-48 64-59 72-66 58-52

Relate. 4 Numb. Patty. 52-48 64 -56 ' 66-48 .68-58 74-65 65-55
Word Problems 54-50 53-48 58-50 150-51 66-59 58:52
EIJEldatiOn 53-49 49-48 65-53 65-53 58-51
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Mental Arithmetic and Relationships and Number Patterns were the categories
with largest CSMP advantage, an average of 10 percentage points in each case.
This difference translates into about 20% more correct answers for CSMP classes

than for Non-CSMP classes; Number Representations, Word Problems, and .

ElucidatiOn produced average differences of 6 or 7 percentage points, i.e., about
13% rno)re correct answers. Estimation was the category with the smallest
differente, with an average difference o only about 3 percentage points.

Ordinarily, these average percentageswould be _somewhat deceptive since they are
unweighted. Categories with a disproportionately small number of items in the
lower grades may have undue influence. But in the previous table, the average
percentages reflect the findings at each grade level. fairly well. In only one
category, Elutidation of Multiple Answers, were the findings very different across
grade levels; the differerces were quite small in second and third grades, but
quite large in fifth and sixth grades. An explanation for this discrepancy will be
given when that category is discussed.

A third way of looking at the data is to compare the difference in adiusted class

mean scores with the standard deviation of the class means. The results are
shown in Table 22, below. For second and, third grades, data is from 107 and 75
classes, respectively, which participated in Joint Research Studies. This was
necessary since relevant data from earlier Extended Pilot Tests are not available.

Table 22
Differences in Adjusted Means in Stanflard Deviation Unite

MANS Process CategOfits
N7}

Gr. 2 Gr. 3 Gr. 4 Gr. 5 Gr. 6 Average

Estimation .35 .60 .54 .26 .42 .43

Mental Arithmetid .45 .74 .57 .84 .49 .62

Numb. Reps. .31 .36 .18 .43 .52 .36

Relate. i Numb. Patts. .49 .67 1;64 .62 .74 .83

word Proplems .06 .20 .67 .56 .45 .39

Elucidation .21 .24 .86 .96 .57

The largest effects again were in Mental Arithmetic and in Relationships and
Number Patterns, where the difference was usually 1/2 to 3/4 of a standard
deviation. The averages given for Elucidation and Word Problems are somewhat
deceptive; the effects were relatively small in second and third grades and
relatively large in fifth and sixth grades.

A fourth method of comparing results across categories, is to look at individual
tests within a category and simply count Whether or not the test produced a
significant difference; Again the two' categories containing the highest proportion
of Significant tests were Mental Arithmetic 07 Significant results out of420 tests)
and Relationships and Number Patterns (16/22). Testt in each of the other
categories were significant about half the time: Estimation (9/18), Number
Representations (5/12), Word Problems (8/14), and Elucidation (3/6);

The rest of this section will describe findingS in each category except
computation, which will be described in the next chapter.
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MeritalAritbrattic.

CSMP classes scored Significantly higher than Non-CSMP Casses in the Mental Arithmetic
cit.c;7ory at each grade level, and the differences were fa.:ly consistent. Across all gradesand test items, CSMP classes had an average of 60% correct versus 50% for Non-CSMP,
a--Id 17 out of -20 _tests in this category the difference was Significant. Figures 25 and 26illustrate the findingt. Figure 25, which shows third grade cleSteS on the revised MANS,is a fairly typical result; the differences are large and obvious between CSMP andNon-CSMP clattet. Figure 26, sixth grade class means, shows the least Impressive resultsof any grade level, mainly because of the very poor showing of a few CSMP. classes;
nevertheless the overall results still clearly favor CSMP by a large margin.
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Mental Arithmetic

vocabulary)
Third,Q-ade Class rvtans Fig. 26. Sixth Grade Class NtansWental Arith-retic Nitrite] AritNrretic
Joint Research_Studies EXtended Pilot Tests(x = CSicP Clashes, = Non-CSvP) = CEM7' Classes, e = Nonic.4")

whole Number Open Sentences. Eg. 9,001 ? = 94100. Doing scratch workwas either aikbutaged or prohibited; students had to out these problems Intheir head. The box to be filled in could be on either side of the equal sigh;
The computational requirements were not heavy. For example, a problem like7 X 63 would be inappropriate because the emphasis is on computation andmemory, and partial results must be retained mentally for later processing. Mostproblems contained numbers which were multiples of 25, 50 and 100, so thearithmetic itself wasn't hard; But determining what operation to use and how touse it is not easy. for 'elementary students. For example, only 71% of the fifth
grade CSMP students and' 58% of the Non-CSMP students gave the correct
answer, 99, to the apparently easy example given above.
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At every grade level, CSMP students had significantly higher scores on this test,
and the differences were large, an ,avffage of about 60% versus 51% correct in
favor of CSMP. In second and third grades, CSMP students' superiority came
mostly from items involving multiplication or containing larger numbers (for
example, in the hundreds). This result is unsurprising given CSMP's early
emphasis on these, concepts.

In grades 4-6, however, CSMP students continued to do better with problems
involving multiplication; they also did better when division was required. This is
very interesting considering that CSMP students do not do particularly well with
straightforward multiplication and division problems, especially those involving
algorithms.. Consider the two results shown below.

6/ 12,000 CSvP: 73% correct
Nbn-CSvP: 79% correct

800 divided by ? = 200 CvP: 60%
Non -CSMP: 45%

Below is a list of a few typical items on which CSMP students 'did particularly
well (grade levels are shown in parenthesis):

x
2 = 8 (2)

x 400 =1

x '125

525 -

4;999

L

I 1

t)

= 225 (

250 = 500 (4,5)

10,000 (5)

- 250 150 (5,6)

(8 X 29) +(2 X 29) =r-

+ 150

35

525 -

I (2)

65 (2)

= 225 (3,4)

(3,4,5)125. = 250

500 I (4,5)

.11 x 273 = 3i003
so 22 x 273 .L

t. 20 = 41

(6) 12 x 75 =- 900_
so 13 x

Fraction and Decimal Open Sentences. These tests were similar to the whole
FUVE-erEFSIC, ei-cW3T-Lfiat Ifiey Tr-Varied fractions or decimals and appeared only
in third, fifth and sixth grades. On fraction open sentences; CSMP students had
much higher scores than Non-CSMP students in third grade (50% correct versus
35%), and significantly higher sores in fifth grade (53% correct versus 43%). By
sixth grade there was virtually no difference in scores; Items on which CSMP
students did best were:
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d grade; a similar scale was used, consisting of items requiring the calcula-
ti ,x-of 1/2 or 1/3 of number, for example, 1/3 of 15 = ? or 1/2 of ?

16. CSMP classes did much better than Non-CSMP classes (an average of 50%
correct versus 35%)L this finding reflects CSMP's early emphasis on the parti-
tioning aspect of fractions.

Decimal Open sentences appeared only in sixth grade, with CSMP students scoring
much higher (78% versus 60%) than Non-CSMP students. Typical items were:

0;75 - = 0.5 and 25 x

Nelative Hits_and_Misse& Students had to determine the
Fallon in the situation illustrated below. (During testing,
explained, with samples problems, and a thermometer-like
use on the student page.)

Started with
score of

Each Hit Each Miss
Gain 5 points Lose 1 point

Nsrber
of Hits,

0 1

? =. 2.5

missing pieces of War-
the game was carefully

scale was available for

1\rrbe r ended with
of misses score of

1

Some form of this test was administered in each of grades 4-6. The sixth grade
test was more difficult bcause each miM cost two points instead of one. At
each grade there was a significant difference in favor of 'CSMP classe who had
an average of 65% correct answers versus 54% for Non-CSMP classes.*The scale
involves the concept of negative numbers, but this alone does not account for the
difference. For example in both fifth and sixth grades, one of the Items started
with a non-negative score, with no hits and a number of misses sufficient to
make the ending score negative; in both grades identical percentages of CSMP
and Non-CSMP students got the item correct.

-The CSMP advantage was greatest on items In which the issing Information was
something other than the ending score, as shown In some typical examples below.

Started With Hi ts Misses Ended With

0 15 below zero

3 below zero 3 2 5 above zero

10 below zero 1 3 12 below zero



Hints and Problems. In this moderately speeded third grade test, students were
given pairs of relaEed addition or subtraction problems. The answer to one of the,
problems was given and students had to use that answer _to figure out the answer
to the other problem, as in the example given below. (Students were discburaged
from trying to use an algorithm to calculate the answer and were not given much
time to do this set o problems.)

538 ± 198
539 + 199 =

CSMP classes had significantly higher scores on thit test, 40% correct versus 32%.

Above and Below Zero. In the revised MANS in second and third grades; th e

was a short fest required students to use negative numbers in the simple c tpxt
shown below;

Score at the start: 5 below zero
then: won 2

Score at the end: 7 belOw zero 3 below zero 3 above zero 7 above...zero

CSMP students did slightly better in second_ grade (average percent correct = 38
versus 35) but the difference was not significant. CSMP students did,quite a bit
better' in third grade (mean percent correct = 53 versus 42) and the differences
were significant in most Joint Research Studies.

Individual' Administered Problems. In one of the problems administered in third
grade, eac student was Shown a partial calendar with "69 cents" written under
each day of the week and told that "Bill gets 69 cents every day this we".
They were then asked to describe the fastest way_, on ,a calculator, to figure out
"how much Bill would earn by the end of the week".

CSMP studentt were more likely to suggest a multiplication process (88% versus
53%) and leSS likely to suggest an addition process;
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Relationships and Number Patterns

CSMP classes_had significantly higher scores on the Relationships and Number
Patterns category at -every -grade level except second grade (where-the difference
approached significance). SiXteen out of 22 tests produced significant differences;
except at second grade; almost all tests produced significance._ Across all grades
and test items; 65% of the CSMP responses were,corred versus 55% for Non-CSMP.

Figures 27 and 28 Illustrate,the findings. Figure 27 shows second. grade class
means using the revised MANS In Joint Research Studies. In these more recent
studiesi_CSMP performance Improved to the extent that the difference was
significant, as can be seen from the figure.. Figure 28 shows fourth grade class
means and needs no comment.

Relationships
and Patterns
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X

° III III x
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IMEMSIIII ,
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Vocab6lary

.

'44:.

il
Fig. 27. Second Grade Class Nibens

Relationships & Patterns.
Joint Research Studies
(X = OEM" Classes; = Non-Z )

Relationships
and Patterns

/;

Reading

Fig. 28. Fourth Grade Class lens:
Relationships & Patterns
Extended PI lot:Test
(X = CEMD Classes; = Nion41%Pl,

Of all the categories; Relationships and Number Patter roduced the most
consistent differences across ability levels. Figure 29 sho s sixth grade student
meals when studentt were grouped into quartiles according to Vocabulary scores.
Notice that the ]Inc segments joining the points are virtually parallel; .;

lf\IN Relationships
and Patterns

Vocabulary

Fig. 29. Sixth Grade-Student bans;
Relations and Niger Patterns
Students grouped by Vocabulary Score

cSvP Studentsi = Non -CAP)
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Solving Number RuleS. This test has been used at all grade levels, though in di-
Trerent formatt. The SiMpleSt to understand, pictorially, is shown below from
fourth grade. Students were told' that Machine A always did the Same thing to
any. number that went into It; the first three rows gave examples of how the
partiCular machine worked.

-3-

6

2

4

1

WHAT CANE OUT?

OUT

8

5

IN

OUT

WHAT WENT IN?

IN OUT

4

3 I

Figure 30. ItEms frcrnh3urth Grade Test: Solving NimberRWes
Left Item = exerple (part of explanation);
Right Real= test item

Students first had to figure out the common relationship between the given
ordered pairs and then use that knowledge to figure out the missing entry output.
The test got progressively more difficult by grade level. In third grade, the
missing entry was sometimes an "input" rather than En output; In fifth grade,
more complicated relationships were sometimes used for examplei the output
number was one less than 10 times the input humber. In sixth grade, some Items
used decimal numbers.

CSMP students always did much better than Non-CSMP students, their scores
being 14%-25% higher. (even in the non-significant second grade results)

t
CSMP students did better on all types of Items; on every one of the 41 Items in
the various grades, CSMP students had a higher percentage correct; Their
advantage was a little larger on multiplicative (versus additive) relationships and
on to what might be called "two-stage" relationships. Examples are shown below,
in abbreviated format.

2nd Grade 3rd Grade 4th Grade 5th Grade 6th Grade:

2 - 1 S= 12 S= 3 3S- 6 100 - 304
4 - 2 , 2 = 4 16 = 13 100 - 10 0- 4

8 - 4 *7.10,44,-,V.:= 14 8 = 5 81 - 9 10 - 34

1 0 - ? ? - 8 ? = 9 ? - 2 1 - ?
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Using Number Machines. This testi also adrninItter6d in one form or another in
air grades excepr-Tearnd, was positioned in the test booklet after- the test
describes above and used the same concept of number machine; On this test,
number machines cpuld be hooked- together as in this sample from the fourth
grade test.

V

ti

In the upper grades, most problems involved a missing input. In sixth grade,
some items used decimal numbers.

CSMP classes scored signifi6antly higher at every grade level, with an average of
62% versus 52% correct. They also had a higher percentage correct on every
item at every grade level.

CSMP students did especially well, relative to Non-CSMP classes, on problems
:where combining machines (composing functions) was a better strategy than
working one step at a time. The last tree items below show examples of these
problems. The first two are more general and straightforward problems.
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Labelling Number_ Lines. Students had to label the empty box in a partially
labelIednumber line, as in the example below from third grade.

125 150 200

This test was administered In all grades except fifth grade. More frequent use
of interpola on and extrapblation were required in the upper grades, and some
sixth grade tems used decimal numbers.

CSMP classes classes got better at this with each passing year Their scores
were almost identical to Non=CSMP students in second grade, higher but not quite
significantly so in third grade, and substantially and significantly higher in fourth
and sixth grades (an average of 68% versus 49% correct). They did best, relative
to Non-CSMP students, oh iterps with large "gaps" to work with; requiring either
interpolating or extrapolation, as In the examples shown below.

0 14 35 49

WhichJw_hole_number fractiOnL decimal) is larger? In third grade, this tot
concerned whole nf'cif. example 3 x_162 versus 4 x 160; Students
were given only a few minutes to do many items 5o that computing exact
answers was unwise (and strongly ditcOuraged). CSMP classes did significantly
better on this test and their advantage was greatest on items with fractions, and

on subtraction items such as

500 - 201. versus 500 = 189.

In fifth and sixth grades fractions were used instead of whole numbers. CSMP
classes had sligh-ly higher scores each year (an average of 75% versus 70%
correct); this difference was significant at sixth grade, but not at fifth. The
largest difference was on an item with improper fractions: 5/2 versus 5/4.

In sixth grade there was also a test that used decimal numbers. CSMP classes
had significantly higher scores than Non-CSMP classes, 82% versus 72% correct.
The largest difference occurred on the following items:

6;1 versus 6.01 and 0.9 versus 0.1 1 1.
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A_ciditive and Multi- licative Series. In fourth grade; there were two scales dealing
v;i1Ths-e-FreTcifrlumlo&Fst The firSE one is illustrated below:

Counting by 93's

0 98 196 294 392

CSMP classes had significantly
small (average percent correct

The other test in fourth grade
below:

Will 492 be in any of the boxes?

Will 980 be in any of the boxes?

Will 690 be in any of thb boxes?

higher scores; though the difference In scores was
63% versus 60 %);

concerned multiplicative series; as illustrated

50 200 400 800

(
The difference in scores was dramatic; average percent correct = 60% versus
32%. This test produced the largest CSMP - too -CSMP differences out of all the
tests administered in the Extended Pilot Tests. Figure 31 shows the graphs of
class means for this test. The X's and dots are widely separated except for three
low scoring CSMP classes; these classes were all from the same school and were
the only classes from their district (a large urban district) which participated in
ttis Extended `Pilot Test.

T\ Multiplication Series A
x

XX
XX

x_
x X

X

X-0

*X xx )(
X X

X

Reading

Fig. 31. Fourth Grade Class Means; Multiplication Series
Extended Pilot Trials
(X = cStyp Classes, s Non-CSMP Classes)
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Fractions and Decirn s Between Two Others; For these two ,tests, students had to
produce a fraction ectrna ) number, as shown by these examples.

is larger than 1/10 but smaller than 1/3.

is larger thai 1;25 but smaller than 2.00;

On the test with fractions, there was virtually no difference between CSMP and
Non=CSMP classes. On the test with decimals CSMP had significantly rtigher
scores; mean percent correct = 89% versus 81%. These percentages are high
because only two out of seven Items required the student to extend the number
of decimal places In the answer, and on these two items, shown below, CSMP
students did much better than Non-CSMP students:

is larger than 0.2 but smaller than 0.3.

is larger than 0.42 but snialler than 0.43.

Sequences. In a second grade test; students had to determine
in a Lequence, such a the following:

4 7;

the missing number

11, 15, ? p23 27 .

6
In the Extended Pilot Test, CSMP classes had higher scores (48% correct versus
42%) but the difference was not quite significant. In subsequent Joint Research
Studies, the differences were larger and more likely to be significant.

INctiv se oblems. In a fourth grade problem, students secretly
drew a number out of a -hat (but the interviewer knew that the number was 24)
and answered a series of questions 'about their secret number. The questions dealt
with' concepts of order, whole numbers, negative numbers, multiples divisors;
The students were also asked Whether the question itself was a good one; (For
example, after finding out that the number was less than 100, a question about
whether it was less than 200 was not a good question.)

CSMP classes had significantly higher score. , 82% correct versus 67%.

Ito
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Elucidation of Multiple_Answers

The second and third grade. tests in this category differed considerably from thetests used in fifth and sixth grade with rather different results. In :second andthird grades studentt had to give as many answers as possible out of a potentially. infinite number of correct answers, for example:

Sentences about 8, 8 5 + 3
8 = X 4
etc;

Equations, using only these symbols: x 1

eg. 2 + 2 + 2 = 2 X 3
2 X 2 = 1 +,3
etc;

For each of the three tests in grades 2 and 3, CSMP classes produced about 6%,more correct responses than Non-CSMP claStes, a small but non-significant
difference: Most of th4 difference wcured at the higher ability levels.

In fifth and sixth grades, this category contained several problems, each of which,had a number of correct answers (6- 12)'that would satisfy the given constraints.Altogether in ,the two years, a total of seven different kinds of problems wereused and are *scribed briefly below; In all eases Students were to give as many.,poSSible correct Answers as they could. The firtt problem IS shown as it appearedon the student page; the others are shown in abbreviated form.

itulei: Take out threeballs.

Add to get a total score.
411'

Give all the possible Scores. 5.),

start at zero, count by X's and reach exactly 24

pick out 3 balls; add the numbersi what tbtait scores are possible?
Fusing a container with 6 balls numbereti 1; 1; :2i 2; 50 and 50)'

what whole numbers use only the dIgitt 1i 2 and 3?
(no digit to be used more than ,once In .a number)

What numbers are multiples of 2, and imiltibles of 3 and smaller than 507.

if P + P r_ 7, what could P and Q stand -for?

What whole numbers are even numbers, d lvitIble by 5, and < 80?

CSMP classes did much better than Non-CSMP "StudantS on these tests; the
average percents correct were the same at each level, 65% for CSMP 53%for Non -05MP-
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It was also true both years that the greatest difference in scores occurred at the
lowest ability level; as illustrated in Figure 32, which shows average Elucidation
snores for sixth grade students grouped according to reading score.

Elucidation of
Multiple Answers

-ice Vbcabulary

Fig; Sixth Grade Student Student Nit ansi Elucidation
Students grouped by vocabulary score
(X CENP students; = Non-CSvP)

In the revised version of the MANS, item formats like the ones used in fifth
grade were extended down to third and fourth grades. Subsequent Joint Research
Studies in those grades resulted in higher scores on these tests for CSMP classes,
significant about half the time. The fluency format was retained in second grade
with results similar to those found in the Extended Pilot Tests, i.e., slightly
higher scores for CSMP classes, but not significantly so.

In sixth grade there was a test similar to the fluency-like tests in the lower
grades: Starting from zero, and using any of the four operations with numbers 2,
3; 5 an 7; students were to construct sequences of calculations which would
produce an end result of 12. For example:

0 + 5 5 5 =8 84_2_ 4 4X3= 12
CSMP students gave about 35% more correct solutions, an easily significant dif-
ference, though it should be noted that this format Is very similar to arrow
diagrams (although- rarely chose to draw such diagrams In their booklets
for this test).
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Vio_r_dProblerns

WCro problems of the kind found in textbooks and standardized tests (mainly onstep, computationally oriented problems pcsed sentence form) do not appear,
the CSMP curriculum and teachers have commented on their abSence. Never-
theless, the curriculum is saturated with mathqmatical prOblemS (albeit in
different formatS), and CSMP students -have usually ,dorie as well as or better tt
Non=CSMP Studentt on the word probleVn sections of standardized tests.

The Word Problems category of the MANS Tests contained tests which were earstructed on the Oasis of the kind of problem being posed. Thut, rather than asingle long test containing different kinds of 'items, there were several short
tests, each containing several items of single kind. The .computation and re.adinskills" needed to solve the problems were kept abnormally loW.

Altogether there were a total of 14tests administered in. grades- 2-5. With twoexceptions, to be discussed later, the results were remarkably "Uniform, regardlesof type of test. CSMP students always did a little better than NOn-CSMP
StudentS; typical percentages correct were -55% versus 50%." These results wereeither barely significant or not quite significant. Out ,of,' the 12 tests; five were
siqnificant at .01i two were_ significant at .05, and for the -other five tests the
p-value was between .06 and ;14;

worudiPr lem scores were fairly well predicted.by, Vocabulary scores. This"Meant at relatively small differences in mean scores could still be significant;Fig 33, below, shoWs fifth grade class means -on the total of two Word ProblE
tests, dealing with two-stage and three-stage word. prOblems. The adjusted meanscores favored CSMP by 6.6 versus 6.10 a fairly small -difference which wasnevertheless significant at the .03 level. The graph ShoWS that most classes were
represented fairly close to the regression, line and there were few outliers;

Word PrOblems

x

Rerid

Fifth Grade Class MeanS, Word Prdbleis
Extended Pilot Tests
(X = (.11M," Classes, = Non-c_MD3
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Some-of the tests were adminiStered In more than one grade, though at least
some of the items were different from grade=to=grade. Altogether, eight
different kinds of tests were used and thete are listed below with sample Items;

One stage word problems;

Mr.Rich lost $100 from tris wallet.
Afterwards he still had $200.
How much did he have to begia-cvith?
(Said aloud by tester while second
graders looked at, cartoons.)

Two stage word problems;

There are 40 apples in our barrel now.
We will eat 2 apples every day.
How many apples will be left in our barrel after 5 days?

Three stage word problems.

Joe puts boxes Into piles.
Each box is 1/2 fOot high.
Each pile is 5 feet high.
How many boxes does he need to make 3 piles?

Word problems with rounding;

It takes 4 men to lift a piano.
We have 14 men ready to work.
How many pianos can they lift at the same time?

Word problem approximations.

Martha can walk 2 blocks In 5 minutes.
About how many blocks can she walk in 13 minutes?

5 blocks 10 blocks 15 blocks 18 blocks

Extraneous data;

Sue has 12 bottles;
It takes 36 bottles to fill a ease. '
It takes 6 bottles to fill a carton.
How many cartons can Sue fill?

Fractional word problems.

1/3 of a dozen eggs is eggs.

Novel word problems;
(This sixth grade test contained 12 miscellaneous problems including decimals,
fractions, estimation, rounding, and 2-Variable problems like the one below;)

Steve has 7 bills,
Some of them are $1 bills and some are $2 bills.
Altogether he has $10 in bills.
How many $2 bills does he have?
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Two exceptions to the general overall pattern of small CSMP advantages were
alluded at the beginning of this section. These exceptions concerned a test used
in fourth and fifth grade involving decimals. The test consisted of a series of
questions, all of which began "X has 6.5 gallons of gas". The item below
happened to appear in both fourth and fifth grades.

Joe has 6.5 gallons of gas.
He uses up four gallons.
How much gas will he have left?

CSMP students did much better than Non-CSMP students; an average of 46%
versus 30% correct In fourth grade and 64% versus 50% in fifth grade. No doubt
these differences reflect CSMP's earlier introduction to decimals.
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Number Representations

This category contained a Wide variety of tests, with a shift from whole numbers
and place value In the lower grades to fractions and decimals in the upper
grades; Categorization of these tests was rather arbitrary; some of the tests
described below could as easily have been placed in a different category.

In second and third grades of the Extended Pilot Tests there was only one test in
this category and CSMP classes had significantly higher scores on each. In the
second grade test, simple numerical facts had to be matched with corresponding
dot representations as in the example below:

12 3 9

5 + 2 = 12

c ili

nun
etc

In the third grade test, students were given a_ partially covered computation and
asked whether the given answer could be right, for example,

129
+2 ??
564

There were three tests In fourth grade and examples from them are given below.
None of them produced significant differences, though CSMP claiset were a little
better on the first one (average percent correct = 38% versus 33%), the,dif=
ference just missing significance. There were no CSMP - Non-CSMP differences
on the other two tests.

'7/7 /had

i 3

many hichost

4

Using only the digits 50 7, 2 and 8 (no digit more than once),
what 3-digit number is closest to 6;000?
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In the revised MANS Tests administered In Joint Research Studies these two tasks
were replaced by different tests_ which Were simpler to adMinister; In second
grade the test contained two types of Items. One required the Students simply to
Write a three-or four-digit number read aloud by the tester. The other required
Students to write the number .that is 1 (or 10 or 100) greater than (or less than)4
a given number, for example, "What number is 10 more than 495?". CSMP did
better (average percent correct = 59 versus 54) but the difference was not
significant in most districts;

The revised third -grade test required students to determine whether one number
was 1 or 10 or 100 or 1000 more than another number. None of the answers
was exactly correct. -Students had several questions to do in a short tine and
were discouraged from calculating the exact answer. An example it given below.

1

10
4,265 is 100 rrore than 4,254

1000

CSMP classes had higher scores (average percent correct
difference was significant in about half the studies.

In fifth grade, there were four tests dealing with fractions and one with
decimals. The fraction tests contained the following tasks: marking fractions on
a ruler, shading fractional parts of geometric figures, selecting equivalent
fractions, and showing fractions on a number line. None of these tests produced
significant differences. The decimal test required students to show metric
distance, and compare the size of decimal numbers. CSMP students did much
betterithan Non-CSMP students on this test, average percent correct
= 66% versus 50%.

In sixth grade, there were two tests, both of which produced significant
differences in favor of CSMP. One was an omnibus test of fraction and decimal
representations, and CSMP's largest advantage was on the decimal portion of that
test. The other test required students to determine which fractions or decimals
which were equivalent to a given fraction. This was similar to a test in fifth
grade where the difference did not quite reach significance; in sixth grade it wasbarely significant (p < .03).

50 versus 46) and the

r
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ti
Ftimation

Tests on estimation produced significant differences in favor of CSMP classes-
9 of 18 occasions. However, the relative differences were usually quite small;
average percent rrect across all tests and grades = 52% for CSMP clattet
versus 49% for Non=CSMP classes; Most of this difference was due to the strong
performances by above average CSMP students. Figure 34, fifth grade student
means grouped by reading score, shows an extreme example of t_ his restilt.- The
line segmentS actually cross and at- the lowest ability level, Na-CSMP students
have higher scores. This crossing effect did not occur at apWher grade leVel
but the CSMP advantage was almost always smallest at the lowest ability le /l.

Estimation

Fig. 34. Fifth Grade Student Ntans, Estimatibh,
Students grouped by reading score
(X = atvP Students, i = Nicri-054D)

Estimating intervalt. In what:was by far the Most common test used in thit
Eiff§aryi students had to respond to. several coMputation items in a short period
of time (an average of less than 15,seconcts per item). For 4E01 Rem in the
test there was a fiked set of. Intervals and students merely had to Indicate which
interval contained the. answer. For example:

11 X 50 = 0 10 50 l 100 500 X 1,00C

Only one arithrhetic operation was used on- any page, except in second grade_ where
addition, subtraction and a couple of multiplication items were thoroughly mixed.
Table 23 summarizes the results for each grade according to type of operation used.

Grade: 2
3

Table 23
Mean Percent Correctl_ Interval Estimation Tests
Firtt entry = CSMP, second entry = Non-CSMP

(* = sig. at .05)

AdditiOn Subtraction Miltiplication Divisien Ca-rbined

54 - 53
77 - 73*
83 - 79

30 = 31 50 - 43*
69 = 61*
74= 67*

61*
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45 - 40*
49 - 43*
51 - 48
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TheThe table shows clearly_that multipliCatibn Is the operation which. producedconsistent significant differences. The _other operations produced. modest:_::differences, which were. sometimes significant and sometimes' not. The 'sixthgrade CSMP advantages come almost entirely from .items with decimal num
. . .MoSt of the mult4plication and diJiSion items in fourth and fifth!grade.are the .kind that would require an algorithm to find the exact answer._ It Is Interestingto hole that CSMP students were better than Non-CSMP students if the taSk..WaStoestimate the answer to these items; but not as ,good if the task was tocalculate the exact answer.

Other Estimation Tests; There were fOur other kinds of estimation testNszd.In -third and.fourtfi- grade;_ CSMP studentS were significantly better th N CSMPStudents (though the difference was relatively small) on a test with Items like.thefollowing:
IP

100 is about 2_or 5 or 10 times as large as 19'?

In fifthArade, there were four tests, one for each_ operation, In which studentshad to Select the best of three wrong .answers. C5MP and Non-CSMP scoreswere virtually identical on all tests; A sample iterti Is shown_ below.

3,173
15 x 2,111 = 20,173

31,173

There was also a test in fifth grade, Measurement Estimation, in which studentshad to estimate quantities, volumes at areas from pictorial presentations. Therewas no difference In scores. It should be noted that, with respect to technicalconsiderations (reliability, correlations, etc.) these' fifth grade tests were amongthe worst ever produced by the evaluation staff.

In sixth grade, students had to estimate whether fraction computations, such as1/2 + 4/7, werpAess than, equal to, or greater Man one. Several items weregiven with a- short time limit. CSMP scores were slightly higher than Non-CSMP,scores, but the difference was not quite significant (p < .06).

Individually Administered Problems. Two kinds individually administered problems-F1Furd grade produced significant differences in favor of CSMP Students. In onekind, students were shown a set of completed calculations which "a student atanother school" had donee (e.g. 6 X 13 = 53). They were then asked to. rapidly
indicate which answers "could be right" and which ones were "probably wrong".Finally students were asked to go back to each probably-wrong answer and tellwhy they thought the given answer was wrong.

CSMP students made a higher average Amber of correct decisions (70% versus64_%) and their explanations of wrong answers were more likely to be acceptable
(89% versus 77%). The largest differences between CSMP and Non-CSMP students
occurred for students 'of about average ability.

ts
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In the other kind of indlyidually adminittered protilemS, students Were asked to
quickly estimate the number of dollar Wilt that Would be needed to purchase
seven items whose costs were as ShoWn beloW, "but we don't want to take any
more (money) then we'll need:

$1.22
1.81
1.51
1.53
1.33
1.33
1.39

A ;,higher proportion of CSMP students (50% versus 34%) gave good answers; defined
as 10; 11 or 12, and a loWer proportion (12% versus 25%) gave poor answers,
i.e., <8 or ->14.

s

0
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Special Topic Categories

A total of fifteen tests were administered in the five special topic categories;
Most were adminiStered In sixth grade; The results are summarized below, in
Table 24.

Table 24
Summary of Special Topic Category ResultS

Iskrrber Ad justedtveans SignificantCat egory Grade of Item CENP Ntn -CS'P at .05
Al gebra 6 12 , 7.4 : 6;2:

6 10 9.3 8;9 *
6 10 4.4 3;8 *
6 14 9.2 8.8.

Gcrretry

Logic

Organization 3
of data 5

6

Probability

8 4.7 4.5
6 3.0 3.3 * (in favor of Non P)

18 13.1 12.9
18 10.2 10.4

6 3.3 3.4
10 6.1 6.1
10 5.8 5.7

19 6.9 5.7
6 3.7 3.5

12 9.3 8.6
10 5.9 5.4

CSMP classes did better in the Algebra and Probability categories, with
significantly higher scores on three of the four tests in each category. Scores on
the other SeVen tests were virtually identical except for one -GeOMetry test,
where NOn-CSMP classes had significantly higher scores.

Algebra. Typical items from the three Algebra tests which prodUcei significant
differences are shown below;

,If g = 4 and h = 3, then 5gh =? (students read 2 examples, including one
showing that 3bc means 3 x b z c)

If q = 5, then 2 x q2 = ? (students read 3 examples explaining exponentiation)

If k + 2 + R = 7, then k ? (students read 3 examples)

- 50 + 50

is the(The tester gave an explanation, through examples, to show that
sum of a, a + 1, b, i.e., it is the 'Summation operator;)
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The following examples are from the fourth algthra test, which produced a
non-significant difference in favor of CSMP.

-do 9 times to e. X

(where hashas been shown, by examples, to be a 90' rotation '_and
reverses the number of elements in the top and bottom row.)

On a fourth grade testi In which students had to divide various
geome ry figures into congruent parts (e.g.-, an equilateral triangle into four
congruent parts) there was no significant difference between CSMP and
Non-CSMP classes.

In the revised MANS, this test was placed In fifth grade and a new test was used
in fourth grade. Students were required to select the one picture (out of several
pictures) which satisfied certain conditions, as in the example shown below.

A

X

0

B,

F

0

O

4. In which picture is each dot closer to x than to 0 A 6 E

A 6 E

F

S. in which picture Is each dot just as close to x as to 0 F

hese problems are about finding the locus of a point. In two districts which
administered the revised fourth grade MANS there was virtually no difference in
scores between CSMP and Non-CSMP classes. In the third districti Non-CSMP
classes had higher scores (average percent correct = 73 versus 63) but the
difference was not significant.

On a sixth grade test, students were given a page showing nine geometric shapes:
4ko triangles, a squareusectangie, rhombus; hexagon, parallelogram and an. "open"
triangle and a rectangle. They were asked to study the figures, mark figures
which were alike in some wayv and explain why they were alike; Non-CSMP
classes produced significantly more acceptable categories than CSMP classes
about 10% more. This difference was significant at £5 and was the only MANS
Test at any grade level in which Non-CSMP students had significantly higher

ores.

One of the individually administered problems in fourth grade produced a
significant difference in favor of CSMP students; students were given sheets of
graph paper, with different ways of labelling .he 'Ines and some pies heavier
than others. An example is shown next pale
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CSMP students were better: able than Non=CSMP students to figure out how many
little squares were shown, were more likely to use a length-times-width method,
and were more likely to, use the guide numbers in the margins versus a one-at-
a-time counting process; They were also better able to do related problems of
figuring out the area when pieces were combined or when one of the figures had
a "hole" in It.

On a slightly different problem, CSMP students were better able to figure :out
how many squares were on a partly hidden role of paper marked off at every
second square._

Logictests in Logic were administered in sixth grade -and both produced
0Tndisr identical scores for CSMP and NorF=CSMP classes. In a typical problem
from- the first test, students were told there were six boys, each of whom played
one' of six sports. Students then ,had to use the given clues to figure out which
boy played which sport; In the other test, students were to select or construct a
situation which would make a given statement false. given statement
concerned the placement of various geometric shapesabove or below a line, as
shown in a picture on the student page.)

In two individually administered problems In third grade, CSMP students performed
significantly better than Non-CSMP students. In one, students were shown an
undifferentiated set of "people pieces" (simplified figures that were either tall or
short, fat or thin, boy or girl, and red or blue). They were then asked to put
them in piles so that all the pieces in a pile were sirtillar in some way and so
that the piles were all different from one other.-NNThey performed this classifica-
tion in as many different ways as they could. CSMP students were able to make
more complex sorts than Non-CSMP students, the Average "best effort" `_being 3.0
dimensions simultaneously (versus 2.2 dimensions for Non-CSMP students).

In the other individually administered test, students were asked to figure out the
Interviewer's "secret" rule for the people pieces, by offering individual pieces te
which the interviewer would respond with a "yes" or "no" according to Whether
the offered piece fit the secret rule; Examples of the secret rule were "blue"
and "fat and tall"; CSMP students needed to offer fewer=piebes to figure out the
rule. In our trialsi the average total dumber- of pieces needed Was 14.8 for
CSMP students versus 19;7 for Non-CSMP students.
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Organization of Data The three tests In this categoryi administered V different
gradaTgieTs7gracies Jt 5 and 6) each prodUced almost Identical scores for CSMP
and Ncin4CSMP classes. Each test Involved the- reading and Interpreting of data
from -a table (grades 3 and 6) or graph (grade 5). fifth gradet some Interpola7
tion was required and in sixth grade some of the items required extrapolation.

Probability. Typical Items from the three Probability are described below. CSMP
clattet did significantly better on each of the tests.

Students had to estimate how many times put of 100 spilns they would get
a particular result on a spinner. Spinners. were diVided Into unequal, but
easily calculable regions such as the one.:shoiin belbw. A range of answers
was accepted for each question; (Fourtn..grade)

Students had to determine how often (never, lest thati half tht time, half
the timei etc.) a pair of spinners would landon numbers whose sum was at
least 10. (Sixth grade) Pairs of spInne v e in various ways were
usedi for example:

Students had to select the best of three given boxes from which to'make a
blind draw. The boxes contained differing numbers of 1-centi 2-cent and
50 cent balls; This test was adminittered in both fifth and sixth gradesi
producing a significant difference in sixth grade only.



Discussion

CSMP students perfOrrned best, relative to Non-CSMP students, on tests in two' categories; mental Arithmetic, and Relationships and patterrti and worst inEstimation (that it, they were only a little better in Ettirnaticin). TheCategorization scheme used with the M.WS Tests Is one of several possible ways" oforganizing the testing and reporting of student learning. It has turned out tobe a useful scheme enOrteems to convey the process otientatibri of the tests., Butit may not be the most Uteful scheme for discussing the strengths of CSMP.

There are a number Of ftindamentai processes and concepts at which CSMPstudents exell and which cut across categories;
e

1. Inverse operations. All of these problems share an aspect of having_ to thinkbackwards or find an initial condition which will produce a giVerqingilresult;

C=3 - 250 = 1501
1/2 x r i = 20

Negative Hits and Misses, where beginning score instead of ending score isrequired

WOrd Problems, such as (paraphrased), starting with $10 and taving $5 aWeek, how many weeks before one can buy a radio for $30.
2. Recognizing numerical patterns-. Examples are additive seciuencet, multiplica-tiVe series, partially labelled number linet requiring extrapolation, andmUltiples and divisors In Elucidation prOblerns.

3. Relations. CSMP students seemed to underttand the concept,.of relationbetteri that is, the independent existence of, say, +3 as concept, a thingin itself, that doesn't need some particulari2atibh (for example,
2 + 3 = 5) tO give it meaning;

Thit Understanding was demonstrated most clearly in teas_ on solving numberrules and using number machines. There it a sense in which these two testsare biated towards CSMP students, but any test dealing with relations would
probably be biased in that sense. The concept of relations is such a
fundamental one In mathematics that such criticism it not worth worrying
abbut.

L. Relative sizes .of_ numbers. Examples are selecting the larger of two wholenumbers or decimalt or fractions. For example, without aptually
calculating, which is larger:

501!) - 201 or 500 - 199 ?

5. Early presentation of concepts. CSMP students are introduced to the
concepts_ of multiplication, negative numbers, fractionsi and decimals earlier
than most students and they are better able to apply this knowledge In avariety of situations.
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Using intermediate answers. Examples are:

538 + 198 = 736
so 539 + 199 = ?

11 X 273 = 3,033
22 X 273 = ?

These are all very important processes in mathematics and the CSMP curriculum
contains many instances of each of them. They are never formally presented or
named, just use over and over In different ways in both teacher presentations
gnd student materials. Together they make Mr what one might call "street
number sense", and CSMP students seem to have It. What Is surprising Is that
these processes have a heavy compUtation component, thus making the CSMP
advantage on them particularly riteworthy since CSMP students are not -particu-
larly strong on straightforward computation. This may explain why. the CSMP
advantage on Estimation, very much a street sense attribute, Is rather modest;
although CSMP does emphasize some aspects of estimation, that' skill is so
computationally dependent (or possibly part of p very deep-seated quantitative
trait) that large gains should not be expected;

In the special topics categories,._the CSMP advantage In Algebra, which Ineorpor-
ateS' concepts of variables and transformations, is not surprising since these
concepts arise In several ways In CSMP; Similarly, CSMP students should dei
better in Probability and they do; The two sixth grade tests in Logic produced
rio CSMP - NoniCSMP differences, meaning that CSMP's informal logical thinking;
as in the string game for example, do not transfer to the more formal paper and
peril MANS items;

In Geometry, CSMP students did no better, and on one test, significantly less
well than Non-CSMP students. The three MANS geometry tests were very
general kinds, of problems dealing with locus, congruency, and creating geometric
categories, none of which were particularly stressed by CSMP.. No doubt a test,
more oriented to the specifics of the CSMP curriculum in geoMetry would have
produced rather different results.

The same could be said for tests oriented to other specific CSMP content such as
negative numbersi modular arithmetic, binary numbers and other number theoretic
work. Such tests would have been against the spirit of trie MANS tests, which
avoided terminology and content specific to CSMP. However, the absence of such
tests, under whatever rubric, was a mistake. It leaves any CSMP reviewer In the
position of suspectin there are many specific pieces of mathematical content
that CSMP a-U- en s ow better than Non-CSMP students, but not knowing for
sure. In this sense, title evaluation was conservative and underestimated, CSMP
student learning.
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VI. COMPUTATION AND STANDARDIZED- TEST RESULTS

Computation Results

A considerable amount of data hag been collected On CSMP students' conskills. Data will be presented from three sources: Standardized tests admias parst of the EXtended Pilot Testis, specially constructed computation toincorporated Into the revised MANS for .adminittration in 'subsequent JoinResearch Studies; and district-Initiated ,Standardiked test comparisons.

Standardized Computation Test Results from EXtended_Pllot Tests; TableSTiFarlzes -the data rforn standardized computation tests administered asthe Extended Pilot Tests. Unless otherWiSe indicated; the scores were frlComputation subteSt of the standardized test. In second and third grade;studies were conducted in each district since the, MANS--Tests did not Inccomputation section. Thus each comparison thoWn for second and third grepresents one district; In fourth and fifth gradeSi districtS were combinganalysis since the MANS Tests contained a Standardized 'computation test.casesi an Analysis of Covariance on clatt means was used; with class meion Reading or Vocabulary as covariate.

Table 25
Summary of Standardized Computation SOtOS

Grade Test

from Extended

Number of Classes
CSMP Non-CSMP

Pilot Tests

Adjusted Means
CSMP NOn-CSMP

Sigif_
at .05

In

Favor

2 CTRS 15 13 20.6 19.3 N CSMP
CTBS 6 6 20.5 18:6 N CSMP
ETS Coop Prim' 6 6 362 ?5;2_ N Non-C
Stanford Ach 6 6 47:02 52.02 N Non-C

3 CTRS 12 12 1:36.1'. 35;4 N CSMP
eras 15 13 '15:8, 36.8 N : Non-C
ETS Coop Prim 1 6 12 42,3 41.8 N CSMP

4 SAT 30 21 , 23:3 25;3 Y Non*C
q

5 CTBS 31 25 34.9 34.3 N CSMP

i Total Math: This tist does not have a separate computation section.
Percentile Ranks

There a total of nine comparisonS given .abbVei and three, different tests w
used Five of the comparisons favOred CSMP and four favored Non-CSMP.
one of the nine produced a significant difference: in fourth grade, Non-=Cc
classes had significantly higher scores than CSMP.classes'.on the Computati
Test of the Stanford Achievement TOL



Figure 35 shows, the graphs of class means for fourth grade classes from the
Extended Pilot Test. It can be seen that the Non-CSMP advantage is due to the
relatively poor performance of CSMP. high ability classes

Stan itch Test
Computation

Reading_

Fig. 35. Fourth Grade Class tv't ans, Ca-mutation
Extended PI lot Test
(X L=. C:94 class, s = Non-CENP class)

Figure 36, b-elow, shows the graphs of class means for fifth grade classes from
the Extended Pilot Test. There is no discernable pattern between CSMP and
Non-CSMP scores; in fact, computation wore is not very well predicted by
vocabulary score.

MSS
Computation

x

S.

X

Reading

Fig; 36; Fifth Grade Class !v./tans, Ccrrputat ion
extended Pilot. test

r: Non -C9 M) class)
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Comsutatinn Results from Revised MANS Tests. In the revised MANS adminis-retTed in Joint Research Studies and In the EPT sixth grade MANS Tests; acomputation test was developed in order to reduce testing time and eliminateroyalty costs; The items were restricted to whole numbers- and selection wasbased----On, an analysis of the type and frequency of items fbUnd in the leadingstandart ized tests at each grade level;

Table 26 summarizes the computation results fsom the revised MANS; Except fOrsixth grade; each row of the table shows resuns for a single district; Analysis ofCovariance on class means was used each time with GateS McGinitie VocabularyScore as covariate.

Table 26
Summary of Revised MANS Computation Scores

Grade
Number of ClatstS
CSMP Non -CSMP

Adjusted Means
CSMP Non-CSMP

Sigif In
at .05 Favor of

2 3 3 15;2 13;4 Y.:::-C$MP
10 10 10.0 10;5 N CSMP
4 5 9i1 10.2 N Non-CSMP'

21 26. 12.6
,

11;8 N CSMP
5 5 12.1 12.6 N Non-CSMP
7 4 11;3 10.1 N CSMP

2 15.2 14;0 - CSMP
3 12.1 93 - CSMP
2 10.0 11;4 - ton -CSMP

3 20 26 17,2 16.7 .N CSMP
4 15.7 18;0 Non-CSMP

13 6 16.1 15.3 CSMP

4 3 20;6 19.6 N CSMP
33 13 17;2 16;8 N CSMP
2 2 17.5 15.0 - CSMP

4 23 23 21;3 21;5 N Non-CSMP
6 6 21;0 19.9 N CHIP
5 7 19;3 19.5 'N Non-CSMP

6 271 361 18;9 19.2 N NOn-CSMP

1 Sixth grade EPT; Classes from several districtd COMbined into a single
study

.
.

There are a total of 19 comparisons __given above. TWelve of the compar-isons favor CSMP and seven favor Non -CSMP. Only one of the nineteen produced-a significant difference; a second grade comparison faVbring CSMP;



Figure 37 shows class means in Computation for all Second grade classes
participating In Joint Research Studies;
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Fig. 37 Second Grade Class Ntans, CcrrputatIon
Joint Research Studies
(X = CENP class, = Nan-CEVP class)

Figure 38 shows third grade computation rrieans from Joint Research Studies.
Although there Is a slight CSMP advanta_ge overall, it is hard to discern from the
graph. Computation scores are poorly _predicted by vocabulary scores; for lower
ability classes especially, there is great variation in scores.
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Computation Results from Locally_Conducted Evaluations. In a number of sites,ES.I.FiEnonr er-c-Ernducted a formal evaluation of CSMP by comparing the per--formance of CSMP and Non-CSMP classes (or students) on their' district-
administered standardized achievement test. No doubt many more evaluations
were carried out than could be located for this report, and certainly manyinformal evaluations were completed and never officially reported.

Table 27 summarizes the data from those districts Which reported separatedcomputation scores. Different methods of aggregating and analyzing the datawere used at each site,l'ald significance tests were not generally reporteit

Table 27
Summary of Computation Scores

from Locally Conducted Comparison Studies

Dittridt Grade Test Comparison
Mean Score

CSMP Non-CSMP

19 2 CAT-Comp 17 CSMP classes versus same teachers'
previous Non-CSMP classes

407 2801

4 3 CAT-Comp 100 CSMP and Non-CSMP students
sampled from 6 schools

60 512

17 2 CTBS-Comp 6 CSMP classes versus same teacherk"i
pevious CSMP classes

307 3123

17 3 CTBS-Comp Same as above 376 3673

17 4 CTBS-Comp Same as above 394 3883

8 4 ITBS-Cr Ref 16;17 CSMP and Non-CSMP students 69 6e4
SRA-Cr Ref sampled from 2 schools 81 924

8 5 ITBS-Cr Ref 20-24 CSMP & Non-CSMP students 63 744
SRA-Cr Ref sampled from 2 schools 69 91

12 6 ITBS-Comp 51/ear longitudinal study of 6.4 7.05
70 CSMP versus 90 Non-CSMP students

12 7 ITBS-Comp same as above 7.8 ' 7.95

1 Mean scaled score across classes;
an approximately equal decline occurred in Reading.

1 Gain, from previous year, in mean student scale scores_.
hdjusted mean scaled score across claaSet-.

! Average mean percent correet across items.
) Mean grade equivalent scores across students.

Altogetheri five districts conducted nine studies, two in each of grades 2-4 and
one in each of gradestik-7; Of these nine, three gave results favorable to CSMPand six favorable to on -CSMP. Only three StudieS produced large differences:
District 4 (in favor of CSMP), and District 8; grade 5 and District 12, grade 6 (in
favor of Non - CSMP). Three studies using Total Math score (reported in the next
section), in which computation was one component, produced virtually no
di fferences.
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Fraction and Decimal Computation. In each of the grades 4=6 Extended Pilot
TesSTEFeF/11N-Sfearincluded a Shet test of 6=10 items requiring straight-
forward computation with fractionS. CSMP classes had higher scores at each
grade level; much higher by about 23% in fourth and fifth grades, aid slightly
higher (though not quite a sigriificant difference) in sixth grade!

rlkCSMP students were much better at taking fractlo 1 parts of wfvle bers
(one-nth of a number) and anything involving common ly used fractions su as
1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and 1/1. On the other hand CSMP students were not as good at
working with fractions of unlike denominators, i.e., the algorithmic part of
fractional computational skills. These results are also consistent with CSMP's
curricular emp*sis.

In the sixth grade Extended Pilot Test, the MANS Tests includeda short test of
straightforward decimal computations on which CSMP classes had significantly
higher scores than Non-CSMP classes.

DiScutSion. Among these three kinds of comparisons, a total, of 37 studies- were
conducted A total of 32 districts participated, either in separate studies (20) or .
as part of larger studies (12). Twenty results favored CSMP and seventeen
favored Non=CSMP. Only 6 of the 37 studies produced significant or "large"
differenceS, three in favor of CSMP and three in favor of Non-CSMP. Thus one
can safely say that, overall, CSMP and Non-CSMP classes performed about equally
on tests of computational skills;

414
However, if one analyzes the resUltt sfeparately by primary grades (2,3) and inter=
mediate grades (4-6), the results are somewhat different. In the prirhary grades,
17 of the 24 studies favored CSMP, including all of, the studies producing large
differences in favor of CSMP. In the Intermediate grades, nine of the twelve
results favored Non-CSMP, including all three of the studies producing large
differences in favor of Non-CSMP. It is still)true that most studies, regardless
of grade level, produce little. Or no CSMP -No CSMP_ difference, but there is
some indication of better CSMP performance in the lower grades and poorer
CSMP performance In ETie upper grades.

In addition, based on analysis of Extended Pilot Test data, there were certain
computation skills which CSMP students were better at than Non=CSMP students
and there are other skills in which they were worse. Furthermore, the pattern of
these differences was consistent with the differences in curricular emphasis.

In second and tnird grades, CSMP students were a little_ better in addition and
multiplication, and a little worse in subtraction, especially when It required
borrowing.

(st
In fourth grade sharper differenceS became apparent. There were ro differences
between the two groups on addition and subtraction questions, nor on one-digit
multiplication and diviSion questions (i.e., basic facts). But CSMP udents did
significantly worse than Non=CSMP students on multiplication and division
questions containing multi-digit numbers and requiring an algorithm

ThiS difference persisted in fifth grade, though it was a smaller difference and
counter balanced by better CSMP performance on items involving column additiork
and decimals.

By sixth grade the difference between the two groups' performance was very
small, never more than 5 percentage points on any item. But CSMP students
were still better in addition, worse, in division, and once again worse In
subtraction.
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Thete findings are °consistent with the differentet between the,CS P curriculum
' and what is in most standard matherhatics text li-cit)k-s. The multi-digit algorithmsfor. mUltiplication and division are Introduced:Tafel-in CSMP,. are 'not taken to the"final" eff lent form that most students ,arially learn, and are practiced lessoften.

Mott teachers recognized CSMP's slower and later emphasis on these algorithmic
Skint and supplemented the program accordingly to remedy the problem.- The
amount of supplementation fected class pOrrinFnancedri_ceriputation tests. Infifth grade, for example, highpplementatiOn was_cine of a Aroup.of factorsassociated with higher scores in computationally oriented tests and with rower
scores on content emphasized by CSMP. The other factort were:

more teacher experience,
more homework assigned;
letS CSMP training, and
leSt playing math games.

This indicates that increasing supplementation and homework tended to produCe
more traditional student achievement, 1.e., higher in computation but lower in
other content.

Given the different patterns of achievement 'in computational skills, the results df

sition ofc the' test used; CSMP classes are at a disadvan=
any comparisons bwee CSMP and Non-CSMP classes are likely to 'depend
somewhat on the on-i
tage on tests mphasize algorithmic skills and de-emphasize other kinds of
computational skills.

The data with regard to differential computational skills at different ability levels
were inconsistent. Through fifth grade the results vis-a-vis CSMP versus
Non-CSMP-were similar regardless of student ability level. If anything, lower
ability CSMP students (those scoring in the lowest 'quartile on the covariate
reading test) dig better in this regard than did CSMP students at the higher
ability levels. At fourth grade-for example, scores at the low t ability levels
were the same, but at the highest ability level they favored N -CSMP. This
result Is shown in Figure 39, next page.

At sixth grade, however, the results were reversed; the lowest ability CSMP
students scored lower t,han corresponding Non=CSMP students, but there was no
difference at any of the other ability levels. This result, the only instance of
this phenomenon, is shown in Figure 40.
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Other Standardized Test fieiults

Extended Pilot Tests. In second and third grades of the Extended Pilot TeStt,
stancrdized tests were administered by individual participating diStrictt. The
computation portion Of these tests were reported _in the previous tectiOn. Table28 summarizes the re ltt from the other mathematics tests In these batteries.

Table 20
SUmmary of Standardized Math Scores (Other than COMpdtation)

from Extended Pflot-Tests

Gttide Tbt Number of Classes Adjusted, MeAhd Sigif_ In
CSMP Non-CSMP CSMP Nbri-CSMP at .05 Favor of

2 CTBS, Conc & App
CTBS, Conc fi App
Stan -Ach Test, C fi A
Coop Prim TeSt1

15

6

6

6

3 CTBS, Conc s App 15
Coop Prim Testi 6

13 18.31

6 18.1
6 43.5

e

6 36.2.

13 31.2
12 42.3

18.2 N CSMP
17.5 N CSMP
47.72 N Non-CSMP
35.7 N CSMP

33.8 Y Non-CSMP
-41.8 N CSMP

1 Total Math Score since this .test does not have separately scored tests.
2 Percentile Ranks

,

Four of the six comparisons favored CSMP, though the only significant diffeience
was a third_ -ade comparison w-rich favored Non-CSMP clasSet. It should be
noted that -this significant Jesuit was derived from scores on the CTBS, the
regularly_administered standardized test for Non=CSMP classes but unfamiliar to
the CSMP classes.



Locally Several districts initiated their own comparison studies
FirtWeen CSM and Non-CSMP classes; Some of these are reported in the
previous section on computation scores. Those dealing with standardized mathe-
matics tests other than computation are reported in Table 29.

bidtridt Grade

5 2

4 2

3

-172 2

17 3

17 4

Table 29
Summary of LoctillIy Initiated Standardized

Test SCores, Other than Computation

Teat

CAT-Conc 4 App

CAT-Total Math

CAT -Cone i App

CTBS-Conc 4 App

CTBS-Conc
CTBS-App

10
CTBS-Cone
CTBS-App

CAT-Total Math

8 4 ITBS -Cone
ITBS -Prob

SRA -Cbnc
SRA -Prob

8 ITBS-Conc
ITBS -Prob.

SRA-Conc
SITA-Prob

12 6 ITBS-Cone
ITBS-Problems

12 7

16 6

IT9517Conc

ITBS-4.rob

CAT - 'total Math

Comparison

17 CSMP classes versus same teachers'
previous Non-CSMP lasses

10 CSMP versus TO Non-CSMP clasbet

100 CSMP and Non-CSMP students
sampled from 6 selatials

6 CSMP classes versus same teachers'
previous Non-CSMP

Same as above

Same as above

14 CSMP versus 13 Non-CSMP cIssies

16;17 CSMP and Nbri-CSMP students
sampled from 2 schools

same as above

20-24 CSMP a Non-CSMP students
sampled from 2 schools

same as above

5 year longitudinal study of
70 CSMP versus 90 Non -CSMP students

same as abb40

2 CSMP Verrill*

..;/

3 Non-CSMP classes

1 Mean scaled score across cl
an approximately equal decline occurred in Reading..

2 Adjusted mean raw score across cl
3 Gain; from previous year, in mean student scale scores.

Adiusted mean scaled score across CI
5 Mean scaled score across cl
6 Average mean percent correct across items.

7 Mean grade equivalent
. 8 Mean raw score across

scores across' students.
students; mean _I@ scores 11e.0, 110.5

mean Reading scores 56.3; 53.8

Mean Score
CSMP Non-CSMP

323 3321

49 512

48 393

250 2404

383 3664
351 357

416 3864

386 363

389 385

76 726
76 62

84 836

88 96

78 746

80 79

83 786

80 76

7.8 7.72

7.5 7.4

9.2 8;97
e.7 8.5

57.4 57.48

Out of twelve comparisons (defining a comparison as one grade level] at one
district), eight favored CSMP and-three favored Non-CSMP, though the differende

most comparisons was quite small and in only one compallson (District 17_,
grade 4, in favor of CSMP) was there a large_ difference. ,Furthernore, there
were no graoe distinctions, nor were there much different findings with
regard to Concepts versusProblems (or Applications).
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Summary
r

There have been no leSt than 55 studZ involving 32 school districts, comparingthe performance of CSMP and Non-C P students on standardlzed_teStS. Theresults could hardly be more even: 32 studies favored CSMP and 23 favoredNon-CSMP; Large differences were found in only eight studies, -four in favor ofCSMP and four in favor of Non-CSMP; For the most part, findingt were similar.-
in each of the uSual Subdivisions: computation, concepts and aplilications, and ateach level of student or class ability.

fi

In spite of these findingS, most CSMP teachers consider the program to be deficient inproviding sufficient practice in computational skills, particularly rapid recallof basic facts (lower grades) and proficiency with'multi-didit algorithms (uppergrades); Inadequate rapid recall, if it does exist with CSMP students, does notaffect their performance on Standardized tests through third grade;

Ho Weyer, proficiency in multi-=digit algorithms is lower for CSMP students and _does effect standarUized test performance in gales 4 -6. CSMP students do notdo as well on items requiring multi=digit algorithms but this is sometimesbalanced by better performance on other' kinds of computation 'items such asthose using fractions and decimals.

Most teachers do supplement CSMP with computation practice and in this aymay remediate-The perceived deficiency. There is some evidence that increased
supplementation improves computation scores. For' many teachers this supplemen-tation is done a few minutes- each day, or sent home as homework, and is
therefore fairly unobtrusive. -

'Just as the differences in computation, =an area in Which CSMP students might_be
expected to do poorly, were small and easily remediable, so too the differences
on the Standardized problem solving tests, where CSMP Students might be
expected to do better, were also small; But "problem solving!! on standardized
tests usually means solving one-step word_ problems with Significant computation
and reaciingi requirements, so the results are unsurprising. On the MANS word
problem tests, however, where comput tion and reading requirements were keptlow, CSMP studentt had a small but onsistent and significant advantage.

On the basis of standardized testing alone, CSMP doesn't seem to make muchdifference one way or the other. If that is the single criterion for making acurriculum decision, then CSMP must be rejected because of its cost and teacher
training requirement. Of course in the ease of CSMP there is a great deal ofother evidence which demonttrates rather persuavely that teachers like the
program and that students do better in many areas of problem solving. Onewonders, however, how many other innovative curricula: national and local, did
not have the resources to perform the kind of research and evaluation that wasdone on CSMP, and were scuttled because they didn't get the necessary gains or-standardized tests;
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VII. OTHER FINDINGS

Entering CSMP

Rapid Implementation Model

In two districts where CSMP was implemented in a singled at grades K-5 at
the same time, the MANS tesis, were administered to all second, third and'. fourth
graders,on three occasions: Sh year before startup, at the end of the firSt
implementation year, and at 'the' end of -the second implementation year (Fifth
grade tests were not available the year before start up.) One school was in
District 17,a large urban distrIcW.and had six classes per grade level. The other
school was In a relatively affluent neighborhood of District 23, a suburban dis-
trict, with three classes. per grade.

The results were similar in both districts. In second_grade, there was a large
gain in adjusted MAS scores after one year of CSMP and an additional small
gain after the second year. This finding Is illustrated In Figure 41, which shows
these districts' scores in Year 0 (circled dots), Year 1 (squares) and Year 2
(circled x's). These data have been superimposed on the graph of district means
from, the Extended Pilot Test (which are represented by regular x's and dots).

Total MANS

Reading

Fig. .&.L D'strict 17 and Di trict 23 Second Grade Means
= year prece ing CSMP; MI = 1 year of CSMP; 2 years CSMP

(X; i = CSMP; Non- SMP district means from Extended Pilot Tests)

In third and fourth grades, sizeable gains were made after each of the first and
second years tnough again mostof the eventual gain occurred after one year's
experience with CSMP. Table 30 summarizes the adjusted means.

Tab.1 30

Adjusted Means, Grades 2-4
Rapid Implementation Model

Year 0 Year 1 Year 2

Second Grade: :District 17 38;5 ,(42.5 44;2
District 23 57;1 , 65; 9 68;4

Third Grade: District 17 45;5 49;4 53;3
District 23 86.1 95;5 NA

Fourth Grade District 171 48.8 60.9 64.9

DiStriCt 231 123.4 141.7 150.4'

1 The t.st used in fourth grade "differed from district to dish ict.
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Tne findings indieete that it is possible for schools to begin using CSMP right
away In grades 2-4, rather than having to start at KO and advance one grade
level each year, which Is the normal implementation strategy. When successful
irnplementations of this kind have taken Colace, they have been overseen by a
strong coordinator with authority and commitment. In DistriCts 17 arid 23, It was
probably a strong teaching staff and able students, District 17, and training
personnel with year-longi full time position in the school; District 23, that
allowed the model to run successfully;

entering Students

In the usual method of analysis of Extended Pilot Test data,. students who entered
class during the course of the year - both CSMP and Non-CSMP - were excluded
from the analysis In fifth- grade, a separate analysis was made for these "late"
students. A separate analysis was also done for students who transferred into
class at the beginning of the school year ("new" students)., These students had no
CSMP experiende in I<=4, but then Joined an experienced CSMP class in the fail
of fifth grade;

There were 55 and 24 "new" CSMP and Non-CSMP students respectively and 31
and 25 'llate" students (an average of exactly one late student per class); Mean
scores on the.cOvariate Vocabulary test and on the MANS tests were cal lated
for each group.' MANS performance is plotted against Reading for each f these
groups on the graph (next page); This data has been superimposed on he original
graph showing performance of all other CSMP and Non-CSMP students when
grouped into quartiles by reading score (shown earlier); Cirdled entries are for
new students and boxed entries are for late students;

Total MANS

Fig. 42. "New" and "Late. fifth grade students'
superimposed on graph of regular Iteents' scores
(Circled entries = New Students: (X) = CSMP; = Non -CSMP)

(Boxed entries = Late Students: 'N = CSMP; Non-CSMg)

Reading

MANS score

New students, both CSMP and Non-CSMP, scored slightly lower on the MANS
scores than students generally, i.e., the circled entries were slightly,-,below the
correspcsnding line segment. 'Late students, however, scored quite a,-bit lower
than students generally, i.e., the boxed entries are well below the line segments,
and this finding also applies . to both CSMP and Noth-CSMP students; Intet:est-
inglyi the .CSMP advantage in the generai population is preserved In each of these
special groups;
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In comparison to other CSMP students, new CSmF-' students has lower MANS
, scores, by about 10%, on items dealing with fractions and probability. Late

students had lower scores In almost all areas, but especially In items tealing with
mental_ arithmetic and the production of multiple answers where their scores were
about 20% lower.

A situation half way between whole classes starting the program and Individual
students joining an intact CSMP class occurred in District 16. In one school, two
secondgrade classes studied CSMP and the other two classes did not. The
following year all these students studied CSMP as:,third graders. Classes were
thoroughly mixed so that about half of each class' had studied CSMP In first and
second grade while the other half had no previous CSMP experience.
1:4At the end of third rage the MANS-Tests were administered to all students.
Scores were adjusted for differences on the previous year'S California Achieve-
ment Test. These adjusted means are shown In Table 31, together with adjusted
tveans from classes of roughly comparable ability who had been tested previously
during the Extended Pilot Test.

District 16

Table 31
Comparison of New and Experienced

ThirCtGrade CSMP Students in District 16

Other comparable classes
duringExtended Pilot Tests

Adjusted Total MANS
CSMP Non-CSMP

96.0 92.9 (CSMP only in third grade)

93;1 85;6

CSMP students in the Extended Pilot Test outscored Non-CSMP students by about
seven and one-half items. In District 16, experienced. CSMP students outscored
inexperienced CSMP 'students by about three items; One can infer from this data
that, under these circumstances, third grade CSMP Wale produces about half as
large an incremental --MANS effect as the grades 1-3 portion of, the pr gram does.
This finding is in agreement with findings for Districts 17 and 23 who ed the
Rapid Implementation Model..
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Leaving CSMP

E5mP Graduates

Not enough time has elapsed to gather much data on CSMP "graduates."
However, in three districts (Districts 2, 12 and 18), seventh grade mather
teachers were asked mid -way through the school year to rate each of the
studepts using a 4-item, 5-point ratina scale. Classes were always mixed
containing some ex-CSMP students and some ex-Non-CSMP students. In
district there were between 36 and,48 ex-CSMP students who had attend(
elementary school, and between 74 arid 210 ex-Non-CSMP student's who ft
attended 2-4 elementary schools.

Teachers were asked to rate students an each of four characteristics:

Participation in class: high quality and frequent participation, lit
attends well, volunteers responses.

Motivation: strong'interest, works independently, interested in "wh
new ideas.

Creativity and problem solving: reasoning and.logic skills, tries ne
methods or several met:Hods to solve a problem.

Practical applications: knows conventional terms and symbols, can
and interpret, translates new problems into familiar forms.

Average ratings at each district were calculated for each item, and a tot
was c culated from the sum of the four items. Total scot/es in the thre,
districts, for CSMP and Non-CSMP respectively, were:

District 2: adjusted means:. 12.8 versus 12.8
District 12: adjusted means: 12.8 versus 11.3 (p < .20)
District 18: unadjusted means: 12.9 versus 10.8 (p < .05)

There were virtually no differences among the four rating items. In DiSt
CSMP and Non-CSMP scores were virtually ,Idehtical on each item in DISI
each item produced a slight difference in favor of CSMP; and in District
was about .a half-point difference in favor of CSMP on each item.

In District 112, math grades were compared for seventh grade.le'x.,CSMP an
ex -Non -CSMP students, using Analysis of Covariance, with Verbal section
Cognitive 'Abilities Test as a covariate. The adjusted mean grades using
B = 4, etc.) were always in favor of CSMP and are shown below for the
second and third quarters respectively.

3.9 versus 3.6
3.8 versus 3.5
3.7 versus 3.5

These differentes were significant at .05, .02 and .10 respectively on the
of Covariance.



,
Students in District 12

;
were then divided id equal sized 'groups according toCognitive Ability_ Test scores. The mean CAT scores for the four groLps wasabout 90, 105, 115 and 125, illUstrating the fact that this district was populatedby students of fairly high ability. For each group, mean math grade and meanteacher rating were also calculated. Figure 43 shows the resulting means.

Rating by. Te4cher

Cognitive Ability
Verbal Test

Mathematics Grade

cognitive Ability
Verbal Test

Fig. 43. District 12 Seventh Grade Student tvtans
Men grouped by cognitive Abi I ity Verbal Score
(X = Ex==als/P Students, = Ex-1bn-GS!' Studentsi

The graphs show the relatively clear advantage for CSMP students in math gradesand the small advantage In teacher ratings. The graphs alSo show that these
advantages are to be found mostly at the upper ability levels; at the lowestability level there are virtually no differences In teacher ratings and a smallCSMP advantage in math grades.

It should be noted that in all three diStriots, seventh graders studied the regulardistrict seventh grade mathematics curriculum; no special arrangements weremade to take into account the special strengths of CSMP students. Thus
'

theresults repfesent In a sense, the "worst case scenario". As districtS start to useCSMP district wide, It will be to their advantage to alter their seventh grade
curriculum accordingly, in which case the long range benefits of CSMP should bemore strongly apparent.

Leaving CSMP After Third Grade 1

In District 21, a study of classes who stopped CSMP at third grade was carriedout. The district decided not to begin implementation oft h." CSMP curriculum Ingrades 4-6, so In fourth grade these classes returned to a more traditional
mathematics program from one of the standard textbooks.

At the end of fourth grade, the MANS Tests were administered to these ex-CSMPstudents, who constituted seven classes in two schools, and to seven classes ofsimilar ability from two adjacent schools who had never studied CSMP.

Mean scores on the MANS Tests were calculated across eic;CSMP classes andacross ex-Non-CSMP classes. These mean scores are shoWh in Figure 44,
superimposed on the graph of district means_ generated frOM the earlier ExtendedPilot Test of fourth grade. The circled entries represent the scores for District21.
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Fig. 44. Fourth Grade Class !Nit ans, District 21,
Irrposed on EPT district means
= District 21 - CENP [K -3] + traditional [4th grade])
= District 21 - traditional (K-4))

The graph shows that the ex-CSMP classes had higher MANS scores than the
ex-Non-CSMP classes; This difference was significant at J:15 on the ANCOVA of
class means, though the differences in covairlate scores between the two groups
was larger than desirable for that kind of ,analysis:

When graies of class means (seven ex-CSMP, seven ex-Noo-CSMP) were ex=
amined, three. ex -CSMP classes had very high MANS scores relative to ability; the
other four ex- MP classes had MANS scores similar to ex- Non -CSMP classes.
The three high scoring classes were not from the same school and the degree to
which their to ers "followed-up" on students' CSMP background is not known.

The largest differences In favor of ,ex-CSMP students Were found in two cate-
gories: Number Representailons, and Rtlationships and Number Pattern For this
latter category, even though the difference was large and significant at .01i it
was much smaller than the differences found during the Extended Pilot Test.

C°-This study is another indication of some residual effects from CSMP after a year
away from the curriculum. It also indicates that the MANS effects may not be
long lasting if used only In the primary grades without specific follow-up.
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Differences According to Sex_o_f_Student

Nine studies were conducted comparing boys! and girls' performance an the MANSTests. For each study an effect size was calculated by dividing the boy=girl Wt.=
ference in mean scores by the pooled standard deviation; This was done separ---ately for CSMP and Non=CSMP stucnts.

There were two studies at each grade level except third grade (three studies) andsixth grade (one study); Usually, one study at each grade level was based on alldata from the Extended Pilot TeSt at that grade and the other was based on oneor two years of Use of the revised MANS in Joint Research Studies. There werean average of about 1100 students per study; I.e.
'

an average of about 275 CSMP
boys, CSMP girls, Non=-CSMP boyS and Non-CSMP girls;

Table 32 summarizes the data by MANS category and grade level; The effettsizes given In the table are averages across studies,, with different studies
weighted according to the number of participating students;

Table 32
_Average Effect_SirIG Boys versus Girls

(First entry COIF. second entry Non-CSMP)

Category 2 3 4 5 6 _verege

Computation -14 _ -07 -07 -19 -09 -11 _

-18 -18 -01 -12 -05 -II

estikation 12

18

23 __
15

25
36

08
27

35
35

21

26

IMenraI Arithmetic 18 21 27 10 41 23
21 17 42 23 32 27

Number Represents 14 26 15 14 __ 23 18
20' 10 17 11 03 12

Relationships a Parts 07 17 14 19 12
14 07 13 14 26 15

Nord Problems 05 23 20 15 29 18
OS 09 26 26 24 18

elucidation of -07 -11 _ -115 -16 -05 *11
Multiple Answers -06 -19 -06 -06 -02 -08

Total HAMS 06 16 17 09 15 13

Girls had higher scores than boys at every grade level, in both CSMP and
Non-CSMP groups in twb categories: Computation and Elucidation of Multiple
Responses. The difference averaged about 1/10 of ,a standard deviation in both
categories (less at sixth grade) with CSMP girls having a larger advantage than
Non-CSMP girls in grades 4=6.

Boys had higher scores than girls at every grade level, in both CSMP and
Non-CSMP groups, in the other five categories. The difference averaged between
0.1 and 0.2 standard deviations in three categories: Number Representations,
Relationships and Number ,Patterns, and Word Problems. The difference averaged
about 1/4 of a standard deviation (slightly less for CSMP students) in two
categories: Estimation and Mental Arithmetic. These differences favoring boys 4'
tended to be largest in fourth and sixth grades.
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If one assumes a normal distribution of scores-for both boys and girls; effect size
can be illustrated in Figure 45 below.

Fig; 45. Hypothetical normal distributions; MNS scores,
(O; = mean N4NS score for boys and girls respectively)

The effect size determines the separation of b and_ the means for boys and
girls respectively. In Mental Arithmetic and rstIrriMoni the effect size was .25
(1/4 standard deviation); mewling that b corresponds to the 55th percentile rank
on the combined distribution while 2 corresponds to the 45th percentile rank.

Furthermore; an effect size of .25 may result in a disproportionate number of
boys in the tall of the distribution; i.e.; above the 95th percentile (the portion to
the right of the dotted line-in the above figure). Under the assumption of
normal distributions for boys and girls; boys would outnumber girls by nearly _2 to
1 in the top 5% of the combined distribution. This hypothetis was checked for
the Estimation category In fourth grade. For_CSMP .students the effect size was
.25 and ,about 3/5 of the students in the top 5% were boys. For Non=-CSmP
students; the effect size was .36 and about 4/5 of the students in the top 5%
were boys. Thus; to the ex t that the skills or abilities tested_ in mental
Arithmetic and Estimation armportant components of mathematical thinking;
girls as agroup may be'somewhat disadvantaged and under- represented In the top
group of mathematiCal thinkers.'' Furthermore; this deficit is measurable as early
as second grade.



Student Attitudes

In the fourth and fifth grade Extended Pilot Tettti Students were asked to
je complete a series of attitudinal items borrowed from the National Assessment of

Educational Progress (NAEP), as part of the MANS testing.

In fourth grade, there were three groups Of Items, none of which produced'
Significant differences between CSMP and Non=CSMP atudentS:

9

Attitude Toward School Subjects (6 ItemS)

e.g. Science: Like In Between

Self Coneept and Math (5 items)

e.g. I usually enderstand what we are talking about in mathematicS

CiO not like

True 'about me Sometimes true about me Not true about me

Attitude Towarct Math Activities (6 items)

e.g. Playing mathematical games:

I like it a lot I like it a, little , I don't like it

No single item produced a difference larger ihan 6 percentage points between the
two groups, and responses were very close to those obtained from NAEP's
national sample..

In fifth grade, ,there were sev groups of items, two of which produced signifi-
cant differences between CSMP and--Non=CSMP classes.

1; Math versus other subjects. This scale was scored by calculating the dif-
ference between the math "score" and the other subjects "score_" (using items like
the example given above under Attitude Toward SchObl SUbkctS). Non-CSMP
classes had significantly higher scores on this scale. Percentage of responses are
shown in Table 33; For comparison purposes, the resultt from fourth grade are
also shown;

Table 33
Percentage Responses for

Attitude Toward School Subjects
(First entry = CSMFi second entry 'a Non=CSMP)

Like In Between CO Not Like

Fourth Grade: Math 58 57 29 30 12 12
Other Subjects1 50 53 48 45 11 12

Fifth Grade: Math 51 58, 33 28 16 14
Other Subjects1 51 44 35 40 13 16

1 Average of responses for
spelling

science, social studies, reading and

:7,
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Table 33 shows that there was very little difference In fourth grade between
CSMP and Non-CSMP responses. From fourth to fifth grade, however, there
were two changes. First, fifth grade Non-CSMP students liked math as well-as
fourth graders had liked it but liked other subjects less; this is a difficult result
to explain. Second, CSMP fifth grader's liked math less but stayed the same in
other subjects. This finding Is in contrast to teacher opinions about student
involvement and enthusiasm In which CSMP, compared to Orevlous math cur-
riculum, was rated at over 4.0 on a 5 point scale In each of grades 4-6 (and at
least 1/2 point higher than Non-CSMP teachers rated their curriculum);

2. Math Is open. CSMP classes had significantly higher scores on this 3-item
scale, an example of which is given below.

Being good at pretending helps people In math:

Always true Usually true Not usually true Never true

Five other wales, containIng frofn 2 to 5 items, produced no significant dif-
ferences betwAen the twolgroups: Self concept -in mathematics, value of the
spiral appraoch, value of estimation, math Is closed, and math is mainly calcu-
lation.
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Tests of spprIfic_C,SMP Content

In ek:Fh of _grades 1-3, 'tests of specific CSMP content were adminittered to CSMP
ttUotehtt. The tests were constructed to model. the kinds of-prObleMt that were
assitned to CSMP students In workbooks and wcirksheets. PriMarily these- tests
were intended to assess how well:, students understood and -Mild use the CSMP
repretentatidhal languages (minicomputer, arrow diagrams, and string pictures).
This ketting was discontinued after third grade 'because of the difficulty in
interpreting the data, since there are no behavioral obctiVet or 'ttandardt
CSMP't spiral ourriculumi and since facility in these languages IS not an end in
itself !but a A(ehldle for mathematical thinking...

The tests were adMinistered as workbook problems to groups of 10=12 ttudentt.
fri format and in administration the task was always very similar to what
students:_ were. used to doing in math class, i.e., a very nor =test like situation. .

The total nUmber of students tested was about 300, 600 and 100 students In grades
1, 2, and 3 respectively.

Sarno le IteMs from each grade are given below for each Of -the CSMP languageSi,
together With percentage- of students getting the problem ctRrteOt.-

Arrow Dia9kams

First Grade.
(a)

Average perceht of dots labelled correctly = 67.

(b)
+2.

Average percent of dots labelled correctly = 55.

About 25% of the studentt did not knoW how. to do these questions.



Second Grade=

Average percent of dots labelled 'Correctly = 74147

Average percent of Rtudents with complete solUtion 56

(b) BUild a toad from 1 to 8 With +3 and +2 arrows;

Average percent with a correct road = 58.

(C)

Average percent of dots labelled correctly = 77
Average percent of students with complete solution = 52

(d)

Average perbent of dots labelled correctly = 74
Percent of students able to label return arrow correctly = 47

In addition to being able to do harder Items in second grade; the percentages
correct increased; especially among low ability studehts; For the lowest ability
group (percentile rank <20;, on Reading or IQ test); the average percent correct
was 49;
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Third eir:ade;
(a) Item (d) above

Average percent of..dOtt labelled correctly = 86
Percent of students labelling return arrow correctly = 71

(b)

,Average percent of dots labelled correctly = 61

(c) Circle the smallest number

Percenty.,6orrect = 41

From second to third grade there was again substantial Improvement, as in (a)iand some genuinely hard problems are asked, as in (b) and (c).

Minicomputer

First Grade.
- f u ,k

la) :Show 2 and 3-digit numbers on the minicomputer: approx 70% correct

(b) Read 2 and 3-digit numbers from the minicomputer: ,65% 'correct
9

(c) Use minicomputer, to add 2-digit numbers: 45%

(cf) Use.minicomputer to multiply 2X or 3X 2=digit numbers: 30%

(6) Use minicomputer to subtract 2-digit numbers: 25%

About 25% of the students could not do any of the minicomputer questions
and about 50% of the students could not use the minicomputer for any kind cf
computing.
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Second Grade
MI) Snow 2 and 3-digit numbers on the minicomputer: 76%

(b) Read 2 and 3-digitnumbers from the 'minicomputer: 65%

(c) Show numbers on the Minicompriter (e.g. bi 14, i24, 60) With
exactly three checkers: 63%

(d) Read numbers shown In non-standard form (e.g. more than one
checker per square); ones board only : 72%

The lowest ability group (percentile rank <20 on Reading or 1t5) test) averaged 5

about 46% correct on these items.

Third.Crade.

41111

(a) Show 2 and 3-digit, numbers on the minicomput4j: 81%

(b) Read decimal numbers from "the minicomputer. 4'40%

(c) Show decimal numbers on the minicomputer. 1516".

(d) Adding negative dheckers to a display to shoW a ctirlain
number on the minicomputer: 50%

String Pictures

First Grade. 'Draw a dot in the picture to show where the red square-goes

Percent correct = 39

Second Grade; Draw and label dots for 2; 3, 7i 10.

4-7s
r
J

Ave :aye percent correct = 64.
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Third Grade. DraW and label dots fof ...(16 numbers given)

yo' '14 /71./

O
Average percent correct = 42.

At the end of first grade, substantial numbers of students (at least 25%) wereunable to answer very straightforward questions about the minicomputer; arrowdiagrams and string pictures; By the end of second grade, with harder questions,even the Lowest ability students were able to get about half the items correct.By third gradei students were engaged In complicated problems whIch'rtqUIred realfacility With 'the languages; about .half of the third grade ?s were successful onthate more difficult problems:#
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Anelysis_orA3esultil by_NumberLype

In order to analyze the pe1rformance-of CSMP versus Non-CSMP students with respecttto type of ;lumber, items dealing with--fr t ions and items defiling with decimals
were analyzed separately. Table 34. Mii; percent correct (adjusted for reading 1:.7" ,
or vocabulary) for fractions,' de.Cimals and other MANS 'item&

Table 34
Percent Correct, Fraction and Decimal Items

Fourth Grade
Fractions=

All other ''IvizNS item

Fifth Grade
Fr ons
Dec irria I s

All other Ivft\IS I terrs

Six Grade
Fractions
Decimals

All other Fs-4:4S item

Ntn-ber
of I ter&

15 57 47
234 58 51

64 63 59
29 71 57

221 62 57

57 73 70
31 71 61

336 67 61

On fraction items, Q$MP .students had a large advantage in fourth grade (larger
than MANS lterris overall) End a small advantage in '.fifth and sixth grades
(smaller than MANS items overall);

On decimal items, CSMP students had much higher scores than Non-CSMP students in.
both fifth and sixth grades (larger than MANS items overall).

Figure 4& shows results for fraction items.analyzeci by ability le el of student,
as measured by reading or vocabulary (and .dividiry students oups according
to published norms).

S-6

4

Fr act ion Items

Reading

Prac t. ion "I testie

-/

Vocabulary

Figure 46. Pet::ent correct, Fraction Item, &xtended Pilot'Test
'Fifth grade (left hand graph) and Sixth grade (right)
(x = CS\-/P Students, e = Ntn=CS-P Students)
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In fifth grade, the CSMP advantage was due mostly to tt Superior performance(convared to Non=CSMP) of low ability students, while in sixth grade It was dueto the superior performance orb1a ability students. In both years, the gapbetween CSMP and Non-CSMP performance was smaller than it was for all MANS items
combined (compere with Figures 23 and 24).

Figure 47 shows similar results for decimal items.

Decimal Items

Reading

Decimal Items

_

Vocabulary

Figure 47. Percent Correct, Decimal Items, Extended Pilot Test
Fifth.grade (left hand graph) and Sixth grade (r14)t)
(X = CSvP Students, = Nn-CSW Students)

These results are more consistent and the CSMP - Non-CSMP gaps are largerthan they are for all MANS items combined.
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VIII. SUMMARY
,

On 'Fobruary 6 and. 7; the CSMP Evaluation Review panel_ met in St. Louis. _Thi:
the only Meeting this group held; its charge was to "review the Implications

of the CSMP evaluation data for mathematics education and to make teCbill-
rrieridatItirig baSed on these Implications." The members of the= panel at _listed
below; their repot t begins on the next page; wild continues through page 62.
After that there. IS a brief discussion of the results;

CSMP Evaluation Review Panel_

Theresa Denman,
Mathematics Supervisor, Grades K-5,
Detroit Public Schools

Robert. Dilworth,
Pi'ofeSsbr of Mathematics,
California Institute of Technology

Edward Esty,
Senior Associate; Office of Educational Research and improvement;
Department of Education

Shirley Hill;
Professor of Education,
University of Missouri at Kansas City

t
Ernest House;
Professor;- Center for Instructional Research and Iat 4

An

ry

University of Illinois

Stanley Smith;
Coordinator; Office of Mathematics K-12,
Baltimore County Public Schools

Jane Swaffordi
Dean of Graduate Studies,
Northern Michigan University

Marie Vitale;
Acting Director_ of Secondary Education;
Ann Arbor Public Schools
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1g I At
cPnclusions and Recommendations © -f -The Eva luWon Review Panel
-;t 41;:i

Overview

The CoMprehensive School Mathematics Program (CSMP) is a dramatic curricular
innovation In elementary school mathematics; During its development; conscious
decisions were made about how mathematics should be taught. The most
important of these were the following:

Mathematically _important ideas should be introduced to children early and
often, in ways that are appropriate to their Interests and level of
Sophistication; The concepts (but not the tirminology) of set; relation
and function should have pre-eminent place In the curriculum. Certain
content areas, such as probability;_combinatOrics; and geometry should be
introduced into the curriculum in a practical; integrated manner.

The development of rich problem solving activities should have a
prominent place In the curriculum. These activities' should generate
topics; guide the sequencing of content; and provide the vehicle for the
development of computation skills;.

The curriculum should be organized into a spiral, form which would
combine brief exposures to a topic (separated by several days before Vie
topic appears again) with a thorough integration of topics from day to
day;

Whole group lessons stitUld occupy a_larger and more important role in
mathematics class and teabhert ShOUld be prOvided with highly detailed
lesson plans which lay out both the Content and pedagogical _development
of lessons; Furthermore, training in bOttt Vie content and pedagogy of
the_orogram should be made available to teachers.

,
These beliefs about the teaching of mathematics were translated with remarkable
Integrity into the eventual curriculum_ materials. CSMP is a model of one very
distinctive way mathematics_:of teaching mathematics_: is one of the few that can be
studied in detail by mathematics edUcation researchers and teachers; Its
implementation and eValuation in SchoOls is, in a sense, an experimental test of
these distinctive featutet.

Immediate gaint in Student learning of the kind emphasized in CSMP; particularly
problem solving, should not be expected and are unrealistic; Some of CSMP's
most important effects will be subtle and diffuse; for example; residual effects on
teachert beyond the formal implementation of CSMP; the appearance in textbooks
of the CSMP pedagogical techniques; problems and languages; and the use of
CSMP as valuable tool In methods and content courses offered for pre-service
training. promote these ideas, publishers and authors of mathematics texts
Should be ncouraged to incorporate ideas and problems from the*CSMP curriculum
and teacher- training institutions should be' Made--aware, of the program and its ;

special characteristics for preparing ,teachers iri mathematics.
,..-
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CSMP's Effects on 'Students

1; The most important conclusion is that CSMP does teach problem solving
skills' better than the standard textbook curricula; It . cannot be determined
whether this result is due to the special CSMP "languages" (arrows,
strings and Minicomputer), b) the CSMP content and curricular organization,
including especially its spiral approach, or c) the classroom methods espoused
in the teacher training and prescribed in. the Teacher's Guides; Neverthe-
less, this finding is a demonstration that 'problem solving skills can be taught
successfully by immersing students in a mathematiCally rich environment of
problems and activities instead of requiring them, to learn the different
strategies in a highly organized, almost algorithmic, form;

2; The original CSMP belief that merely doing -computations as part of the
*problem activities will develop computational skills as well as the traditibrfal

program does is not Justified by test. data. CSMP students fall somewhat .

behind their peerl-Tparticularly In the upper grades with the MUltipliCatior31
and division algorithms, -unless teachers supplement the program with .4,:f ".

corrputation practice. However, mode tt supplementation of CSMP haS'teen
shdwn to eliminate thit-difltrence. Tills supplementation can be dcirie .

unobtrusively without detracting from 11-4 strengths of the prograrniit*V1
it does, add somewhat to the length of time normally allocated 14)A-rattle=
matics. This finding Indicates that regular practice in computatioyf
necessary for the development; of computation skills but such practi*Aeig.i...:
not be in the form of long repetitive blocks of drill work.

'

3. The CSMP belief that emphasizing problems In a group setting andjjosig .

problems directly In the _CSMP languages will- develop adequatéflis lit word
problems is justified_ by test data. .Furthermore, CSMP ttUdents:are better
able to solve more complex, multi-ste0 word problems, particularly those
requiring inverse _operations. This finding indicates that the ability to do
one-step, com_putationallyEorientedl_ word problems of the type emphasized in
standardized tests, (an objective of dubious value) need not require the heavy
emphasis on practicing these problems that exists I many .Clattrooms.

.

,

4. There are two ways in which The evaluation results, particularly in the
upper grades, probably underestimate the 'CSMP effects on students. First,
these results are% based on usage of experimental materials by teachets who
had CSMP experience. CSMP student effects should be appreciatively
larger hen more experienced teachers-use the' revised program.

SecoK',C- SMP students probably know more mathematics than the evaluation
4,4 results indicate. These results were bate'don process oriented tests In which

specific CSMP terminology and content were consciously avolderio in order to
be fair to Non-CSMP students; Thus; tests in' the less traditional content
areas had to be very general, almost intuitive, and "non-technical". As
such,_ they produced somewhat mixed results, for example, higher scores for
CSMP students on tests of . probability and pre-algebra but occasionally lower
scores on geometry tests. However, it is to be expected that CSMP
students Will perform muchbetter than Non-CSMP studenton tests of
cogtent that is highly specific to CSMP, for example, the concepts of
randomness in probability, -and parallel projections in geometry.

There is a need fOr maditional evaluation of the program to investigate these
two considerations. :4
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5. CSMP has positive effects on students at all ability levels. Although the
magnitude of the gains is sometimes larger for higher ability students than
for lower ability _students, the general result refutes rneny educators' belief
*hat the teaching of mathematics to low ability students should concentrate
'almost exclusively on the basics, in a direct instructional moder.witO heavy
emphasis on rote, "how-to" methods of learning cckrnputiltional skills. The
CSMP 'experience has shown that these students benefit ftorn CSMP's spiral,
problem solving approach just as other students do; in particular, the pic-
torial languages of CSMP allow young students with limited verbal skills to
visualize mathematical concepts that would otherwise be inaccessible to
them.

=.;

The CSMP. feature which may be most widely appl is the spiral
organization of the curriculum. The CSMP ot0012 ion and scheduling of
topics is unusual In the degree to which concepts are "integrated across
different topics and repeated in short segments separated by several days.
The gap between- segments provides time for the material to "sink in"; later
segments provide a natural review of earlier segments (which is very
different from the massive review often required at -the end of an extended
period of study on a particular topic). CSMP teachers report that students
generally like this approach. Nevertheless, it raises questions concerning,
for exam , the mastery of concepts which are prerequisites in future
lessons; t need for reteaching concepts because of forgetting, the adequaCy
of the spi approach in maintaining skills, and the ability of the teacher to
deal with varying levels of understanding of a concept without recourse to
tests built into the curriculum. The overall effect. of CSMP's spiral cur-
riculum, in combination with CSMP's other distinctive characteristics, is
positive, but not enough is known about how the mechanics of the spiral
curriculum affect student learning at different points in time. Because
CSMP is unique in its use of this kind of spiral approach, research directed
towards its specific effects would be beneficial to the whole educational
community.

CSMP's Implementation

1. CSMP maintained the integrity of tS point of view throughout the develop-.

ment, sometimes at the cost of reduced marketability of the product. The
program costs more to adopt than a textbook, requires teacher training, and
needS a skilled and influential coordinator to explain its unique approach;
Nevertheless, It has been used successfully in a variety 'of cuntexts, ancP
districts have been able to matte local adaptations of the prograth .while still
retaining CSMP's distinctive and positive features; These adaptations should
be encouraged; they mold the program to fit local needs and increase
districts' sense of ownership of the program; Nowhere are adaptations more
apparent than in the area of teacher training; many districts, have been
forced to scale down the CSMP-recommended training effort and have shown

genuity in doing this successfully in many different ways. The fact that
cts have continued to use the CSMP materials, in spite of a drastic

curtailment in services available to them, supports the developers' decision
to maintain the distinctive features of the program.
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7
2. The role of the local coordfnat In implementing and managing the program

in school districts is vital to t e success pf CSMP; without a skilled and
influential person at the helm a solid Implementation of CSMP is almost
impossible. Increasingly, curriculum refbrm has come to be seen as locally
initiated and local districts are reluctant to Import whole programer directly.
CSMP's success In a district depends eventually on the acceptance by
district teachers ltd administrators of CSMP's "point of view" for example,
the spiral approach,_emphasis on whole class -instruction, and problem
situations. But prior to implementation, the coordinator needs to gain
consensus for the need to improve "'mathematics education in the district In
ways that are consistent with the CSMP approach. Thus, curricular reform
begins locally ; external programs may be ready and available for schools to
use, but they must be perceived as something needed by the district rather
than merely offered to the district.

3. The role of teacher training In the program_ it crucial. There is not enough
evidence available to directly trace thp ctt of training on student
Outcomes but the experience of lear. SMP and teaching it b' the
classroom will probably have a laS ct on teachers regardless of the
formal ,curriculum they uses? Both hematical knowledge of teachers
and their skill in teaching studen ink should be enhanced.

An Important part of learning tO teach, CSMP, perhaps the most IMportant
part, comes from the teachers' clay-td-_-day experiencet as they teach the
lessons. The highly prescriptive nature of the CS Ar-

7 "
erstGUideS are40very .unusual in the extent to, which they specify for StiotUbotll the

tequence of tasks and theLgoestioding techqlque out- th*Ctuidet,
and in teacher training workstbp, teachers are expected e, engage "In the
same kinds of problem tolving activities as their .students, will be encdunter-
Im. It Is IMportant to determine the extent to which teachers have ,

Improved the way they present lessons, ask questions, and deal with ttudent
responses in Non-CSMP contexts. If tpls. aspect of the Guides promotet
valuable and generalizable teaching skill% then similarly detailed model
lettonS may be an effective way of improving teaching generally.

Not ugh it known about the relatioriship between teacher tharacteristict-
and c -ucial aspects of the program. The objective teacher characteristicS
investi ated during the evaluation of the program, such as mathematics
backgr urid and teaching experience, appear td be relatively unimtvrtant to

gram's success In the classroom. Nevertheless, teacher success Is
un oubtedly .474ated to the teacher's attitudes toward the CSMP philosophy
and motiva for teaching it., For example, it seems likely thatthe way a
teacher goes about leading the class towards the solution of problems
affects the degree to whiObt tf students will adopt problem solvfhg attitudes
towards mathematic's. This itsue should be investigated and the'tesultt
disserranated to d&sdinators.
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Comments

1. The status quo of mathematics education makes curricular innovation almost
Impossible. Content and sequencing of topics have always been heavily
influenced by the very traditional, computationally oriented view of
mathematics held by many school administrators, principals_, and teachers.
Recent increased use of commercial standardized tests and state and locally

, mandated competency tests, together with public, dissemination of the results
of these tests, has narrowed the traditional focus further so that, to a large
extent, these tests effectively control the curriculum. (An example of the
effect of this influence is the decision by some CSMP teachers to teach the
traditional subtraction algprithm in second grade as usual; in spite of the,
fact that CSMP employs- a different algorithm and intentionally delays its
presentation until third grade. This decision naturally disrupts later learning.)

This accountability movement. has placed increased pressure on :teachers to
have students achieve these goals, even to the exclusion of other less well
measured goals such as problem solving, or less well understood content
such as probability. In the future, successful curricular innovations are
likely. to be limited to those which can provide advance proof of those
positive student effects which are valued by the public as represented by
school boards and administrators.

The CSMP curriculum is-compatible. with Somme recent trends' in -Mathematics
,and mathematiCs.education:

the_ call for increased prptgrn ourridtilym together with
continued poor performance,';IlitIOnally (indicated by ifebent data on
"non - routine" problems fro*Vthef National Assessment -frot.Educational
Progress), 3:

4the recommended increasein Magiii;atiCsyrequirements tor-high school
.f1, . ',:,,..:).::,....graduation, 1.ir

the recognized need to provide teachers with more mathernatics training,

the burgeoning use of computers in schoolst and

the increased intirst in discrete mathematics and ,algorithmic thinking in
mathematics.

CSMP's value will Increase as these trends continue;
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Discussion

It is_ very hard to be neutral about CSMP; and not many people are, including
teacherS. Even the strongest critics must admit that CSMP Students are better
than Non-CSMP students in some kinds of mathematical thinking, regardleSt of any
possible Shortcomings in computational skills; And even the strongest proponents
must apmit that CSMP is hard to implement; It is worth considering what aspepts,-,4=
of the program are most important in producing student learning (and shbuld be
saved and exported) and what aspects of the program make it hard to Implement
(and Should be eliminated)"; To the extent that the answers to these questions
are the same, there is a dilemma; But in the author's opinion (and the rest of
this report is all opinion); It is possible to keep the, baby and throvi, out at
least a little the bath water;

1. Teachert don't usually complete a full year's work In the curriculum now,
partly because the lessons are too long and occasionally require a second
day, and partly because teachers take class time to supplement the program
for computation practice. Partly for this reaion, and partly because they
lizt don't see the point, teachers drop lessons- in Probapility- and Geometry.
Therefore, drop these strands; or at .least redoce them by 2/3 or put them in
a separate optional block which is not part of the xhedule. Reduce the
longer letSont by eliminating the last third of the lessons=

Teachers Supplement the program with computational practice and thIS
supplementing doeS improve student skills in multi-digit algdrithmS.
Tr.,yAfo rlic build time for computation practice into the schedule, add

sheets Specifically deggned for this which can be sent home as
homework, and, as an Important psychological change; admit to the teachers
in the Guides and training materials that there Isn't enough computation
practice and that It is all right to spend time dOTFI-6- its

Teachers-complain that the spiral is -too loose, i.e., too much time passes
between one instance and another of a given concept; students forget what
happened last week (or, sometimes, last month). Therefore, close up the
spiral to some extent by reorganizing the lessons into blocks. Some care Is
required in making this change. One advantage of the spiral is that the
constantly changing lessons make mathematics class more interesting.

4. As part of the same change, build in tests at the end of each of these
blocks. The curriculum does not now contain tests or behavioral objectives
and most teachers would like to have them for grading purposes and, a more
difficult problem, to determine which children need extra help before the
class goes ori. While it may often beoktrue that proceeding to the next
lesson while children still don't understand the last one is good pedagogy, it
is obvious that there are cases where the teachers should stop',..and review.
Therefore, these tests should contain standards, at Eaaas rough guidelines
to help teachers make this most difficult decision. This will not trivialize
the curriculum and teachers would be free to Ignore the tests if they wish.

5. In the Same spirit; individual lessons should be accompanied by objectives
in fairly concrete terms and in some order of priority. Many, teachers don'tneed this help; they can figure it out for themselves. For other teachers
it would be very helpful; particularly during the many, occasions when they
must make choices about what to do in the few minutes left, Whether to do
another example or not, or whether It's alright to drop this portion of the
lesson.
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One recommendation, which has already. been met, is the development of a
self training manual for teachers. This will be enormously useful to.,
coordinators, especially in districts with heavy CSMP usage, where new
teachers have to be trained every single year, perhaps one or two a time,
because of normal turnover.

7. So far, all the recommendations seem fairly safe. If adopted, they will not
destroy those aspects of CSMP which produce such good thinking skills,
namely the CSMP languages, the mathematical situations so nicely developed
in the Teacher's Guide, and thp student materials with their wonderful,
colortUl tirOblems. But CSMPT cost does prevent its widespread use; its
consumable materials prevent it from looking like a book (and being an
adopted "textbook").

Therefore, put all the workbooks and worksheets into a single, reusable, hard
cover book. Systematically reduce the use of color so that many of the
problems can be put in reproducible. master form for local duplication. This
Is a drastic suggestion and would admittedly have a negative effect on the
CSMP languages, the mathematical situations and the student materials.

All of these recommendations are attempts' to norMalize the program, at least in
appearance, without seriously damaging its best characteristics. The conceptual
underpinnings of the program, the mathematics and pedagogy, are very healthy
and would easily survive the changes;
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Appendix. A

CSMP Evaluation Review Panel
1974=1984

Ernest -Housei Chairman
University of Illinois

Robert Dilworth
California Institute of Technology

Peter Hilton
State University of New York at Binghaenton

Stanley Smith
Baltimore County Public Schools

Leonard Cahen<,(1974-1983)
Arizona State University

Andrew Porter (1983-1984)
Institute for Research and Teaching
Michigan State, University
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Appendix B

LiSt of Evaluation Reports

,**A

The present report is the 518t forMal evaluation report dealingWtth.:CSMP.
Two other reports are summary reports; and were completed in 1983 under
McREL auspices:

Summaries of Evaluation Reports; CSMP
User's Manual for MANS Student Data Tape

The first of these reports provides a eihe=page summary of all Evaluation
Reports; 1974-1983;and all JOint ReSdarch Studies; 1981-82i, The second
describes the layout; on magnettc_tape, Of all classo.student and item data
from 1979-82i as well as a complete litting (76 pages in all) of all MANS
items from the Extended Pilot Tost8, grades 4-6i and Joint Research
Studies; grades 2-5

The_next page lists the titles of the 48 VOlUmes of the Evaluation Report
;Series from the) CSMP Etended Pilot TeSt. Each Evaluation Report is
labelled M - X N;

*,-Where M is the year of Pilbt Study (1973-74 = Year 10,,,...1981.-82 = Year 9)
. ..

_ .

.
,

X is the type of data being reported: A = overview or- summary
B = student achievement
C = non-test data

N is the number within a given year and type of data.

9
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1974

,

.j_

1-A-1
1-A-2
1-A-3
1-B-1

1-B-2
1-B-3
1-B-4
1-B-5
1-B-6
1-C-1

1-C-2

Evaluation Report Series

overview; Design and Instrumentation
External .eview.of CSMP Materials
Final S ary Repbort Year 1

a
Mid-Ye4 est Data: CSMP First Grade Content
End-of-Year Test Data: CSMP First Grade Content
End-of-Year Test Data: Standard First Grade Cootent
End of year Test Data: CSMP Kindergarten Content
Test Data on Some General Cognitive Skills
Summary Test Data: Detroit Schools
Teacher Training Report
Observations of CSMP Firit Grade'Classes

1-C=i3 Mid-Year Data from Teacher Questionnaires
1-6-4 End-of-Year Data from Teacher Questionnaires;
1-C-5 Interviews with CSMP Kindergarten Teachers
)-C-S Analysis of Teacher Logs

1975 2-A-1 Final Summary Rep rt Year 2

2-B71 Second Grade Test Data-
2-B-2 Readministration of First Grade Test Items
2-B-3 Student Interviews
2-C-1 Teacher Questionnaire Data
2 -C -2 Teacher Interviews;` Second Grade
2-C-3 Teacher'Interviews, :first Grade

1976 3-B-1 Second and Third Grade Test Data 1Year-3
3-C-1 Teacher Questionnaire Data Year 3

1.977 4-A-1 Final Summary`- Report Year 4
4-B-1 cSt'andardized Test Data, Third Grade
4-B-2 Mathematics Appliedl'toNOvel Situations (MANS) Test Data
4-B-3 IndiViduihY Administered Problems;Third Grade
4-C -1' Teach0,Questionnaire Data; Third Grade

1978 5-B=1 Fourth Grade MANS Test Data
511=-2, IhiaiViaUally_Administered Problems,' Fourth Grpdd

5-C=1 Teacher Questionnaire and Interview Data, Fourth Grade

1979 6-B-1 Comparative Test Data Fourth Grade

6-B-2 Preliminary Test Data: Fittil-Grade

6-C-1 Teacher Questionnaire Data: Grades 3-5

1980 7-B-.1 Fifth Grade Evaluation: Volume I, Summary
7-B-2, Fifth Grade Evaluation: Volume II, Test Data

7-B-3 Fifth Grade Evaluation: Volume III, Non-Test,Data

. 7-B-4 Re-evaluation of Second Grade, Revised MANS TOStA:
7-B-5 AcbievemenE 'of Former CSMP Students at Fourth Grade:

7 -B-'6 Student Achievement,',Rapid Implementation Model

1981 8-B-1 Sixth Grade Evaluation, Preliminary Study
8-B-2 Evaluation of Revised,Second Gtade, MANS Blue Level
8-B-3' Evaluation of Revised Third Grade, MANS Green Level

8-B-4 Three Evaluationi of Gifted Stuilent"Use
'8IC-1 Preliminary Study of CSMP "Gaduatesm

1982 9-B-1 Sixth Grade MANS Test Data
9-C-1 Sixth Grade EvalUation: Teacher Questionnaires
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Appenciiiic

Submission to the Joint Eiss minf tion Review-- Panel

Approved Mare 13; 1984

VI SUMMARY:
a

St Udents in CSMP are better able than'comparable _students to apply Various.probleth .solVing processes,_ such ak,Uting patterns and relatiOnthipt. This claim is based oncomparative testing at each grade leVel from grades 2AinvOlVing average of alWtIt..-0classes per grade, using Analysis of Covariance on class means. Additional analyses at, theschool, district and student level, arid= by ,.sex and ability of stticWitt, support this claim. GSMP4udents ilsb Perform. at least as well on thetraditional arithMetie sld 1sN a claim based onAnalysis of Covariance- data from large; numbers of- classes in gradet 2 tei-'6.
VU DESCRIPTION OF PRODUCT J

4."

The impetus for this program was the need to improve several StiOrtebni in mathematics-teducation: the static content of the curriculum; the rote method. in which it is usually ought,and The lack of materials for teacfiing Mathematical thinking skills to Stbdents. CSMP is anelemeAtary.sChbol mathematici prograM"inteiided for regular classrooni usage, which features 'new Ontent; the hue of special pictorial devices; a spiral approach and an emphasis on problemsolving .through student materials and detailed _lessons in the teacher's gitidet. The main. 'materials. associated = th the: program are as follbws:

Teacher's Guides at each grade contain a master schedule .of activities detailed lessonplan forreaCh act' ty. There are between_ 2 .akid 6 guides- per- grade level r 4'in lengthfrom aboUt 500 pages in Kindergarten to abiziut 1900 pages in sixth grade.
-Student mat4rials consist- of worksheets to accompany individual /essons WOrkbbokt,which are 16page, bckikl is'covering larger. units_ of work. There ate between 100 and 200

dworksheetsgra e and between 4 end 16 workb6Oks per grade, depe On grade,level.PIeri
Claims_s_of_:EffectiVeneat r

I, CSMP students performieast as well in traditional arithmetic skills as comparable
,Non7CSMP students.

.2, CSMP students are better hble than comparable nori=CSMP students to apply.the. Mathematics they haVe learned to new problem tittiatins using processes nvolving:,
Re la tioidilpr_ Number Patterns
Production of MUltiple Answers
Mental Arithmetic
Word. Problems
,Estimation' -

Number Representations
Pre-algebra .
Prediction

C=1 175



Intended BenetiCiarieS The
classrooms and is
school districtS,=inelli

eno ar

program Is intended for use in regular, heterogeneously-grouped
athernatics currictrlurn for about 55,000 students in over 100

h gifted; Chapter-1°, and non-English speaking students (though
se populatio

IA,

Chara t oup Mat;rials weredeVelOped 'on a day-tO-7day basis in
regular "sr.?' - lfrin an inner suburban St. Lou1S° sehdol district. The classes were near the
national .kikerage 1r achievement scores .and and in racial CompotsitiorC

_ .._

Resources .Required The program is to be taught, by al, rvilar classroom leacher and to be
supervised by a locally-designated coordinator, most Often a district mathematics supervisor.

No other personnel are req_uired; nor is any special eqcdprnent or facility beyondl-the /normal
Yclas§rOOrn. Depending on grade level; between 6. and 30 hears of training are highly recom-

. mended (although not required) and training arrangement§ are determined by The Ideal district.
A network of qualified "turnkey" thkiners is available to adopting. sites 4f desired:

Typical personnel training costs range from $0 per teacher (for example; when the coordinator
conduets the training in two regularly scheduled staff development days; followed by monthly
two-hpur in-school sessions) to approximately $350 per teacher (for exarnp16; when a consUltant
conducts a one-week- wOrk-Shop for teachers who are paid a daily stipend

The approkirnate costs-perStrident of materials, based on present; moderate-sized printing
runs, are shown below for kindergarten, grades 1-3 (average) and grades 4-6 (average).

Table °1
Materials-Cost Per Student.

Installat-ioYear Subsequent Years
K 1.=-3 4-6

Teacher MaterialS $1.50
Student MaterialS

In addition, beginning in,fourth grade; 0
students. Cal-Ciliate-it can be draWn from
provided by studentS themselves:,

VIII DESCRIPTION OF EVA'LUATIQN- DESIGN

General Evaluation Activities

The evidence presented was generated by C.EMREL'S "Mathematics Research and Evaluation
StudieS (M ES) project; which operated and was funded independently of the CSMP development

group. Its activities were monitored by an ,external Evaluation Panel chaired by Dr. Ernest
House. A 50-volume Evaluation Report Se 'e§ deScribes'the corniplete set of evaluation data.

$3.70
$3.50 $5.60 $6.70

ulatpr IS' rPCOMigehdafi for every two
hool supplies, purchased separately;- or

l'he initial phase of the evelopment cycle of SNIIP materials at each grade level culminated

a printed Experimental ion of the cwriculufri. The maferials were then tried out fog two
oars in that grade in w at Were called)" Extended Pilot Testil". The_firSt year of each

Extended Pilot Study ,foeuSed on a small number of classes in the St. LbUis region. This I

was used to obtain preliminary evaluation results and to develop evaluation procedures and
instruments: In the second year of the Extended 'Pilot Test, larger numbers of classes in many
geographic locations were tested.

Experimental Design

During the second year of the Extended Pilot. Tests the curriculum was used ire regular
classrooms under normal conditions. Materials and training costs Were' (iorne, parttipating

,districts who' agreed to cooperate 'in data F&htl,iring_actiVitieS, -

1.76 or



,Participating schools began using CSMP rnaterrats.in the lower wades: The most common
strategy was. to begin all their kiridergarten or first grade students in CSM'P;irt each
succeding year those studen4i,advaric0 one year in the curriculum While,.neW't odps,started1
('SM I' front- thai. first level, thus,- in_ .;the Aater.grades; teachers did not' `volunteer fa the the
prograrnybut more di kiss "inherited"' it and their CSMP students from the 'previous ade
level. ...-JFor most of fheseteacherS; teaching in the Extended Pilot TeSt was their fir
experience with CSMP. 1 ley_ eived training during the summer or early -fall; througi either

,-,_ a i :SAI P-,r(iii w.orkshop ..at workshop condricted on site,py the local CSMP coordinator:
.?..F.

The design of the testing program was comparative in nature. Control classes were selected
remit by (' acid the participating districts. Since' CSMP was being used at a given
radc level throughout the school, control classes were chosen from another nearby school

with similar-stUdents and teachers. In some cases, particularly in sixth grade; the program
yas being used distript-wide and_control classes were riot available from within the district.
In stielt ceases- they Were selected from CSMP_ schoOls in other districts; but where CSMP was
being used only at lower grade levels and had not yet reached the grade' level being tested
(that is, the control classes, had no previous CSMP ,experience).

StUderitS usually had been studying_ CSMP since at _least first grade while at the same
time the Non-(:SNIP classes had been using their district's regular mathematics curriculum;
N,chich was alffiost always a commonly used math series from one of the large teRN-hook
'publishers.

liestin;_-, took place in May each year using standardized math tests_ and/or the MANS .'ret.8
/see next page). InclUded in the testing program was 'a' standardized reading test whose scores

were used as a covariate in the analysis,. Class mean scores were calculated -an.d an Analysia-
(.,,at.ikhoo was performed on the .class means. Students who had entered the prograrii

'atter OctC)her, whether CSMP or Non-CSMP, were exoluded, from this main analysis.

A t
level
distrib

tal. of
ith
ed

k

27 school districts participated in these comparison studies, at least 9 per grade
sortie district's ,participating at More than one gi'ade level: These 2.7 districts were
as follows: -'.

Typi of Community
,

Geographic Location

7 large city 7 east
12 suburban 8 Central

4 medium city 6 upper midwest
'4 small 'city /rural: 3 south

3 west

The number of classes participating at each .grade level is shown in Table 2.
1

stcond
Third
Fourth
Fifth

NI Sixt
--r

Table 2
Participating Classes by'Greade Level

Number of *asses
CSMP Non -CSM P

., can Reading Percentile
CSMP ],Ion -CSMP

Rank

V

57
42

50
33

51
56

50
55 eir

30 21 64 52
31 25 j 61 60.

. 26 37 1 77 78

ItlIC'an be see that the c SMp and Non-cSM1) classes were. well matched
there being no significant. differences between the two-.,g):02ps in any y
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1X6 EVIDENCE OF EFT -0t4NESS- FOR CLAIM 1

Table 3 summarizes /.all of _the available data from mathematics, computation testsin-comc
studies, grades 27.6. The adjusted clasi- means were 'cal-ciliated using an Analysis- of eovariE
the class_ means with reading_score as covariate. sepatato studies were conduct.41 in indivi
districts, in grades 2 and 3; districts were combined in arWrOg- 4-6.

Table 3 Mr

Grade

Comparison Data, ..bmputation T,psts
.

Number of Classes
TO St CSMP Non-CSMP

Number.
of" Items

Adjusted Means Signif
CSMP Non-CSMP at ._(15

In
E1:1761

c'rBs 13 13 28 21.6 20.3 CSM
15 13 20.6 19.3 CSM

6 6 20.5 18.6 CSM
ETS Co Op Prim' 6 6 55 36.2 35.2 CSM
Stanford Ach 6 6 percentile

ranks
47 52 Non-(

CTBS 12 12 48 36.1 35.4 CSM
15 12 35.8 36.8 Non-(

7 8 37.2 33.3' CS1V1

ETS Coop Prim' 6 12 55 42.3 41.8 CSM

SAT + MANS2 21 48 27.0 28.2 Non-(

CTBS 31 25 48 34.9 .34.3 CSM

MANS Computation 26 37 34 2 .0. 26.7 CSM
(modelled after
standard. tests)

1Total Math; This test does not have a separate computation section
240 items from the Stanford Ach Test + 8 items on fractions from the MAN:

CSMP classes had higher scores in 9 of the 12 studieS, including the only 2 significant
results. This supports Claim -1, that students in CSMP perforM at last as dwell as Non-CS1
students in traditional arithmetic skills.

IXb EVIDEN E OF EFFECTIVENESS FOR CLAIM, 2

The MANS Tests
Introduction

The. MANS 'rests (MathematiCS Applied to Novel Situations) are a series Of short tests;
different at each .grade level, designed to assess some of the underlying thinking skills tau
through CSMP. They were developed by CEMREL because suitable standaidize.d, mathematic
tests for' measuring such skills are not available. Development of such tests -has been
recommended by both the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP t983):

"The very things that are difficult to teach are often difficult or expensive to
test. Educational leaders need to pressure test developers..to include items that
reflect the higher 1('e1 objectives of the 'curriculum."

.
and .by the National Council of 'Teacheis of mathematics (NCTM row):

hew approaches to-rho evaluation of problem-solving performance will der»and
measuring: certainly present, test s.are not adequate."

C-4
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The MANS Tests use standard terminplogy and do not ,cbritain any language or
typical problem activities of CSMP. 'The tests use .straightforward language and moss. 4,14-iern
present mathematical situations which are unfamiliar to CSMP and Non=t3MP-Sttidejokta all i

,'=4 ??'

At each grade level, the MANS Tests consist of several, short tests,' e1rch" With ita. Ow-tr;
standardized directions which a specially trained `tester uses in explairtinVhe task an 'sample items to the class. Liberal time. limits alloai.almost all stUtle'rAS- to.4tripitt: For most
tests, students- produce their own answers instead of selecting from giv4n; alternatiVes.
reading rkluirements are kept intentionally low relatiie to grade level.

Reliability_ and Validity
1.11.

.Developmental Procedures At each grade level; there were two years of activities including
outside review; pilot testing in at least 5 fecal classes; test and item analysis; and revision.

Coverage Standardized mathematics tests usually have 3 sections. Two of these, com-
putation and word problems, are explicitly covered in MANS, partially, through the "rental" of
standardized achievement subtests from publishers. The third section; concepts, is integrated
throughout MANS. The average number of matheinatics items in seven leading standardized:
tests (CAT, CTBS, ITBS, lcuvr, SAT, STEP and SRA) is shown, beldtri. There 'are at'least..thiFee
times as many nori-computation items in the MANS 'rests as'in the standardized tests..

4.
Number of Computation Item Number of Other r-Items

Standardized MANS Standardized MANS.Z'
Grade 2 31 18 38 . ., ,142

t Grade 3 .348 22 34 138
Grade 4 ,d39 48 53 :.198
Grade 5 '41 54 54 237Grade 61 34 55 '339'.

Outside Review During test development, all tests were reviewed by the external CSMP
Evaluation Panel which included distinguished scholars in mathematics, 'assessment. and c3,
evaluation, and mathematics education. There were also reviews r' education practitioners.

Reliability The reliability/internal consistency (KR20 corrected by Spearman-Brown for an
equivalent 20-item test) was calculated for each of the 85 individual Mans gists, The reliabiliity
was above .80 for 72 of these' tests; between ,.75 and .80. for 10 tests; and below .75 fOr 3
tests (.68, .71, and ;7 The median KR20 was .86. Correcting for' an equivalent 30-item test;
a more usual number 'or standardiz d tests, produced KR20's above .80 for .83 of the 85 ;Rests.

Correlations with Other Measures The median correlations between Reading scores and,,TotalN
MANS scores were .60, .57, and .56 for grades 2, 4 and 6-respectively. The median correlations
between standardized computation scores and Total Mans scores was .63. 'The Triediah cor-
,relations between Total Mans and teacher estimate of student's problem solving ability was--.59._

Student and Teacher Ratings Mean teacher ratings of importance of iViviilual MAN'S tests,
collected in 4th and 5th grades, were 4.3 and 4;1 on a 5-point scale. 'can ra ng of how well
students liked individual MAN'S Tests, collected only in 4th grade, was 3.0 Or 4-point scale.

IMANS Categories individual MANS Tests are grouped into categories according to
mathematical prciegg considered by the CSMP Evaluation Panel to be generalized proces
appropriate to problem solving at the elementary grades. Several el :w the basic goats espo
by both the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and t ational :Council of
Supervisors of Mathematics, inclbding, "using mathematics to pree.: 'land "estimation and
approximation" are included as MANS categories bUt do not appear in standardized tests.
The next page lists the MANS categories and_ shows sample items 'from each categoQi The
actual student format was much more extensive and was preceded by standardized directions
and ;ample items explained by the tester: Items ih the Estimation category had short time

A few item types were repeEked,. th different items, in .two or more grades.
:C-5 179,



Citegory Second tlrade

Sample of MANS Items by .."-irade,' Level

Fourth Grade . Sixth llrade

Number
Pat tenis,
Relation-

ships

Multiple
Answers

Mental
Arith

Which is Larger?
585 250 or 580+290

What is the missing number?
28, 25, ? , 19, 16, 13

Write I Sentences about 8
8 = 9 - 1
8 = 3 4 1

8 = 2 X 4

300 - ? = 250

Will 700 1). iii rffly Fixes ".

I I " I I I I

What are the missing nUmb-ers?
?, 50, ?, 200, 400, 800

Hit _= gain 5, miss = lose'l
start with : 3 below zero
end with : _5 above zero:

of misses : 2 .

Of : ?

Whieh i3 Merge 5/2 or 6/4_
0:9 or 0: 111

Name a fraction (decinialLthat-
larger than 1/3 but sm 1/8
larger than 0.2 but smaller' than 0.3

Label the ni` number
4

7

Take out 3 bells together
Add to get total score

-" Give all possible scores

12.-4 75 = 900
13 x 75 =

1/2 x ? = 40
,;.1):75 - 0.5 =

scratch worii
not allowed

Word
Problems One-M.111e._ with pictures,

and read to the students
0

0-stme,

Miscellaneous data

kia Word problem approximations

'Tree -stage

Word problems with fractions; c%cinials

Novel word problems

12 is in which interval
jO 0 - 10 - 50'- 100 - 500?

602 is about ? as large as 298?.
2; 5; or 10 times

8 1/2 8 is <1 or j =1 or >1?

Which interval contains 1,002.5 f 21.5?
U - 1 - 10 - 20 - 50 - 100?

Nurnber
Represen-

tations

Write "two thosysitrid. elev'n"

100 more than 901 is ?

How many inches? are Z..qalvalent to 1/3?
11/311 3/15 4/12 / 50/150?

are _equivalent to 3/?
0:075 .. 0.75 .7.,5 -767?

I

_ e
4P

Name the 2nd largest-4-digit__
number using only 2 -. 5; 7; 8?

_ I
:35 irs IIITI11111.11

is 2_

Spin 100 times
How often is the score 2?

,,Apin both spinners together
lidw often is the total > 9?

tiorfiliould you

6

(1
lahe a drriti?

44.

0
0090

0 44

Pre-nIgbra

..

' ';
tisixt( only)

.
If k 4 2

2 3, so

k/+447 = 13; then k = ?

metric rotations
to various figures110trtf;111:1171;t7

= 5, th4n? 1

C=6 '



Sixth_ Grade Results
Data will be presented in detail for theOle end of th4 CSMP curriculum. Then
earlier grades to show the .consistency

44/

h grade in order to -show effects on 'students-at-e gill be a,shorter presentation of davit from' the;findings across; districts and grade ,leyels.
St taa siS of. Class Means

. ....
.,.4 :'

Because the treatment; CSMP; fits administered at the,,classrOom..leveli. claSs means were theprimary unit/ of analysis (though student level data ii) shown:,_liextzpage). Table 4 Shojisadjusted means' across the 26 CSMP 14 the 37 Non-CSMP clasOffdieach. MANS'categoryfrom the Analysis pf Cohtriapce on clits means; with the Gates-Nediniti6 Vocabulary-Test,as ebvariqe. The adjustment in means due to differences in vocabulary scores betwee CSMPand Non-CSMP clasSeS Was always small, less than 1%. Also shown is the effect size- thb
.

difference in class mans divided by the standard deviation, of .the control means): i,,,
-.)

'° 4,

MANS Category

Table 4
Summary ClaSS Mean Data; Sixth Grade ..

Adjusted Means .p-value Effect difference, in adj. means ; -CSMP Non-CSMP (1;60) Size stand dei of control means)
Relations, Patterns 46.1 40.3
Multiple Answers 38.8 31.9Mental Arithmetic 28.3

Word Problems 15.1 13.6
Estimation 24.4 22.5
Numbe_r Representations 28.8 .26.3l"-

Pre -Algebra 300 271_1?
Predicting 13.94.

4.

Total MANS

It Can -he. seen
apd, this difSerenc
perfortnance of tb

;22.9.9 i-g04.4>

.01 .56
.01 .44

.38 .

r-
.01

..01

.01 .63

CSMP cla:ises had higher scores than Nen=GS classes on all categorieswas significankat.the .01 level each time. Fi e 1 shows the63 classes it, Wiliphicia form. Each 'erktry represents a clas4withaverage MANS ;score plotted against vocabulary score.bV linear predictor iof regression line on the graph is the
lary acere.

. Total)'MA, -
x

x
x

x

. ..

;.,
t i

--.
,

.
. -

. c..

1=--1----

Fig ,-.6th Grade Class-
(x ' '7,)F '.,18,;5,

i..,w--
'CSMP)

ulary



Other Levels of Analy

Figures 2 and 3 show school and district means.
with MANS score plotted against Vocabulary;

TotalMANS X

I '41

Vaedbul

. 6th Grade School Me . 'a =
I X = CSMP schools o: Non=CSIO)
. =

Figure" 4, and Table 5 show student -el-.data. In Figure 4, students are grou into
qatirtilet according to their percentile -rank on "the Vocabulary ,test. Average ANS scores are

for each quartile CSM10 and Non-CSMP student& table 5 shows- MANS
scores acco o sex ofiltudent: These various data show the adVintage of CSMP ft
elas.les at4-gtvd0,

Each entry represents a school or district,
4.

"'Total MANS

11111E11E ..:-,...:,4

MEE. ...tvi
inim1 1ir4411115

Zillilitillirei
ffill111111 ,+m dilminim .

Vocilbulary
-1- -> 't

Fig 3. 6th Grade DiStrict-' Metns
(x '- CSMP district, o = Nor~ CSMP)

ous ,ability levels and regardleds of sex..

Table 5

41

MANS &Cores by x of Student

CSMP 160.4
fsibn-CSMP 147.3

trVt -SMP .154.3
N,on-CSMP ,140.D

\Fig. Studesit--Mearis rouped by Reading
. .

,(x = CSMP stUdents,_o = N6n-CS.M_

CSM P "Graduitik
Sinee- jhe CSMP gleyeloinnent has only gently been coriipletedi.

ates". However; one study
. Seventh grade math teachers, inexperi

s udents; who were fixed 'former _CSNIP
anticipation, motivation, creatiltiry and Ito
ean adjustd composite-ratiii\- for the 55 fei
e 210 former Non=CSMP sti

suggestive differdi16e givoi

-14

.

ve ,not been smaily;
conducted in the ;largest CSMP site in the St. LOU'S

hoed in teitottifig,O$MP, were to rate their
-CSMP StilditeittS. Students were fated_ on:

wing, aricppractical applio ons. The
m en CSM is us 11;3 Tor

level; a

quarteri_ the
re A =15,s113 = 4,,

r at the .1 "level.

differe- ce w si ant e
tival unreliability of such subjective asures;

In addition, former CSM-y,,.thd nts had higher maphemaiics des f
1aclited means 'zus 3.6,, 3.8 versus 3.5, and 3.7 ersus

etc.). The first two, were significant at the .05 le el, the
. .

. 4 C-81 _
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Educational Significance

In order to assess educational signific: CSMP students' _perforthence on the MANS' Tests
was comparedv with similar- gains oh 807garZlizedi tests. U-Siffg effect_ size on Student level

-

data,' the CSMP advantage was .37 raw,.:score standard deviations:_thl_th_ fiVe leading
standardized, tests for which tins data was available,an increase of 1/3 of a raw score,
standard deviation Corresponds to an improvemenikfroni. the 50thpercentile to an average of
the 61st percentileAnd from the 75th percentile to:- about the 85th .pelleentile. If one
translates the results into simple percenta6 terms; e gain is from:the 50th to about the
63rd percentile. .4

.t$:i,
The size, of' the CSMP advantage, on the 'M Tests is also roughly comparable to two
findings-of national VgnificarieeFirst. the 40-po decline in the Mathentaties section of the
Scholastic' Aptitude_ ',kit from 1963 .to f1970 is -eq vale it to about .,5 items on a 60- item teat,-
or less thakik1/2 of a raw. SOO .,st.avidiu'd de.viatio Second; the "most salient' finding'''' of the. :..,
recent naWRilti fititni, 1. atics (11 JAEP 1983) was that -"13,year-oldshasie unproved
dralffdietkIly,-;? it3:atitt "=.1th VI yipoement wa's fibout 1,3 Tercentagd points) and
4litii*--"of parrobil inetikit the -percentage point kern for 13- year -bids in heavily
minority sehocgS.

Thus the CSMP_ advantage-:. u e MANS TeStS is an educationally, significant. result in itself
but more so because of the fiat e '-th- MANS Tests are tiased on applikations.,of
Mathematics to -noVel situa/Ions:' Also cribed in'the 19133 national assessment rep:At
is the difficulty of- meldng proveme ta in this area (NAEP 19831s

"With, one exCeption.. there was, very little' change in "pktibleiti_ecilyffig performance

" - growth in solTing routine pli_blems' - i.e J, ..pr,Oblp--:-S Otthe type usually t9und in
between 1979 arkk_1:982,_The one exception. is _tihae13=yearEoldS showed significant

.

teltboolcs and .pradtise school..-..MtAi-Of'the itluti." `-rk$,Iit-Oblems can bei'' solved
by 'in_echanicaptly_appl a compUtational algorithm.../;, en Ili 13=year-=OldS,_*ho made
signifi6ant gains= or? "Ikroblem solving; showed ino ehapee..h their performance
on non - routine , s." .

Prom. the-Sit
4

t4iti a discussion of the m iMpitewtiop of the findings:
4e1r4i

"Schools are do a good job of teachi mathematical topics that are r vely easyto teach.,.: t ,was -very little cha e 'in topics'that are. relatively ficult to teach,
sueh 'Etaialon7routine problem sol anges at the higher cognitive levels.will occur
only when higher4evel tive activity become0.a Curriculari oand ,insttictional focus." t.

4

/ y - I
- ' r A IteSultsfrom 'other Grade LeVels*4-4, . '

Table 5 shows ,nrna_,--. .MANS data for grades 2 -5. Adjusted means, are- given;' the size of the
adjustment due :. ':erenees irieadifig 'ability was .always Srrfall, the largest tieing IA.":

, -' ,-. .

i>. :.._. . Table 6
,±.

Stimmiltry cltiSS Mn 04 Data, Grades 2-5
) l';

Adju ted ieons sthiel Number__ of Categories Number, of Categories
Grade. CS ii Non-G. i at Tested Sigtiifi-ca.AI. (e < .05)

' at
75.3 ,66.5 01
96.2 8,5.4r,

.

.01 ,

7

4 112.i 96.1 .1..:.-------.01
5 1/47.8 131:7' .01 8

A '-- -. i ,.
_. :,-:,

, / J,...F-tests vvith,104. Vilirt8 and m

"
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Figures 5-8 show graphs of class means for grades 2-5; x = CSMP class. o 'r-- Non-CSMP.
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as. Appendix D

Description of CSMP Materials

04.

tThis Appendix gives a partial liSt Of inaterials developed by CSMP. Mast items, butnot all, Were still available es of this report;

Curriculum Materials

CSMP IriSt tionak'materials are available-En ciassiorirn sets for, eacIncluded g Teacheev-Guides, workbook-Si worksheets, storybooks0.-items, and Variety of manipulatives. ,

-..,-.. ,,,, p,, 4.
(13 books); 8=12L(9 books) and 10-14(5 books). There are story workbooks for t -age growt 74113 aOrkt), and 9-14(i 1_ books): The books are usually 16 or 32 pages, prthted on .newsprint-ete is ftSpany edition of CSMP for glades 1 and 2. 4' Ir z4, 4 . .

The Elemqrits of Mathematics is Iiiiktboo series for. gifted ifeventt"kwelfth graders.There are three descriptive booklets,'16,chaptett (and Answer Keys) for Book 0,ntultive Backgraurid,, and Books 1 -12 -plus Answer Key* ,.Three" bookt, proCeedingt,f CSMP International Conferences, address thp teaching 46%0 ) probability and *,tatistics; (4 algebra; and V) geometry at the pre=callege.level:,e
. COPS: A program in the_ Teaching of Problem SalVii -tg contains about .1qp oetai'-. actiVitiesi-organized as a 'supplement to the standard curriculum; grades 3-8;activities ,ities are based orl CSMP material. -.4,.7.. ' -.., r . .

grades-K-6:
dfstilay

re are. storybooks far three age groups.

Descriptive Materials for; Potent' Ad ters
. 4

The CSMO E?IrochUre =-; Contains initial
- Q

_The CS uoculum Flyer A one

IV-b
eation in detail.

pre, entatign of reasons for

ul&tv for the 1980's.

piiithe. Teaching of Problem

--trip CSMFt A Problern=Solving Curt.

Announcement - General intormation
S. v4rig, activities thar.grew out airsCSNP.,

--- tk; -.,;.. 14,CSMP in Action - -4 Manual consisting large o transcripts of actual 16-Stans:.
,.., .' Vreview racket - A glossarbof CSMP pictorial lan age- San*1115trand areas and .all grade levels, and represents' ive stigept

CSMP

4

d tic lon - A .Damphiet explaining C

ertiatory
ers;

St.ppltfr6
tr

ucatiOn

teriabV

MP Osage wit gifted

A pamphlet explaining why CSMP usage with-

of materials which may used 'with
.



'1/4

CSMP Imp14.rhen %tion .Wort shops A pamphlet
location, ancVa -Sample wor hop

..,
CSIAP Readability Study - A pa ptilet !de ribing- itI,,r

CSUP readability- study."Vvilp Social 'Fair ss Repo A pphlet describi
4 --..34-../

study to cletdrrnine racial, n et and -age_ 'equity; r
.

CSMR Pre=Service/In-Service ACket -; A resource bodkietr4re 4 2.7-
-tips

ciii-cators with pre-orin-sere responsibilities: 1 i
' "..!,ii -,-

Profile of the Comprehensive School Mayhematics P,r gram.- APCrrpage :
document prepared for 'the National Corfirnission on Excellence1- ubation;

. __ 0 . P.';--

Scope_ and Sequence - A K-3 stogie and Sequence Chart arid a pamphlet

entitled CSMP Summary of Content, Grades 4 -6.
...,

,

information about Minipackage Samplers - A deseriPtion of three CSMP

pinipackageS;

InformatiOn Abbtit_kin-lInation Sets of Materials - A lending library is operated

\-6\1 for the 'use of official Search committees;

Detal&ed Scope and Seduence for Grades K -3

Information for Title 7-C adopters
. .

Chapter' I Resource Handbook v*
e t , , -

MirilICkageS ..= Descriptions of 4Mini-computer
language of arrows in Vthe study orelations.

CSMP Pkbability and Statistics - A collect'
u probability and statlstic vin the curriculum.'

.

'-i/:ttiiikINS (atherhatics
'. -. .

Materials

ed tbs. Novel

Simple Sets of Instruct
4

h Play Th-erapy--0,v es). . taiscription or the CSMP activities and

es used Alth fricirth a fiftl), riders classified "slow 'learners";

Situatio

games, attribute games, and the

p6pers on the teaching of

ns) Test Inforrria#On Packet.

a 7

r

A'r



Arizona,

District

mGeorgia;

Hawaii;

List

et

Appendix E "

of School Districts Partidipating in MANS testing

-
111

Of Columbia

Polk County

Wahiowa-

Kentucky; Jefferson County

Louisiana; missiasippiwtat
New Orleans

Maine; Portland

Maryland, Ba4timore County

mictr140; Ann Arbor
Bedford
Detroit
Livonia
Marquette

-I

Missouri; Uaduet

6,0,Kaplewood-Richttiond
P.- Normandy

St; Louis
University City

New York, Bronx
Guilderland
Hartsdale
New Hartford

Pennsylvania; Philadelphia

Tennessee; Clarksville

Virginia; Albermar County

Wisconsin, Glendale_
Janesville
Madison,

WyoMing, Giletie

Heights

Missouri; Archdiocese.of St:. ouiS.
Ferguson-Florissant



Appendix F

Individually Administered Problems

At two_ grade leVers, third and fourth grades, sets of problems were cciistructed and
administered indiVidtially to samples of students in CSMP and comparabiet Non -CSMP
classes. The StUdieS were conducted in,St; Louis area schools during the Plitt' year
of the Eidtrided Pilbt ,Tests.

At each ..gradeievel, two sets of problems were developed,- each requiring 3CL45
. 144

minutes for a single administration; sampling was based on a stratified random -.'.
sampling plan based_ on .scores on an ability test, the Kuhlman Andersen, telt. ,Half
of each group of selected students were given .

one set of problems, the' -Other half of
the group took the .other set of .problems. The numbers of stud

pAt-,,,
ested are shown

below: = ,--='1f:yT

Third Grade:

Four th Grade:

JA.

1 'Tn

Nt_ii-nbers of Students and CLosses
Participating in individually Administered Pro

-5_

Problem Set 'A 17 16
Problem Set .8 18 18

Pr obl ern Set, A ID : 3ta.
Problen Set B 24 24

"Nurber of Students Testedl , Nisrber of Classes Representet
y ' ki5n =cEtviD

5,
5 -4

5
6

gradeft.these entries represent students; the ,InteWews were
conducted wit4ottwo studeris actin, as

pk.

54
IFor each individual pkiblem tin _extensive protocol wad developed,_ piloted and_revised, .,Stud6ts were .asked to - explain their answers, or to show whk. a -*.mple,problem wascorrect or incorrect. Eacb int*Nflew was tape recorded arid_ codea..., in'tvder "to in.:

vestigate CSMP - Non=CSMPdif*eonce$, an analysis of'-the responses was carried:out
_ ,

by assigning scores to. the type and quality of, res9onse ' .
. ..

)
e s 7 ir -

CSMP-third grade there we several problems on 'Wtiich .ktudenfss did better 'Mtn

)' ' , -3-..
their Non p counterparts:

.

...

Stud is were shown a set of completed calcrations whicti ila'\-student at
anothersthpol"' had-done (e.g. 6 X 13,. '*3 : They :wera then asked to
raprdly'indiCate whicbAnsc'Aters "could be right" and which ones wgre "probably
cvrong"..?" Finally students were asked ko go back to each probablyiwrong
ariSWes and tell why they thought the 'given anw...erwas wrong.

si4
-.

SMP Students made a higher _aver e irrnber of cbrrect decisions (71IN
'versus 64N) a heir explanations wrong answers were more Mel -ito be"

:4-nacCeptable.(89 f'S %):: The est differences tween CSM d ; .

'.-.., ion =CS MP Studint p d for stude\ ut ave e ability./
\ ':;...-------:

Q.
\---

i,. 4 ,
A. ; :. +

7

,1 88



4

4 IStudents were shown a card calendar with "69 cents" Writt
day of the week and' told that Bill gets 69 cents every day t
were then asked to describe the fastest way, on a calculator,
"how much Bill would earn by the d of the week.'"''

f .,_,

CSMP students were more likely to est a -chOltIplitatleil process (88%
versus 53%)- and less likely. - to suggest an addition process. .,,-10

'Y -.;-:,
- '.*

,,.s,
Students w.e5terasked to quickly estimate the number Of.; dollar bills_ that would
be neede irchase seven items WhOse costs Were as shoWb below, "but we
don't want.:, o tak' any more (money) then we'll need":

$1.22
1.81
1.51
1.53
1.33
1.33
1.39

7

A higher proportion of CSMP students (5091 versus 34%) gave .good answeisii
defined as 10,11 or 12 and.a lower prciportl\nt0224 versus 25%1 gave pone
answers, i.e.; <8, or >14./ - all0

('. 1 ,

, r

. .

StudentS were shown an undifferentiated set of "pimple pleces"i Which- were
Simplified figures that were either tall, or short, fat or thin boy or girl, and
red or blue. They were then asked to put them in bllet so that all the

e V . pieces in a pile ,were similar in some way and so that the piles were all
different from 'one other; They performed thts cias§ification In as many

.

different -ways as they could; ,,

0,.

SME,' 's Is -were able to make more coarei to ,than Non=CSMP

dthensiorrs for NoA-CSMP stUdart*.
eiits, verage,"best effort" bell'? 3.0 dimen nt simultaneously versus *,

. , btt
r

Students were asked to figure -out the Interviewer's "secret" ru for the_
6:people pieces-, :by offering intlividual _piece% to =high the in ewer
tepond with a " ' or "no," according td whether the lalece. lit the
sectetfrule; Exar les of the tec -t rule were 'blue" and fat ,and tape' -

--) *) ,s, J. I A".'

P, students to der 'fever pieces- tcyglie out the.ruie; In four ,it,

Is; the aiterage total number.of pie es .pe was 1 for .1 MP nts .-
_1

It -.
.versus 194,1 fer NVTCSMP students. .

,

7-litt . ,

On the 'remaining third geat14 problems descrit ed ovii
'no differences between CM and Non -CSMP students q-e*' -

cy.-

,tEstiniapina the surrl of the 'ten (emphasized to tUdents)

5 -t5 + 4 + 6 +, + 3 +`6,;,+ 6 + 4.
t

Estimate the largest grid smalltst answer be..

e



4'

Qurc*Iy.. estimate the answer ,to 6 5 4' 9 =. 8

Given 1573.' Write the number obtained'ily reversing the
the new number larger or smaller? By about how much?
'5' and '3' and he '1' and '3' (but without writing ttke new

answer the,same questions;

2 - 1' + -

'7' and the '3'. Is
Then reverse the
number) and

Figure out . 6 -..24t.-. 38 on a calculator using the 'X' button; Use
ti7trepeated trials untll corresLanswer is obttined.

Students were shown' the "people _pieces" problem described earlier,- except
that this time, a standardized sequence of 'pieces that another stadent had
supposedly done was shown together with Interviewer resPonseS about
whether they had-fit the secret rule. Students had to figure out what the'
secret rule wad.

StUdentS had to,J;Tetermine the Interviewers "secret rule" with the people
pieces; based on be shown:a sequence of pieces that did not fit t
rUle."

The total -Mean score adioss all iFemsdpas 50.3 for,CSMP students versus 42.5
Non-CSMP student-47 '.The largesticlifference occurred'. at t average or slight! ve
average, ability level%

Fourth Grade. On two of'` the six problerns in fourth grade, MPstudentS
significantly higher scores' using Malys's of Covatiarice, on class meals:

StUderitt
the number w 24
number. The s
numbers, _multiples
question itself was

. rkrnI)er was letp, than
not "a-gtiod ouetti
GS MP versus'7.4

St nts were given sheets of gra

number out of a hat (but theyintervieifer that
answered a series of questions abbut their: ret

dealt with concepts of order, whole numbers, hegatiffe
visors. 3 Th dents were also asked-whether :;the L_

A rnplei after firEfir9 out that the
q, whetheelt was less Ehal 200 olas.ftt

scores; olitaof eleven, were 5k.li

-
paper, with diffprent ways of la_belling

th lines and Stimeilines heavier tirn o er&. -An example Is shown blow.
4. 444,

111

t-

3

MOMOMMOMMEMOMEMOMMI
MMINIMEMMIMMOSMEMME
111111MMEMOMMMERMSO
MMUSNIUMMUMMRMUUMWE

MIIIMEMMOMOMMEMMOMMMEMEMEEMUMMIIMMUMINIMMEMM MOMUM
MEMOMUMMEMMOMMEMMIN
ammmummommismommo
IIIMENHERNIIMEIMEMEI
MEMOMMINIMMEMMOSiii
MEMSOMMIMMINIJMNOMMMOMMEMOMOMEMOMMssassmummoss`

UMMGMMUMPOMN

MErOMMEMEMMOMMEMEM

190,

N

t r
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4. 0.
CSMP students were better able than Non- .students to figure out how

many little' squares were shown, were mo ly to use -a length-times-width
mett:vod, and were more'llkely to use the numbers In the margins versus
a ont.-at-a-time counting process.' They wer : so better able to do related
problems of figuring out the area when pieces ere combined or when one of.

many squares wer on a partly hidden rol of paper marked off at every
the figures ha ."_hole" in it. Finally they were better able to figure out how

second square.'

On the othe four problems, CSMP students had higher adjusted scores but the
differences were not sigrtificant.

Stuats were given a calculation to do mentally (e.g. subtract 244 from
543). CSMR 'students got _more problems 'correct (51% versu 48 rid were

./ more likely (33% versus 22%); to use a method other th for
example; 543 - 244 Is 1 less than 300, i.e.; 299).

)
Stlidents were shown a computationrproblem (e.g. d thel shoWik.)
three other computation problems (e.g. 277 :177) a of and how...
the answer W each of those three would help With the original prbblem.

cl

Students were shown a series of subtraction problems (e.g. 260_-, 2113- and
asked to quickly indicate which interval (0 - 10 - 50 -, 100 -i'500 - 1000
contained the answer.

_

Students were asked- to identify the interviewer's secret number, which .was
between 0 and 99i by asking a series of "yes"'otr "no" questions.

,..,

The adjusted tothl scores across all Item's were 32.1' fdr CSMP versus 27.6 For
Non;CSMP.

(

A.
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Abstracts of HANS Tests

This appendix gives an abstract :and- sample item(s) for individual MANS tests used ii

any of igrade,..s 2-6 in the revised MANS tests (revised_ 1981=1982). The tests are
grouped ONO,etegoryi and the categories appear in the following order.

ry

7.

\

Process Categories: .w.*f

1Ni
C: Computation
E: Estimation ,.° 4,-

Ni: Mental Arithmetic
entationsN: Number Repres

R:, : Relations & Number Patterns

s
U: Elucidation
W: Word Problem

Special Topic Categories:

Algebra
Geometry
L
0 anization of Eiaia
Prob ility

G-1



Category C: Compptation

Cl Whole Number Computation

Abstract: Given straightforward COMOUtation,problemsinvolving whole

numbers, produce exact answers_ (by calculating on -paper if

necessary).. The items db_nbt have the multiple_choice

response format'but are sitTriar in_range and difficulty to

those found In the standardized achievement tests of the appro-

priate grade level.

4ade Levels: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Examples (from Grade '4): 352 675 .143

+683 =469 x a 6g92

C2 "Fraction Computation

Abstract: Given straightforward computation items involving simple
fractions, produce exact answers (by calculating, on paper if

necessary). Though the itemS do not have the multiple choice
response format, they are Similar -7 range and difficulty to

those found in the standardized achievement tests of the appror

priate grade level.

Grade Levels: 4, 5, 6
di

Examples`(from Grade 5):

C3 Decimal Computation

Abstract:

1

Given straightforward - computation itett_involving_one and two

place decimals;_produr_ exact answers_ (by calculating on_ paper if,

necessary). Though the items do not have the multiple choice

msponse format; they are _simiticfri range_and difficulty to
those found in the standardized achieVetent tests of the appro-=

pre grade level;

Grade Level: 6

Examples: 0.5 ;0.25 = 5 - 1.5 =

193
G-2
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Category E: Estimation

El 2 or 5 er 10 Times

Abstract: Given two numbers, Quickly estimate whether the first is about
2 or 5 or 10 times as large as the second. A sample is worked
collectively;

Grade Levels: 3, 4

Examples (from Grade 3 65 is aboui

95.is about

E2 Estimating Intervals: Addition

times as large as 12

times as large "as 51

.Abstract: Given a computation problem involving'whole number addition, and
5 fixed intervals (0=10, 10=50, 50=100, 100=500, 500=100d),
determine which interval contains the answer to the problem, and
put an x in the Interval. Ay instruction, format and short time
limits, students are discouraged from computing exact answers;
Two or three sample items are done collectively

Grade Levels: 2, 3, 4, 5

Examples (from Grade 2): 51 + 53 0 10 50 100 SOO 1000

189 + 273 0 JO SO 100 SOO 1000

E3 Estimating Intervals: Subtraction

Abstract: The scale is similar to E2 (except that it involves whole Nell

subtraction) and follows fit directly in tne test booklets.
0

Grade Levels: 2, 3, 4

Examples (from Grade 3): 93 = 86 0 10 SQ 100 "500 11)00

147 = 99 0 10 so 100 soo moo

E4 Estimating Intervals: MUltiplication

Abstract:: The scale is similar to E2'and E3 (but is devoted to Multiplica-
. ' tion with whole numbers for the most part) and follows them in

'the test. booklets.

prade LeidYs: 2, j, 4, 5, C`

Examples (from Grade 4): 40 x 10 0 10' 50 100 500 1000

4 x 29 0°' 10 SO 100 SOO 1000

194



- E5 Estimating Intervals: Division

'Abstract: The scale is similar to E2, E3 and E4 (but is devoted to division

with Whole numbers for the most part) There are only four fixed

intervals (0=1, 1=10, 10720, 20-100) in the response format. It

follows E4 in the test booklets.

a

Grade Level: 5, 6
.4.

Examples: 1 f 15 0 1 10 20 100

101 f 9 0 1 10 20 100

E6 Estimating Fractions <, m,
Abstract: -Given a Calculation ( +, -, or :) of two numbers (at least onelpf

which is a fraction or mixed. number),_quickly estimate whether

the answer would be less than, ecidal to or more than 1. Students

;pre encouraged to work quickly_and not to compute exact answers

before making their choices. A completed sample item is

vided.

Grade Level: 6

Examples:
-41 Less than 1

;CHECK ONE
; Exactly 1 Fiore than

3
1
2 --
2"

195
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Catego'ry M: Mental,Arithmetic

MI Whole Number Open Sedtences

Abstract: Given an open sentence, Where the box may be either on the right
or the jeft of the equal sign, where the numbers are large and
easy to work with, and where only one operation is used, put the
number in the box which makes the sentence true. By instruction
and prompting, students are discouraged from "computing the long

'!SIP way" and are not allowed to do any figuring on paper.

arge Levels: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
I

4

Examples (from Grade 3) 500 + fj = 800

- 150 = 50

M2 Above and Below Zero

200 = I 1

Abstract: Given a starting score (which could be above or below zero)i and
how much the score went up or down, select the correct final
score (multiple choice).

Grade Levels: 2, 3

Examples (from Grade 3)
Score at the start: 3 below zero

Then: Lost 4

Score at the end: 7 below zero 1 below zero 1 above zero 7 above zero

Score at the start: 2 above zero

Then: mast 4

Score at the end: 6 below zero 2 below zero Zero 2 above zero

196



M3 Negative Hits and Misses

Abstract: Given the descriptiOn of a "game" with two rules ( a) each hit

means a gain of_5_0Oints and b) each miss Means a loss of I

point) and partial information on the outcome of turns4 the

student must deduce the missing inforMation. Two sample items

are completed collectively.

Grade levels: 4, 5, 6

Examples:
Started wtth
a score Of

Number
of Hits

-Number Ended with

of Misses a score of

Pam: Lit above zero 1 [ 6 I 13 above zero I

John: 121 115 below zero I

10

10

$
Above tit*

ea..= M.

blew tem

(provided,
but not
mentioned in
instructions)

M4 Fraction Open Sentences

Abstract: Given an open sentence involving at least one fraction, and one

of the four arithmetic operations, complete the sentence.

Grade Level: 6

Examples:
1

M5 Decimal Open Sentences

Abstract: Given an open sentence involving at least one decimal number and

one of the four arithmetic operations, completethe sentence.
4,

Gi-ade Level: 6

Examples% 0.5 4- 1 0.75

197
G-6
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Category N:' Number Representations

N1 Writing Whole Numbers

Abstract: Part I: The student must write numbers as they are read aloud
by the tester.

Part II: Given a number; written in the test booklet,,the student
must write the number which is 1 (or 10 or 100) more
than it A sample item is worked collectively.

Grade Level: 2

Examples: Part . Tester Says, "Eight hundred twenty" (repeats)

Tester says, "Seven thousand sixty five" (repeats)

Part II: What number is 1 more than 999

What number is 10 more than 495?

N2 1, 10, 100 or 1000 More

Abstract: Given two numbers, decide whether the first number is about 1,
10, 100 or 1000 more than the second number. (None is exactly
right.) Two sample items are worked collectively.

Grade Level: 3

Examples: 1 °

10
4,265 is about 100 more than 4,254

1000

1

10
1,001 is about 100 more than 998

1000

I



N3 Constructing Numbers-,

Abstract: Given the use of only four digits (2, 5, 7 and 8) and the rule

-that_no_digitbe used more than once, construct numbers like the

smallest -(or large$0, the second smallestforlargest) or the

closest_
1

to_a given'number. The constructed numbers are to be of

either 2, or 4 digits and sometimes restricted to a given

range of numbers; Collectively, to clarify the rules, two
incorrect answers and the correct one are examined for two

- sample prob)ems.
.

r ,

Grade Level: 4

Examples: What is the second Largest four digit number?

What is the smallest three digit number between
730 and 8507

What four digit number between 2,000 and 3,000.iS
closest to 2,800?

N4 -,Representiog Fractions

Abstract The tale_has five shortsubsectiOns each containing one of two

ktindt of items_: a fraction or mixed number is -given in standard

fOrM'and must be represented in another specific way or else

that process is reversed and the.response format is_multiple

,thOiCe. Instruct)on_is largely in the_form_of a written
question or. command at the beginning of each subsection.

Grade Level: 4

Examples: 'Put an.arrow at 4 inches.

How much is shaded?

3 in.

G-8

4 in.

199

5 in. 61n.
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N5 Representing Fractions and Decimals

Abstract: The scale has five short subsections each containing one of two
kinds of items: either a mixed number or'decimal is given
in standard form and must be represented in another specific
way or else that process is reversed and the response format

is/multiple chotce. Instruction is largely in the form of A
written question or command at the,beginning of each subsection.

Grade Level: 5, 6

Examples: Put an arrow at 1.35 inches.

How much is shided?

1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 I I I

0 I 2 3

(A completed sample was given.) A

Equivalent Fractions and Decimals

Abstract:

2
3. none of these

Given a frattion determine whiCh members of a set of
fractions (or decimalS)ire equivalent to it A sample set

of four completed items is shown.

Grade Level: 5, 6

Examples: 'Circle all

2

the fractions that are equal to the one in the box.

la

G.- 2 00



Category R:' Relationship & Number Patternt

R1 Solving Npmber Rules,

Abstract: Given_3 clues (i.e., pairs of numbers) in_a game; determine What
the secret method is (i;e, the unique rule relating each of the
pairs of numbers) and then use the rule to taltUlAte the missing
number from the fourth pair.

Grade Levels: 2, 3, 4, 5; 6

Examples (fromiGrade,3 Mariei Game Jim's Game

Class
said:

Maries Class JiM'S

answer: said: answer:

First clue: 5 10 .2 6

Second clue: 7 12 :5 9

Third clue: 8 10 14

question:; 2
[1]

12

Using Number Machihes

Abstract: Given labelled "number machines" in sequence and either the
initial or the terminating_ number, determine the other number;
There is an introduction showing that "number machines" take in

numbers; add, subtract, multiply or divide- by a fixed quantity;.

and give out the resultant number. Then threg sample items
(each with a "number machine" sequence) are worked collectively.

erade Levels: 3, 4, 6

n Examples (from Grade 4):

R3 Sequences

Abstract: Given an incomplete portion of an additive sequence of numbert;

determine the missing number. One sample item is worked

collectively.

Grade Level: 2 ya

Examples: 28, 25, 19, 16, 13

1, 1+9 2, 14 30 3 +-

G=10



R Which Result is Larger

Abstract:
-;
Given two quantities (usually similar computation problems
using +, -i or x) mark the one which yields the larger_result;
or mark them both if they are equal.; By instruction, format and
time limits, students are discouraged from computing exact
answers.. The correct response should be more easily determined
by inspection than by computation: Two sample items are worked
collectively.

Grade Levels: 2; 3

Examples (fro Grade 2): 585 +4250 0 3 x 31 0
f. . _.

580 4 290 0 31 x 3 Ei

R5 Labelling'NUMper Lines

Abstract: Given partially_labelled nutter lines, with varying increments,
determine certain missing numbers. A sample item is worked
collectively.

Grade Levels: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Examples (from Grade 2):

1 7 16

R6 Multiplication Series

20 24 28 32 36

Abstract: Given an incomplete portion of a multiplicative series of
numbers, determine the constant multiplier involved in order to
complete the portion shown. Portions of several series are
shown altogetiler with one, two or three numbers missing from
each A sample series is examined and completed collectively.

Grade Level: 4

Examples:

1 1:000 110.a 111XX023 1

1 1111\., I

202
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R7 Which Fraction is Larger

Abstract: Given two non=--whole numbers written in fractional form.( a proper

fraction, an improper fraction or a mixed number), circle the

larger one. A completed sample item is shown.

Grade Level: 5, 6

3 1

Examples: or

2
or

5

2"

R8, Which Decimal i s Larger

Abstract: Given two non -whole numbers written in deciMal form, circle the

larger one; Acompleted samble item is shown.

Grade Level: 5, 6

Examples: 4.999 or 5.1

1.5 or 0.58

R9 Fractions Between TWo Others

Abstract: Given two fractions, write another which is larger than the
first and smaller than the second.

Grade Level: 6

Examples:
-I--

is larger than 3 i but smaller than $

is larger than,* but smaller than

R10 Decimals Between TWO Others

Abstract: Siven two decimal riumbers, write another which is larger than the
first and smaller than the Second.

Examples: is larger than 1.25, but smaller than 2.0

is larger thaii 0.42, but smaller than 0.43

a 1.

G-12



Category Elucidation

Ul Number Sentences About 8

Abstract: Students are to produce as many different "ten ntet abdUt 8" as
possible, always in the fdem "8 R ..."-. Foue}coeeeot answers to
similar exercises about 9 ate examined
(9 *.10 1, 9 * 1 +5 +3, 9 * 3 X 3, 9a 18= 2).

Grade%LeViT:

Example: My number sentencesjiboOt 8.
8 *
8 t

U2 prOducing Many Answers

Abstract: Given several different situations each of which poses a problem
for which there are many correct solutions, produce as many of
them as possible. For each situation, some potential solutions
are accepted or rejected for not following the given rules as
inappropriate.

Grade Level: 3, 4,-5, 6

Eiamples (from Grade 3):
Rules: Take out two balls.

Add the two numbers to get a score.

What are the possiblescores? 6; 2, 35

Rules: Write all the two digit nuibers you can
Use-only the 2, 3.

Give all the numbers that follow the rules. 34, 22

U3 Getting to 12

Abstract: Given a starting point (0), a goal (12) and'two-rules, invent as
many ways of reaching the goal_as possi le. The rules are that
only the numbers 2, 3, 5 & 7 can be us d along with addition,
subtraction, multiplication or divisio . Two sample solutions
(see below) are worked collectively.

Grade Level: 6

Examples:
S.imple 1: 0 4 7 7

7 -3 =14
14 =2_ 12

Sample : 0+ 5

5 + 1 = d
8 4=2 = 4

13 204 .1-12G-





Category W: Word Problems

W1 One Step Word Problems

Abstract: Solve word problems in which the story (including the question)

is read by the tester while the student looks at a series of

cartoons and/or follows the story in t e captions beneath the

cartoons. Seven items require one-ste solutions; two items

require two.

\Grade Level: 2

EiaM016:

Jill spent 6g to Bananas
buy some bananas. 2g each

Jim found 3'
marbles but
he lost 4.

And now he
has 5 marbles.

ow many bananas did
she buy?

.How_many marbles
did he have to

begin with?

4

W2 Two Stage Word Problems

Abstract: Solve word problems in which the solutions require two opera-

tions. The numbers in the problems are relatively small; the

computational and reading requirements are simple.

Grade Levels: 3, 4, 5, 6

Examples (from Grade 4): Pam gets 5O each week.
She always_spends 3og and saves the rest.
How much will she save in 4 weeks?

Tom has 3g more than Ann.
Tom _has 5g MT than John.
If John has-215 how much does Ann have?

131
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W3 Miscellaneous Word Problems

Abstract: Solve word problems which are unusual for third graders in
one of several ways: requires three-stage solution, requires
working backward from a given final state to an unknown initial
state, requires more logical analysis than straight computation,
involves proportional ratios, involves extraneous data.

Grade Level: 3

Examples: At- first, Sally had some marbles.
Then, she lost 3_of them.
Then, she found 2 rtarbles._
After that, she still had-13 marbles left.
How many did she have at first?

Sam has to move 10 boxes. ; _

He can carry 3 boxes each trip; _

How many trips will he need to make?

W4 Extraneous Information

Abstract: Solve word problems in which extraneous information is given.
Once the relevant information is selected, the solutions are
simple one-step problems involving smell whole numbers.

Grade Level: 4

Examples: A belt costs $4.
A shirt costs $5.
A hat costs $10.
How much more does a hat cost than a belt?

Peter has $10;
He needs 4 pounds of candy;
Candy is $2 per pound;
He is buying-candy for 6 people.
How much will the candy cost altogether?

W5 Fractional Sugar

Abstract: Solve word problemseach of which start with cups of sugar;
The one-step solutions all require simple computions (+, x

Or =) with fractions or mixed numbers.

Grade_Level: 4

Examples: Tina has Ok CuPs;
She buys 5+ more cups.
How much sugar will she have then?

Kari has 4. cups.
She gives away half of it.
How many cups of sugar will she have left?

c-1520011



Three Stage Word Problems

Abstract: Solve word problems in which the solution requires £hree opera-
.

tions. The .problem is stated in 3 to 5 short sentences and the
numbers given in the problems are relatively small.

Grade Level: 5, 6

Examples: Shirts cost $10 each and ties cost $5 each.
Altogether Jbe spent $35 for shirts and ties.
He bought 2 shirts.
How many ties did he buy?

Bill Toads 6 boxes in 2 hours.
John loads 4 boxes in 2 hours.
Together, how many boxes do they load in 6 hours?

W7 Decimal Gas
.

Abstract: Solve word problems.each_of which start with6.5 gallons of
gas. The one-step solutions all require simple computations
(4i xi or -) with decimals.

Grade Level: 5

Examples: Peter has 6.5 gallons.
Then he spills 1.2 gallons.
How much gas will he have left?

Ron has 6.5 gallons:
'Next week he will use ten times this much.
How much gas will he use next week?

W8 Novel Word Problems

Abstract: Solve word problems which are novel for sixth graders in one or
two of the following ways: involves fractions or decimals,
requires more-than-three-stage solutioni answer choices are
approximate; requires solving for two unknowns; requires the
use of data which is common knowledge but not given in the
problem. Response format is multiple choice.

Grade Level: 6

Examples:
Ellen saw pepper plants on sale at 3 plants for 40-V.
She bought 12 plants.
She usually- bought 3 plants for 50V.
How much did she save?

2ov 4O 480 $1.60 $2.00

George's father gives him 2if for every hour he spends in school.
About how much would he have givep George for the month of October?

$.50 $1.00 $3.00 $6.00

011 gO7
$10.00



Category A: Algebra

Al' -Algebraic Symbols

Abstract: Given the numerical value of a letter (or letters) produce the
numerical value of an expression involving that letter Athose
letters). In written instructions, two sample items are worked
out and implied multiplication (e.g. in 3bc or in d4) is ex-
plained. This scale follows A2 in the test booklet.

Grade Level: 6

Examples: If g = 4 and h = 3 then 5gh *

If p = 2 then p5 =

A2 Solving-Equations

Abstract: Given simple equations in one.unknwin,'solve fa' the unknown.
Three sample items are worked collectively, including one with
a.parenthesis.

Grade Level: 6

Examples: (7 x h) + 1 = 15, sb h =

(n + 1)i- 3 = 6, so n =

A3 Summation Operator
. .

Abstract: Given an open sentence involving one or more summations of
Consecutive integers, select the answer thit_completes the

. sentence. A symbol for such summations (olr4) is introduced
and explained ( 4)E) =2,41.445+4,) and -two items are worked
collectively.

Grade Level: 6

Examples:

b. ft c. 100

G'1208

+50

d. 1119
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A4 Transformations

Abstract: Given two different transformations ( whith turns a design
clockwise by 900 and 1: which reverses the numbeiNqf symbols
at the top and bottom of a design), the scare ZBiTs*ts of two

different sections: regoiring.the appliCation of either'=3 or
1; to a design, requiring several applications of R and/or -1:
to a design. Several sample items are worked collectively
in each section.

Grade Level: 6

Examples: Section' I: 4 (
0 %

Section II:

0

Start with

0

0

do : and then

0 1. twice

G-=-18

End up with



Category G: Geometry

G1 Geometric Loci

Abstract: [ermine which picture is described by a given_statementi where.
several- pictures are given;_each of -which has identically placed
elements (an 'x,' an 'o' and a line) but a diffeent set of
dots; determine which picture a given statement describes. First
statement is read by the tester;

Grade Level: 4

Examples:

A

0

In which picture are all the dots the same, distance from the x? A B

In which picture is each dot just as close to x as t ? A B E

G2 Geometric Congruencies

Abstract: Given a regular geometric shape dividethe shape into a certain
number of congruent parts; The word "congruentuis not used.
Three correct and three incorrect solutions to a sample probleth
are examined collectively.

Grade Level: 5

Examples:

171

C-19
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G3 Geometric Categories

Category Geometry

Abstract: Given nine different geometric figures, identify a set of 2 to 7

figures that are alike in someway, describe the distinguishing
characteristic and label the figures accordingly. Go through

this process as many times as possible. No examples are worked.
collectively;

Grade Level: '6

Examples:

Sample 1 All the figures with 'A" -Finalt.7:171121eR atoarc_

Sample 2 All the figures With "8" Incu/L 044i two Sidf..5-40,4-0A-ZIE-Htari04147-

All the figures with "C"

All the figures with "0"

etc.

.0-20
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Category IL: Logic

ALogi a1 Identification

Abstract: Given a specific set of individuals; a specific set of character-
istics, the fact that-each individual has a distinct combination
of characteristics, and several facts about some of the charac-
ter4stics of some of the individuals; identify the characteris-
tics of each individual; A smaller sample problem is WOrked
collectively:

-r

Grade Level: 6

Example :

?nose on two 4 boys: 1111 Tao U Pete

These in taw 4 1444wes: lwdeor miser_ Outd00, SOCOW IMIWOr hockey OwtOOOr 00cey

Talpsil.re a. facts' Cats bay Plays la 4 difforwas lemma.

Sill aloyi iOaiA

Tom tigtota Play WI/

ES OW,Sa't Play OwtallOra 4 on NOS.'S Old, SOcco,.

Mat VOSONOWS *act. by Slay lo? (CIrslo yowr ood000s.)

Sill: looser vicar, wide°, Weer new, Matey SiwtdOor OKpy
Tao: II00, SeCCN autilaor !Oscar ladoor Malify Outlier /Wavy

loam, IlOccar %taw Sects, IMOD, aCaay Ogatilsor hocUy

,ftto: 'sifter sacce, outdo°, Soccer loopor hockey 'Wise, Rectory

L2 Making Sentences False

Abstract: Given a picture of a set_of blocks and a true sentence about
them, make the sentence false by changing the blocks. In 'the

first two items, three suggested changes in the blocks are given
and the student need only mark which ones would falsify the
sentence. In the last thr-iiitems, the student must write a
change in the blocks. An item of the first type is worked
collectively.

Grade Level: 6

ExaMOes:

JOE'S SLOEKS

"There,are triangles above the line and squares below the line."

a. Take away the triangles.
b. Take away the_s,quares below the line.
c. Add squares above the line.

"Triangles go above the line or circles goebelow_the line."
(You write what Joe could do to make the sentence false.)

B[J CGri
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Category, 0: Organization of Data

01 Graphing Weight

,Abstract: Given a graph in which weight (axis labelled at 10 pound
increments for each.5.graph units) 15-plotted-against age (axis
labelled at 2.year-incements for each 2 graph units); determine
age per given weights and vice versa; One sviple item is worked
collectively.

Grade Level: 5

Examples: How much did Bill we h at 4 1/2 years of age?

How old was Bill when he reached 90 pounds?

02 ;nterpolating from a Table
0

Abstract: Given a table of prices for pipe of 4 different widths and 4
different lengths, interpolate or extrapolate to obtain the
price on a pipe of given dimensions: at least one of which is
not shown in the table. Two sample items are worked collectively.

Grade Level.: 6

Examples: Cost of 'Pip*

100' . 300' 600' 1;000'

4" $50 $150 $300 5500

Width S70 $210 $420 5700

12' $90 $270 $540 $900

16' $110 $330 $660 $1100 .

HOW MUCH WES IT COST TO BUY PIPE WHICH IS:

A

\tpo = $

20" x 1000'



Category P: 'Probability

....... ..

P1 Choosing the Best Box

Abstract: Given three boxes containing different combinations of 1, 2 and
513=centnballsu, determine from which'box it would be best to
make a blind

Grade Level: 5, 6

Examples: WHICI,LBOXWOULD___YaLL_CHOOSET

So

WHICH BOX WOULD YOU CHOOSE?

000
000-
OCDO
00®

P2- Dependent 06tcomes

Abstract: Given two (or thrie) spinners and an amount (10) to be achieved
Or exceededto wini_telect (from five standard choices) how
often a_player would win. _C011ectively it is shown how a player
could win or could lose with a specific set of spinnersi

two fOirms.-approximately 3.5 minutes:Grade Level:

Examples:

BEST CCP( ITAILABLE

less than half non than
never half the the half the always

Use time t1 ice '

less than half more than
never half the the half_ the always

t1 tfive time

G-23
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-------- --Appendix .H

Summary of. External Review of CSMP Materials; 1974
Dr. Shirley Hill; University of Miwkouri at Kansas City

If this sample of mathematicians' opinions is in any way representative -then I
cannot help but comment that the mathematical community Is a low--way from
any consensus concerning what mathematics is important and what should be
taught. (The possibility that there could beagreement on how it is taught is so
remote as to exclude hope.) The difficulty of summarizing-TEE five reports is
exacerbated by the apparent fact that _tti reviewers' perceptions of their roles
and the purpose of their evaluations differed greatly. The reports seem to be
addressed to different audiences and vary widely in degree of specificity, in focus
and in the framework of time and vision (farsighted, shortsIghted, nearsighted,_
hindsight, foresight, the "now," the future, the past, etc.) wMin which an value
judgment is imbedded. Thu§ I strongly urge any reader of this summary at lea$
to skim each of the indiv-idual reports.

The overall impression of the materials was favorable; three reviewers- expressed
quite favorable evaluations directly, the reaction of another was mixed, arid the
impression of the fifth cannot be said to be favorable, though it was not explicit=
ly negative.

One point of general agreement in the reports was on the soundness of the
'mathematical content. The material is seen to be mathematdcally 'sound without
any egregious technical or conceptual errors. There were differences of opinion
concerning matters of preference and taste in the development of the mathe-
matical ideas.

It was at least implicit in every report that It was impossible to separate
completely in an evaluation of this kind, matters of mathematics and matters of
pedagogy. Certainly most of the differences in preference concerning the way
the mathematics was presented had little to do with mathematical soundness but
rather related to questions of learning, development, concept formation and the
like. Many of these are empirical questions. I think that It Is fair to say that
most of the very specific comments and specific criticisms concern psychological
and pedagogical issues.

An example of a curricular element which Is a mix of mathematical and peda-
gogical issues Is the use of the minicomputer. This Is the single point of
complete agreement among all reports. There is to much reliance on .the
minicomputer. Three reviewers vehemently opposed Its use as an aid altogether;
the other two seriously question Its value In light oP the very great investment of
time. (Both of these reviewers agree that the effectiveness of the device with
respect W computational skills Is an empirical question) All Mee reviewers are
dubious,to very negative on the minicomputer's mixture of a binary and decimal
base.

Are the materials innovative, current-, time y? Comments ranged from "It Is
more of the- same" to "the material Is refreshingly full of new ideas." The
majority of the opinion that the materials were timely and current and In
many. Instances excitingly new; One reviewer found much new material of which
he could approve but too much "old" material from the era of "new math." One
found some "good sections" but little mathematics and much "obsessive ritual."

H-1



The question of relevance is tricky, as everyone knows. "Relevance" has no /
meaning except in the context of one's objectives,--values,, indeed-one's-philosophy.
I can only infer that there are differences among the reviewers in philoso-
phical basis of their views of mathematics - what it is and what E does. Thus

it is 11:ripossible to summarize the Comments ;elating to perceived relevance .of
the material. There simply is no constant base _for the opinions expressed.
Certainly I can ascertain no consistent =set of 'criteria for relevance.

Let me offer some examples of these differences. One reviewer sees the authors
of the materials as "oriented to pure' mathematics" and working in the "format of
the past twenty years;" while another feels that the extent of "student's partici-
pation" and spontaneity is encouraging,. apparently viewing the haterials as having
moved beyond "the pr4cerious discussions of systems and structure" of the past
decade.

One reviewer sees too much carryover of material from the "new math" (I defy
anyone to provide a clear -cut definition of that unfortunate term) and views such
material as faddish while another, believing in the need for more historical
perspective in distinguishing tre/nds from fundamentals, compliments the authors on
marntaining a balanced prograwf that 'is timely and relevant today without dis-
carding all the achievements of recent years.

The majority of t ey ew ers saw the materials as modern, relevant to today's trends
in mathematics and its aAlications with potential for deve oping competent future
mathematical users and problem-solvers.

I will end byementioning some specific things mentioned in more than one review.
All reviewers praised the inclusion of extensive study of probability. Most lii<ed
the material on relations and functions, on graphing and arrow diagrams, on
combinatorics.

Three reviewers specifically pointed to the "spiral': development and saw this as a"
positive feature. These three reviewers also believed the balance between
concepts and applications was good. Two specifically pointed out that the
activities stimulate active problem-solving and logical reasoning.

Most reviewers were Critical of the erlal on sets, set operations, and Venn
diagrams. TWo opposed the material the properties ofarithrhetIC operations.
TWo felt there should be more reliance z.n manipulative, physical materials.

As mentioned earlier, all reviewers were negative (in Varying degrees) about the
minicomputer.

21t
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